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1  DOES FOREIGN EXCHANGE LIBERALIZATION 

LEAD TO HIGHER GROWTH:  

EVIDENCE FROM SUB-SAHARAN  

AFRICAN COUNTRIES 
 

Manuk Ghazanchyan and Janet G. Stotsky 

International Monetary Fund 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This study examines the relationship between the foreign exchange regime 

and macroeconomic performance in Sub-Saharan African countries. The study 

divides the countries between resource rich, middle and low income countries. 

The study assesses the relationship between growth and various determinants, 

including the investment, exchange regime, the change in the real exchange 

rate, current account liberalization and various institutional characteristics 

including political risk. We used time and cross sectional fixed effects model 

with cluster robust standard errors. For the full sample with 546 observations, 

we find that for the determinants of growth, investment, government consump-

tion and the change in the real exchange rate (overvaluation only) are signifi-

cant determinants but not the exchange regime or liberalization. For the sam-

ple where the oil exporter African countries are excluded, we find that the ex-

change rate regime again does not matter and only government consumption 

is negatively significant for growth. For the sample of middle and low income 

African countries, we again find that only government consumption matters 

for growth. For all samples, we consistently find that overvaluation is bad for 

growth. Thus, based on our results, we conclude that (i) investment is a signif-

icant variable for growth when the sample includes oil exporter countries, 

most likely reflecting the high share of oil windfalls spent on capital projects; 

(ii) government consumption can be a drag on growth, regardless of the coun-

try’s income level (iii) the exchange rate regime does not matter for growth, 

but the secondary effects of distortionary exchange rates, in the form of real 

exchange rate overvaluation may have a negative effect, regardless of the ini-

tial level of incomes or other factors, including country size and political risk 

for these countries. 
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1.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The analysis of growth is central to assessing macroeconomic perfor-

mance. For developing countries, the foreign exchange regime and real ex-

change rate may play a crucial role in growth. This study draws upon this 

background to study empirically the African experience.  

 

Most African countries have notably improved their macroeconomic per-

formance in recent years, as reflected in higher average growth, generally 

moderate and stable inflation, and the accumulation of ample international re-

serve coverage. Key contributing factors to this improved performance were 

the reforms that these countries undertook to strengthen macroeconomic sta-

bility, and in doing so to liberalize their foreign exchange regimes. In the past, 

before liberalization, the foreign exchange regimes of many of these countries 

shared features of illiberal regimes once found commonly in Latin America 

and elsewhere, and were characterized by administrative controls over foreign 

exchange allocation and current account transactions. Persistently weak exter-

nal accounts and overvalued exchange rates led to extensive foreign exchange 

rationing and sizeable black market premiums.  

 

This study focuses on assessing what were the determinants of recent 

growth in Sub-Saharan Africa and focuses specifically on the empirical rela-

tionship between growth and characteristics of the foreign exchange regime. 

The specific value added is twofold: it specifically includes indicators of the 

exchange rate regime and current account liberalization in the empirical meth-

odology; and it models real exchange rates, making use of the equilibrium ex-

change rate concept. 

 

Our study finds no robust relationship between the choice of the foreign 

exchange regime and growth (both overall and non-agricultural growth); a 

finding that is generally in accord with previous studies on developing coun-

tries. The de jure and de facto exchange rate regime variables are not generally 

significant. Current account liberalization also does not have a significant ef-

fect on growth. On the other hand, the valuation of the real effective exchange 

rate almost always matters for growth. The evidence that overvaluation is 

harmful for growth is found in this study. We find a robust causality from in-

vestment to growth but only in a sample that includes oil exporters. An in-

crease of one percentage point in the share of investment in GDP increases 

growth per capita by about one-tenth of a percentage point, thus leading to the 

important conclusion that whatever the varied reform experience, countries 

should create conditions that are conducive for investment to raise growth. 

Government consumption share in GDP has a robustly significantly negative 

effect on overall growth. 
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Section 1.2 reviews the literature. Section 1.3 describes the data and pre-

sents a descriptive analysis. Sections 1.4 and 1.5 present our results and Sec-

tion 1.6 concludes. 

 

1.2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Aghion and Howitt (2009), the Commission on Growth and Development 

(2008), and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004) survey the extensive literature on 

the determinants of growth.
1
 Empirical modeling has found a robust relation-

ship between investment (both human and nonhuman) and growth. Drawing 

upon an augmented Solow model of growth, Mankiw, Romer, and Weil 

(1992) find that investment, education, and population growth play a signifi-

cant role in explaining cross-country growth. Levine and Renelt (1992) find 

that investment share of GDP is the most robust determinant of growth. 

 

A growing body of literature tries to explain the African growth experi-

ence, and why African growth has improved in the last few decades. Some 

recent studies include Guerguil and others (2011), Johnson, Ostry, and Subra-

manian (2007), and Patillo, Gupta, and Carey (2006), which point to Africa’s 

recent improved growth performance. Sub-Saharan African countries have 

made progress in sustaining macroeconomic stability and liberalizing foreign 

exchange regimes but still face challenges to improve institutions, reduce reg-

ulatory barriers, strengthen human capital and health, and avoid overvalued 

exchange rates. 

 

Rose (2011), Klein and Shambaugh (2010), and Ghosh, Gulde, and Wolf 

(2002) survey key ideas that form the background to a study of foreign ex-

change regimes. Monetary neutrality suggests that the nominal exchange rate 

regime should have no bearing on long-run economic growth. On the other 

hand, the exchange rate regime influences how countries adjust to real and 

nominal shocks and hence it may have some bearing on growth. It is generally 

considered advantageous for countries that experience significant real shocks 

to use floating exchange rates, which allows relative price adjustment to take 

place through adjustments of the nominal exchange rate, whereas it is consid-

ered advantageous for countries experiencing mostly financial shocks to adopt 

fixed exchange regimes. A range of other considerations are relevant to this 

discussion, including the transparency and credibility of the central bank, the 

incentives of different regimes for fiscal discipline, and various microeconom-

ic arguments related to the workings of the foreign exchange market.  

 

Theoretically, the choice of regime may influence growth through its indi-

rect effect on investment, productivity, and international trade. Uncertainty is 

                                                
1. Agenor and Montiel (1996) bring in an explicit development macroeconomic dimension. 
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a key consideration in this indirect chain. A pegged exchange rate regime may 

increase confidence and reduce uncertainty and transaction costs, thus boost-

ing investment, productivity, and trade, while uncertainty about exchange 

rates, under floating regimes, may create a damper to investment. However, if 

a peg is not credible or leads to overvaluation and black market premiums, as 

was observed in these Eastern African countries, then it may lead to lower in-

vestment, productivity, and trade, and hence weaken growth and competitive-

ness. Countries with more developed financial markets may be better able to 

contain exchange rate volatility associated with a flexible exchange rate, and 

thus are able to achieve the benefits of flexible rates in terms of enhancing the 

ability to adjust to real shocks without sacrificing the stability that a credible 

peg may entail.  

 

Rose, Kyaw and de Vita (2011), Klein and Shambaugh, Ghosh Ostry, and 

Tsangarides (2010), and Harms and Kreschmann (2009) add to empirical work 

on the relationship between foreign exchange regime and growth.
2
 De Vita 

and Kyaw use a panel of developing countries, over the 1981–2004 period, to 

study this relationship. They distinguish de facto and de jure regimes. They 

find that after controlling for the monetary policy framework, the regime has 

no significant effect on growth. Similarly, Rose, Klein and Shambaugh, and 

Ghosh, Ostry, and Tsangarides reach the same conclusion, with respect to de-

veloping countries (see also Husain, Mody, and Rogoff, 2005; Rogoff and 

others, 2004; and Ghosh and others, 1997). Harms and Kreschmann, using a 

sample of developing countries, find some benefit from less flexible regimes, 

but this result disappears after high inflation periods are eliminated from the 

sample. In contrast, Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2003) come to the conclu-

sion that less flexible regimes are associated with slower growth, as well as 

greater output volatility. Miles (2006) introduces a measure of the black mar-

ket premium, into the standard regression setup, and finds that this eliminates 

the effect of the exchange regime. In sum, the preponderance of empirical 

work suggests that the regime does not have a significant effect on growth, 

once other variables are taken into account, in developing countries, but this 

finding is not uniform and some studies have found that more flexible regimes 

are better for growth. 

 

These studies have not explored another important dimension of the for-

eign exchange regime, the degree to which the country has liberalized its cur-

rent account. Liberalization may on its own exert an effect on growth by creat-

ing an atmosphere that is more conducive to development of trade and export-

oriented industry. It may sometimes be difficult to ascertain whether a country 

has liberalized its current account, because there are many aspects to this de-

termination and there may also be substantial gaps between the laws and regu-

lations and practices, as with the exchange rate regime. The best measure of 

                                                
2. Petreski (2009) surveys the literature as well.  
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liberalization on a de jure basis is whether the country has accepted Article 

VIII status of the IMF’s Articles of Agreement and the de facto adherence is 

something that IMF country teams assess in conjunction with the authorities of 

each country. 

 

Finally, the real effective exchange rate is a key component of macroeco-

nomic policy. There is strong evidence that overvaluation is bad for growth 

and some more limited evidence that undervaluation may be beneficial for 

growth. Johnson, Ostry, and Subramanian (2007), Rodrik (2008), and Berg 

and Miao (2010) cover these issues in depth, in the developing country and 

specifically African context.  

 

1.3.    DATA AND DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 

 

1.3.1. Data 

 

The sample for our study covers annual observations for 42 African coun-

tries over the period 1990–2010.
 3

 The sample excludes the Democratic Re-

public of Congo and Zimbabwe due to their historically high inflation epi-

sodes and freely falling currencies. The sample includes 4 groups of countries: 

Oil exporters, middle income and low income countries, and fragile states. In 

alternative specifications, we have excluded war-affected fragile states such as 

the Central African Republic, Eritrea, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, and Liberia and 

treated the rest of the states typically considered fragile (i.e., Burundi, Chad, 

Sao Tome and Principe and Togo) as part of the low-income group. The coun-

tries are also aggregated based on resource intensiveness, and thus divided into 

oil and non-oil exporters and non-resource intensive middle and low income 

countries. The sample includes the countries in the regional unions of 

WAEMU (West African Economic and Monetary Union), CEMAC (the Eco-

nomic Community of Central African States) and CMA (Common Monetary 

Area). 

 

In constructing our measure of regime, this study distinguishes between de 

jure and de facto foreign exchange regimes, as indicated in the IMF’s Annual 

Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER). 

The de jure classification reflects the officially announced exchange rate re-

gime and the de facto classification, the actual policies in place at that time 

(IMF, 1999). We mapped the IMF classifications into three regimes (i.e., 

pegged, intermediate, and floating).
4
 The de jure and de facto classifications 

are positively correlated, in our sample, with a correlation coefficient of 0.85. 

Several other approaches rely on economic outcome data to distinguish de jure 

                                                
3. See Appendix A for a description of the data and summary statistics. 

4. See Appendix B for the methodology of exchange regime classifications. 
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from de facto regimes. Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2005) use data on 

changes in nominal exchange rates, the volatility of these changes, and the 

volatility of international reserves, with cluster techniques, to group countries 

into de facto regimes. Reinhart and Rogoff (2004) rely on exchange rate 

movements and black market data, which were not available for our sample. 

Similarly, we use the AREAER source to measure current account liberaliza-

tion on a de facto basis. 

 

1.3.2. Descriptive analysis 

 

We first analyze the relationship between our variables of interest and 

growth, with the help of some simple scatter plots. We have plotted invest-

ment and consumption shares in GDP against real GDP per capita (Charts 1 

and 2). There is a direct positive association between investment and growth, 

and an inverse association between government consumption and growth, 

though in both cases the associations are weak. 
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Chart 1. Real GDP growth per capita 

and investment 

Real GDP growth per capita  (annual percent), Y axis; Investment 

(percent of GDP), X axis 
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Chart 2. Real GDP growth per capita 

and consumption 

Real GDP growth per capita  (annual percent), Y axis; Consumption 

(percent of GDP), X axis 

 
 

We have also plotted the mean real GDP growth per capita against the dif-

ferent exchange rate regimes, in both the de jure and de facto settings (Charts 

3 and 4). As can be seen, there is an obvious positive correlation between the 

more flexible exchange rate regimes and growth. Moreover, intermediate re-

gimes are associated with higher growth than either of the other regimes. In 

the next section we seek to determine whether this positive association holds 

in the presence of other factors.  
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Chart 1.  Real GDP Growth Per Capita and Exchange Rate Regimes 

(IMF de facto classification)

Real GDP per capita (annual percent, mean per regime), Y axis; exchange rate regime 

(1=pegged; 2=intermediate; 3=floating), X axis.
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Chart 2.  Real GDP Growth Per Capita and Exchange Rate Regimes 

(IMF de jure classification)

Real GDP per capita (annual percent, mean per regime), Y axis; exchange rate regime 

(1=pegged; 2=intermediate; 3=floating), X axis.

 
 

1.4.    EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION 

 

1.4.1. The set-up 

 

Our results are based on estimating the following equation:
5
 

 

Growth 
i,t

 = á X
i,t 

+ â R
i,t 

+ ó
i
 + ã

t 
+ å

i,t                    
(1) 

 

In equation (1), Growth 
i,t

 is the growth rate of real GDP per capita (rgdpgpc), 

and the growth rate of non-agricultural real GDP per capita (rgdpgpc_nagr) of 

country i in year t; X
i,t

 is a vector of explanatory variables, described below; R 

i,t 
is a vector of foreign exchange regime dummies, where the coefficients rep-

resent the performance of flexible foreign exchange regimes relative to a 

pegged regime, which is the omitted category; σ
i
 are country specific effects; 

γ
t 
are time specific effects; ε

i,t 
are error terms; and α and β are parameters to be 

estimated. We run our estimations for pooled ordinary least squares (OLS), 

cross sectional fixed effects, time and cross sectional fixed effects and random 

effects models.
6
  

                                                
5. We use annual data because data with a higher frequency are not available for key varia-

bles. 

6. We used STATA programming language in our research, and the following program codes: 

OLS (regress, robust); cross-sectional, fixed effects model (xtivreg2, fe bw (5)) and time and 
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For the explanatory variables, we draw upon the rich empirical literature in 

this field, keeping in mind the limitations of the data from these countries, es-

pecially regarding human resource variables. Hence, we use investment in 

GDP as a measure of factor inputs, and we expect a larger share of investment 

should increase growth. We use lagged investment in our analysis, following 

some previous studies. We also use government consumption in GDP as an 

explanatory variable, which we expect would have an ambiguous effect on 

growth for the following reasons. From a demand perspective, higher govern-

ment spending may stimulate growth but if excessive, may lead to higher in-

flation rather than growth. From a supply perspective, spending on invest-

ments, either physical or human capital may induce higher growth. However, 

wasteful spending, such as on excessive compensation to civil servants, might 

lead to lower growth. Following the open economy variants of the literature, 

the real exchange rate is expected to be a key determinant of growth, hence in 

this initial analysis, we use the change in the real effective exchange rate as an 

explanatory variable, though its effect is uncertain.  

 

Countries that are growing more rapidly tend to experience exchange rate 

appreciation. Hence an appreciating real exchange rate may not necessarily 

reduce competitiveness. Unfortunately, we have no good measures of produc-

tivity. In some analyses, relative per capita income is used as a measure of 

productivity, but we have some doubts about its value in the African context, 

where a large part of activity is subsistence farming. Hence, we simply use the 

real exchange rate and undertake further analysis, as described later in the pa-

per. We would expect an appreciating real effective exchange rate to have a 

negative effect on growth and a depreciating, a positive effect. With regard to 

the variables characterizing the foreign exchange regime, we would expect 

that a liberalized current account would raise growth, if it leads to greater trade 

and more certain access to foreign currency, thus improving business condi-

tions. Our priors are that a more flexible exchange rate regime should be bene-

ficial for most countries that are buffeted by real shocks. But these countries 

may also benefit from fixed exchange rate given that central bank credibility 

has been built in these countries from a low level, when fiscal dominance was 

pervasive and still characteristic in a large set of countries.  

 

For the independent variables, investment (Inv) and government consump-

tion (Govc) shares in GDP are taken from national accounts data and the 

change in the real effective exchange rate (∆REER) is measured as US dollars 

per national currency. Current account liberalization (Liberalization) is taken 

from AREAER data, where 1 indicates a liberalized current account, on a de 

facto basis, where the constrained regimes are the omitted category. The ex-

change rate regime dummies for intermediate and floating de facto (Intdefacto 

                                                                                                                           
cross sectional, fixed effects model (xtivreg2…dum* (year), fe, bw (4), both corrected for 

arbitrary autocorrelation up to the 4th order) with the assumption of homoskedasticity.  
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and Flexdefacto) and de jure regimes (Intdejure and Flexdejure) are used to 

measure the impact of the regime on growth, with the pegged exchange rate 

regime treated as the omitted regime. Alternatively, we design an index varia-

ble with (Inddejure) for de jure and (Inddefacto) for de facto specifications, 

respectively, where the pegged regime takes value 0, the intermediate, 1, and 

floating, 2. This variable constrains the effect of moving from pegged to in-

termediate to floating to be the same. We reserved from showing the results of 

regressions using the index variable due to the proximity of the inferences to 

the outcomes from regressions from the regime variables.
7
  

 

1.4.2. Robustness 

 

Our preferred model is the time and cross sectional, fixed effects estima-

tor.
8,9

 In our model we also assume that errors are homoskedastic and we cor-

rect only for pure autocorrelation. We do not correct for possible 

heteroskedasticity owing to the small number of cross-sectional units. Howev-

er, the dependent variable is already scaled, thus reducing the possibility of 

serious bias from this violation of the normal assumptions on the error term.  

 

It would be interesting to assess the effect on growth of distortions in the 

foreign exchange regime distortion as opposed to just the regime, itself, be-

cause of the profound macroeconomic imbalances that distorted regimes pro-

duced in these countries. However, given the data deficiencies, we could only 

construct measures that would have a sizeable measurement error. For in-

stance, we could not devise an accurate and consistent way to measure the 

black market premium, without collecting for each country detailed informal 

exchange rate information that are not available in published sources. Similar-

ly, observations where the de jure and de facto exchange regime classification 

differ might only reflect a gap between the law and practice but not necessari-

ly a distortion, such as would result in rationing of foreign exchange or a black 

market premium. We thus do not draw any conclusions from our empirical 

work about the effect of distortions as opposed to regimes.  

                                                
7. The results are available from the authors upon request. 

8 Our robustness checks on the feasibility of the OLS regressions showed that the fixed effects 

model is preferred to the pooled OLS regression model. The F-statistic (Durbin-Wu-Hausman) 

strongly rejects the null of consistency and full efficiency of OLS results compared to the 

fixed effects model. We also rejected the appropriateness of the random effects estimator with 

the standard Hausman test, and by also observing higher correlation of country level individu-

al effects with the independent variables after running the fixed effects model. Having said 

this, we still report the results of the random effects model knowing that this model produces 

estimates that are not sample dependent and are with lower variance compared with the fixed 

effects model. 

9. Our robustness tests soundly rejected the time invariance of our models, which means that 

the two-way, fixed effects model is the preferred one. 
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1.4.3. Results 

 

We present our results in separate tables for specifications using as the de-

pendent variable both overall real GDP and non-agricultural real GDP growth 

per capita. Within each table, we present results for specifications for the full 

sample, non-oil and middle and low income samples. For each specification 

(pooled OLS, cross-sectional, fixed effects, time and cross sectional, fixed ef-

fects and random effects models), the first column uses regime dummy varia-

bles from the IMF de jure classification and the second column uses the IMF 

de facto regime classification.  

 

1.4.3.1. Overall real GDP growth per capita 

 

Table 1a presents the results for overall real GDP growth per capita and 

regime dummies for the full sample. The signs of the control variables are 

broadly as expected (we concentrate on columns 5 and 6). The impact of 

lagged investment on growth is positive and significant. An increase of in-

vestment share in nominal GDP by 1 percentage point (say, from 26 % of 

GDP to 27 % of GDP) will increase the rate of growth per capita by about 

one-tenth of a percentage point. The impact of government consumption share 

in GDP is significantly negative. An increase of government consumption 

share in GDP by 1 percentage point will decrease the rate of growth per capita 

by about 0.20 percentage point. The change in the real effective exchange rate 

is not significant. The dummy for liberalization is significant at the 5 % level 

under both de jure and de facto exchange rate classifications but only in the 

ordinary least squares (OLS) model (columns 1 and 2). In the same manner, 

under the de jure classification the impact of flexible and intermediate regimes 

on growth is significantly positive in the OLS regression (columns 1 and 2) 

but under the de facto classification the impact is significantly negative under 

cross sectional fixed effects models (columns 3 and 4). However, in the model 

with time dummies, the coefficients of more flexible regimes are not signifi-

cant under both de jure and de facto regime classifications (columns 5 and 6).  
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Random effects

sectional fixed effects 
1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Inv(-1) 0.182*** 0.170*** 0.095* 0.099* 0.102* 0.106* 0.132*** 0.125***

(0.044) (0.044) (0.036) (0.036) (0.036) (0.036) (0.031) (0.031)

Govc -0.085* -0.094*** -0.216** -0.196 -0.223** -0.208** -0.098** -0.117**

(0.026) (0.026) (0.105) (0.105) (0.104) (0.105) (0.047) (0.047)

cREER 0.058** 0.065** 0.026 0.024 0.026 0.024 0.035 0.037

(0.028) (0.029) (0.030) (0.029) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030)

Liberalization -2.095** -1.791** 0.529 0.585 0.514 0.475 -0.191 -0.052

(0.895) (0.865) (0.671) (0.669) (0.659) (0.662) (0.633) (0.640)

Flexdejure 1.464* 2.136 2.077 1.593

(0.508) (1.816) (1.795) (1.047)

Intdejure 3.823*** 2.265 2.182 2.770*

(0.844) (1.831) (1.810) (1.041)

Flexdefacto 0.938 -2.557** -1.622 0.025

(0.543) (1.178) (1.230) (0.946)

Intdefacto 2.796*** -1.252 -1.419 0.411

(0.792) (1.135) (1.142) (0.888)

_cons 0.204 0.701 -0.249 0.807

(1.082) (1.140) (1.407) (1.413)

Observations 453 453 453 453 453 453 453 453

r2 0.180 0.153 0.031 0.040 0.102 0.103

rmse 5.703 5.795 4.807 4.787 4.692 4.690 4.765 4.800

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 1a. Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP per capita

OLS Time and cross 

fixed effects 
1

Cross sectional 
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Correcting for endogeneity of investment produces broadly similar results.
 10

 

The exchange rate dummies, the liberalization dummy and the change of the 

real effective exchange rate are not significant.  

 

We tried several variants on this basic specification. For instance, the in-

clusion of population growth, education, country size, openness and political 

risk as explanatory variables did not change the key results. Although we did 

find that initial income was strongly negative and significant, suggestive of 

some degree of convergence of income over time, this variable is time invari-

ant and hence would need to be dropped in the specification that included 

country fixed effects, our preferred specification. 

 

Table 1b presents the results for overall real GDP growth per capita for the 

non-oil country sample, where the coefficients for investment and consump-

tion are no longer significant in explaining growth in the time and cross sec-

tional fixed effects model (columns 5 and 6). The dummy for liberalization is 

also not significant under both de jure and de facto regime classifications as 

well as the variable for the change in the real exchange rate. Finally, in the 

sample of nonoil producing countries, the coefficients of the more flexible re-

gimes are not significant under both the de jure and de facto regime classifica-

tions (columns 5 and 6).  

 

In Table 1c in the sample for middle and low income African countries, we 

can observe that the variable for investment is no longer statistically signifi-

cant while the variable for government consumption is significant at 5 % level 

in the time and cross sectional regressions (columns 5 and 6). Neither the re-

gimes dummies nor the variable for liberalization are significant for growth 

under both de jure and de facto regime classifications. The change in real ex-

change rate variables is also insignificant. 

 

                                                
10. Rose (2011) in his survey finds few systematic differences between the higher income 

countries (measured by real GDP per capita) and their exchange rage regimes. Hence we do 

not formally assess endogeneity of the exchange rate regime. 
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Time and cross Random effects

sectional fixed effects 
1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Inv(-1) 0.061 0.062 0.036 0.035 0.029 0.035 0.044 0.050

(0.031) (0.033) (0.041) (0.040) (0.041) (0.042) (0.036) (0.036)

Govc 0.003 -0.014 -0.279** -0.259 -0.293** -0.268** -0.006 -0.020

(0.019) (0.018) (0.138) (0.142) (0.132) (0.136) (0.033) (0.030)

cREER -0.009 -0.009 0.008 0.005 0.001 -0.001 -0.002 -0.003

(0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.022) (0.023) (0.022) (0.022)

Liberalization -0.097 -0.084 0.090 0.008 -0.078 -0.287 -0.155 -0.230

(0.508) (0.522) (0.558) (0.567) (0.532) (0.553) (0.515) (0.522)

Flexdejure 1.234** 0.480 0.762 1.088

(0.507) (1.254) (1.199) (0.704)

Intdejure 0.751 -0.576 -0.462 0.404

(0.508) (1.344) (1.302) (0.743)

Flexdefacto 0.425 -0.751 0.265 0.335

(0.575) (0.851) (0.858) (0.637)

Intdefacto 0.228 -0.536 -0.428 -0.201

(0.487) (0.832) (0.819) (0.619)

_cons 1.665 2.520** 1.953 2.207

(1.105) (1.060) (1.254) (1.258)

Observations 263 263 263 263 263 263 263 263

r2 0.135 0.116 0.025 0.022 0.155 0.151

rmse 3.111 3.145 3.036 3.039 2.895 2.901 2.892 2.920

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 1c. Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, Middle and Low Income Sample, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP per capita

OLS

fixed effects 
1

Cross sectional 
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1.4.3.2. Non-agricultural real GDP growth per capita 

 

Table 2a presents the results for non-agricultural real GDP growth per cap-

ita and regime dummies for the full sample. 

 

In addition, the liberalization variable is not significant in any specification 

as well as the variable for the change in the real exchange rate. The coeffi-

cients for the de jure intermediate and flexible regimes are positive and signif-

icant in the OLS regressions (columns 1 and 2), and in the random effects 

model (columns 7 and 8), though the regime dummies are not significant for 

the de facto specification in either model. 

 

The coefficient for lagged investment is again positive and significant at 1 

% level; however the coefficient for government consumption is no longer 

significant.  

 

Table 2b presents the results for non-agricultural real GDP growth per cap-

ita for the non-oil country sample, where, as in the case of the overall real 

GDP growth for this sample, the coefficients for investment and consumption 

are no longer significant. The variable for investment and the de jure exchange 

rate regime dummies are significant only in the OLS and random effects mod-

els and the random effects models. As before, the variables for liberalization 

and the change in the real exchange rate are not significant. 

 

As Table 2c shows, in the middle and low income sample no variable is 

statistically significant to explain the non agricultural real GDP growth though 

the exchange rate regime dummies are statistically significant in the OLS re-

gressions. 
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Random effects

sectional fixed effects 
1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Inv(-1) 0.246*** 0.234*** 0.194*** 0.189*** 0.206*** 0.207*** 0.242*** 0.234***

(0.068) (0.069) (0.053) (0.053) (0.052) (0.053) (0.039) (0.039)

Govc -0.039 -0.056 -0.186 -0.188 -0.181 -0.198 -0.043 -0.056

(0.032) (0.031) (0.151) (0.154) (0.150) (0.153) (0.046) (0.046)

cREER 0.019 0.020 0.012 0.004 0.025 0.022 0.032 0.032

(0.038) (0.039) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.043) (0.041) (0.042)

Liberalization -0.594 -0.435 -0.072 -0.233 -0.084 -0.336 -0.353 -0.361

(1.016) (1.047) (1.064) (1.083) (1.058) (1.073) (0.940) (0.950)

Flexdejure 2.742* 1.463 3.541 3.090*

(0.889) (4.439) (4.438) (1.168)

Intdejure 2.840*** -2.570 -0.469 2.536**

(0.821) (4.308) (4.321) (1.134)

Flexdefacto 1.493 -1.456 0.564 2.217

(0.975) (1.826) (1.939) (1.169)

Intdefacto 2.192* -0.842 -0.900 1.240

(0.744) (1.743) (1.749) (1.072)

_cons -2.210 -1.352 -2.300 -1.696

(1.759) (1.776) (2.303) (2.340)

Observations 358 358 358 358 358 358 358 358

r2 0.134 0.117 0.054 0.043 0.133 0.123

rmse 6.897 6.963 6.574 6.612 6.407 6.442 6.454 6.499

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 2a. Non-Agricultural Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP (non agricultural) per capita

OLS Time and cross 

fixed effects 
1

Cross sectional 
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Random effects

sectional fixed effects 
1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Inv(-1) 0.096* 0.092** 0.017 0.010 -0.006 0.002 0.096* 0.092**

(0.036) (0.036) (0.054) (0.055) (0.055) (0.056) (0.037) (0.037)

Govc 0.001 -0.003 0.021 0.010 0.053 0.021 0.001 -0.003

(0.027) (0.027) (0.136) (0.138) (0.132) (0.135) (0.031) (0.032)

cREER -0.020 -0.021 0.001 -0.006 0.006 0.003 -0.020 -0.021

(0.038) (0.039) (0.037) (0.037) (0.036) (0.036) (0.036) (0.037)

Liberalization -0.587 -0.505 -1.019 -1.300 -0.965 -1.202 -0.587 -0.505

(1.235) (1.241) (1.037) (1.053) (1.029) (1.043) (0.915) (0.915)

Flexdejure 3.037*** 1.723 3.313 3.037***

(0.838) (3.631) (3.597) (0.815)

Intdejure 2.286* -1.989 -0.536 2.286*

(0.745) (3.519) (3.495) (0.842)

Flexdefacto 2.807* -0.430 1.441 2.807*

(1.077) (1.588) (1.651) (0.888)

Intdefacto 1.245 -0.709 -0.327 1.245

(0.658) (1.537) (1.519) (0.839)

_cons 1.023 1.421 1.351 1.430

(1.801) (1.867) (2.071) (2.123)

Observations 293 293 293 293 293 293 293 293

r2 0.153 0.138 0.026 0.006 0.124 0.110

rmse 5.480 5.529 5.445 5.498 5.277 5.319 5.480 5.529

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 2b. Non-Agricultural Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, non-oil sample, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP (non agricultural) per capita

OLS Time and cross 

fixed effects 
1

Cross sectional 
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Random effects

sectional fixed effects 
1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Inv(-1) 0.062 0.064 0.023 0.003 0.039 0.041 0.062 0.064

(0.055) (0.057) (0.080) (0.082) (0.082) (0.085) (0.059) (0.061)

Govc 0.033 0.011 -0.278 -0.234 -0.213 -0.180 0.033 0.011

(0.029) (0.029) (0.244) (0.255) (0.238) (0.248) (0.040) (0.039)

cREER 0.007 0.008 0.020 0.011 0.026 0.021 0.007 0.008

(0.039) (0.040) (0.041) (0.042) (0.040) (0.041) (0.040) (0.041)

Liberalization -1.404 -1.553 -1.302 -1.663 -1.211 -1.647 -1.404 -1.553

(1.229) (1.285) (1.098) (1.128) (1.089) (1.123) (1.005) (1.003)

Flexdejure 2.577* 2.321 4.411 2.577*

(0.941) (3.568) (3.537) (0.975)

Intdejure 1.753** -2.413 -0.100 1.753

(0.812) (3.435) (3.441) (0.956)

Flexdefacto 1.659 -1.128 1.451 1.659

(1.208) (1.687) (1.797) (0.999)

Intdefacto 0.451 -0.825 -0.200 0.451

(0.724) (1.670) (1.669) (0.965)

_cons 3.012 3.985 3.631 4.266

(2.126) (2.259) (2.453) (2.542)

Observations 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222

r2 0.152 0.134 0.053 0.021 0.166 0.142

rmse 5.269 5.326 5.298 5.386 5.118 5.193 5.269 5.326

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 2c. Non-Agricultural Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, Middle and Low Income Sample, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP (non agricultural) per capita

OLS Time and cross 

fixed effects 
1

Cross sectional 
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1.5.    ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATIONS 

 

1.5.1. The set-up 

 

We next explore, with an alternative methodology, the effect of a more ap-

preciated real effective exchange rate on growth. Because exchange rates tend 

to appreciate as countries grow faster than their peers, a more appreciated ex-

change rate is not bad, per se, but only so, if it implies that the currency has 

become overvalued. We would expect overvaluation of the exchange rate to 

have a negative effect on growth as it would erode the external competitive-

ness of the country. Following Berg and Miao and Christiansen, Prati, Ricci, 

and Tressel (2009) we estimate a Fundamental Equilibrium Exchange Rate 

(FEER) regression to construct a residual:
11

 

 

FEER
i,t 

= á0 + 
á1 yi,t 

+ á2Xi,t
 + át   +  

å
i,t 

FEER
 
 
  
(2)

      

 

In equation (2), Xi,t denotes ”fundamental” determinants of the equilibrium 

exchange rate, which include the terms of trade (taken as the natural log), gov-

ernment consumption share in GDP, investment share of GDP and the share of 

external trade in GDP, and real GDP per capita. 
12

 The residuals from this re-

gression, ε
i,t 

would mean undervaluation (negative residuals) or overvaluation 

(positive residuals) depending on their sign.
 13

 We used the change in these 

residuals (cresidfeer) to replace the change in REER in our baseline regression 

(1). Following Berg and Miao, we also have used these residuals from regres-

sion (2) to measure deviation of the real exchange rate from an equilibrium 

concept. We split the sample into components for undervaluation and overval-

uation. The dummy variable D1 takes a value of 1 for negative residuals from 

the FEER regression. The variable D1*Und represents undervaluation, which is 

constructed by multiplying the dummy variable for undervaluation by the neg-

ative residuals. The dummy variable D2 takes a value of 1 for positive residu-

als from the FEER regression. The variable D2*Over represents overvaluation, 

                                                
11. In estimating the FEER equation, we assume that in the medium term countries are in 

equilibrium as described by the level of the fundamental variables used in the estimation. 

12. We have also estimated (2) by omitting the co-integration variable, real GDP per capita, 

and  by exploring variations of standard variables used in these equations, such as the log of 

terms of trade, government consumption share of GDP, openness and net foreign assets scaled 

by exports. Our results are robust to the results presented here and confirm the negative and 

significant coefficient on the overvaluation dummy. 

13. Note that our definition of the FEER residual differs from that in Berg and Miao as we 

rely on the IMF’s definition of the exchange rate underlying the real effective exchange rate, 

i.e. U.S. dollars per national currency, while the authors use the definition of national currency 

per U.S. dollar relying on Penn World Tables. The implication of this is that the residuals 

from regression (2) with minus signs would mean undervaluation in our study and overvalua-

tion in Berg and Miao.  
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which is constructed by multiplying the dummy variable for overvaluation by 

the positive residuals. 

 

In a similar vein, we also constructed a measure of the residuals that re-

moves the cyclical component of the REER series using the Hodrick-Prescott 

filter, and we label this residual series hpreer to distinguish it from the FEER 

residual. Next, we used these residuals to replace the change in REER in our 

baseline regression, as in the case of the FEER residuals. 

 

We applied the same technique described above to split the sample into 

components for undervaluation and overvaluation with negative residuals as-

signed to dummy variable D11, and positive residuals, to dummy variable 

D22. As before, the variables D11*Und and D22*Over would represent un-

dervaluation and overvaluation, respectively. 

 

1.5.2. Results 

 

Table 3a presents the results for overall real GDP growth per capita and 

regime dummies in the full sample, where the variable for the change in the 

real exchange rate is replaced by the change in the residual (cresidfeer) from 

the FEER regression. We then also split the sample using D1*Und and 

D2*Over. We present the results using only our preferred specification of time 

and cross sectional fixed effects regression. Columns 1 and 2 replicate our ear-

lier, preferred specification and the remaining columns present our results with 

this alternative approach to measuring the change in the real exchange rate. 

We find results similar in many respects to the earlier results except that the 

impact of the real exchange rate on growth is now statistically significant. In-

vestment and consumption share of GDP are significant. As can be seen, the 

impact of the change in exchange rate on overall growth is now significant 

when it is replaced with the change in the residual from the FEER regression.  

 

Thus, we do find that the impact of overvaluation on growth is significant-

ly negative under both de jure and de facto regime classifications.  

 

In particular, an overvaluation of the FEER by 1 percentage point would 

reduce the real GDP growth per capita by about 0.1 %. Interestingly, when 

using the Hodrick-Prescott residuals, we again find a significantly negative 

effect of the exchange rate misalignment on overall growth (with roughly the 

same overall significance and signs of the other explanatory variables). This 

specification thus confirms the theoretical conjecture that overvaluation in the 

real exchange rate has a negative impact on growth
14

. 
                                                
14. We also tested for endogeneity of the change in the real exchange rate and the two residual 

series, and found that, in a statistical sense, we cannot reject the hypothesis of exogeneity for 

any of these variables, although the theory suggests that they might be endogenous in the 

growth equation.  
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Inv(-1) 0.102** 0.106** 0.091** 0.094** 0.098* 0.101* 0.094** 0.094** 0.093** 0.093**

(0.036) (0.036) (0.037) (0.037) (0.036) (0.036) (0.037) (0.036) (0.036) (0.036)

Govc -0.223* -0.208* -0.298* -0.285* -0.357*** -0.344* -0.265** -0.256** -0.302* -0.295*

(0.104) (0.105) (0.106) (0.107) (0.107) (0.108) (0.104) (0.104) (0.106) (0.105)

cREER 0.026 0.024

(0.030) (0.030)

Liberalization 0.514 0.475 0.489 0.415 0.646 0.573 0.503 0.472 0.738 0.758

(0.659) (0.662) (0.669) (0.679) (0.665) (0.673) (0.659) (0.660) (0.673) (0.674)

Flexdejure 2.077 2.180 1.825 1.774 1.409

(1.795) (1.815) (1.801) (1.826) (1.835)

Intdejure 2.182 2.055 1.753 1.883 1.589

(1.810) (1.834) (1.818) (1.867) (1.871)

Flexdefacto -1.622 -1.685 -1.915 -1.893 -2.140

(1.230) (1.244) (1.231) (1.230) (1.231)

Intdefacto -1.419 -1.667 -1.908 -1.671 -1.741

(1.142) (1.161) (1.149) (1.156) (1.152)

cresidFEER -3.578 -3.740

(2.172) (2.199)

D1*Und 7.013 7.459

(4.083) (4.080)

D*2Over -13.275*** -14.063***

(3.830) (3.848)

hpreer -0.020 -0.030

(0.023) (0.023)

D11*Und 0.024 0.021

(0.035) (0.035)

D22*Over -0.063 -0.079**

(0.035) (0.034)

Observations 453 453 444 444 444 444 454 454 454 454

r2 0.102 0.103 0.110 0.112 0.131 0.136 0.105 0.109 0.111 0.117

rmse 4.692 4.690 4.726 4.721 4.676 4.664 4.691 4.682 4.681 4.666

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 3a. Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, with FEER residual, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP per capita

Time and cross 

sectional fixed effects 
1
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Inv(-1) 0.012 0.015 0.010 0.013 0.012 0.015 0.014 0.017 0.014 0.016

(0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.027)

Govc -0.118 -0.123 -0.128 -0.136** -0.155** -0.162** -0.113 -0.119 -0.115 -0.122

(0.065) (0.066) (0.067) (0.068) (0.068) (0.069) (0.067) (0.067) (0.068) (0.068)

cREER 0.005 0.003

(0.018) (0.018)

Liberalization -0.177 -0.289 -0.223 -0.344 -0.166 -0.284 -0.184 -0.289 -0.163 -0.262

(0.438) (0.439) (0.449) (0.456) (0.449) (0.455) (0.438) (0.439) (0.449) (0.450)

Flexdejure 0.779 0.845 0.670 0.876 0.830

(1.137) (1.151) (1.151) (1.174) (1.195)

Intdejure -0.146 -0.261 -0.445 0.009 -0.037

(1.198) (1.219) (1.220) (1.262) (1.280)

Flexdefacto -0.126 -0.082 -0.237 -0.099 -0.121

(0.749) (0.764) (0.766) (0.757) (0.762)

Intdefacto -0.462 -0.602 -0.709 -0.423 -0.426

(0.701) (0.718) (0.717) (0.716) (0.717)

cresidFEER -0.995 -1.138

(1.430) (1.452)

D1*Und 3.013 2.973

(2.526) (2.543)

D*2Over -5.003** -5.276**

(2.528) (2.558)

hpreer 0.006 0.004

(0.015) (0.014)

D11*Und 0.010 0.009

(0.022) (0.022)

D22*Over 0.002 -0.000

(0.022) (0.021)

Observations 372 372 362 362 362 362 372 372 372 372

r2 0.126 0.123 0.127 0.123 0.137 0.134 0.126 0.123 0.127 0.124

rmse 2.747 2.752 2.774 2.779 2.762 2.767 2.747 2.752 2.751 2.756

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 3b. Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, with FEER residual, non-oil sample, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP per capita

Time and cross 

sectional fixed effects 
1

 
 

Table 3b presents the results for overall real GDP growth per capita for the 

non-oil sample. The results do not vary much from previous results without 

FEER residuals except that the variable for government consumption has a 

significantly negative impact on growth (columns 5 and 6) with a bit of a less-

er magnitude of impact compared with results for the full sample presented in 

Table 1a. More importantly, we again observe a significantly negative impact 

of overvaluation on growth though for the non-oil sample the residual from 

HP filter is no longer significant. 

 

For the middle and low income samples, Table 3c shows that the impact of 

government consumption on GDP growth is significantly negative (at 5 % 

level of significance, columns 5 and 6).  
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Inv(-1) 0.029 0.035 0.067 0.073 0.067 0.073 0.019 0.024 0.014 0.017

(0.041) (0.042) (0.059) (0.059) (0.059) (0.060) (0.042) (0.043) (0.042) (0.043)

Govc -0.293** -0.268** -0.554** -0.534* -0.553* -0.536* -0.312** -0.278** -0.319** -0.286**

(0.132) (0.136) (0.182) (0.191) (0.190) (0.198) (0.133) (0.136) (0.132) (0.135)

cREER 0.001 -0.001

(0.022) (0.023)

Liberalization -0.078 -0.287 -1.261 -1.222 -1.259 -1.225 -0.047 -0.282 0.034 -0.161

(0.532) (0.553) (0.766) (0.785) (0.774) (0.796) (0.531) (0.551) (0.531) (0.550)

Flexdejure 0.762 2.988 2.986 0.390 0.280

(1.199) (2.284) (2.295) (1.259) (1.256)

Intdejure -0.462 2.028 2.027 -0.936 -0.834

(1.302) (1.888) (1.897) (1.395) (1.389)

Flexdefacto 0.265 0.126 0.130 0.115 -0.146

(0.858) (1.069) (1.085) (0.870) (0.872)

Intdefacto -0.428 -0.246 -0.247 -0.635 -0.730

(0.819) (0.995) (1.000) (0.845) (0.839)

cresidFEER -0.034** -0.032**

(0.015) (0.015)

D1*Und -0.032 -0.034

(0.062) (0.063)

D2*Over -0.034** -0.032**

(0.015) (0.016)

hpreer -0.019 -0.019

(0.019) (0.018)

D11*Und 0.031 0.032

(0.028) (0.027)

D22*Over -0.056** -0.059**

(0.024) (0.024)

Observations 263 263 158 158 158 158 263 263 263 263

r2 0.155 0.151 0.252 0.243 0.252 0.243 0.159 0.155 0.181 0.180

rmse 2.895 2.901 2.587 2.602 2.597 2.612 2.889 2.895 2.856 2.859

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 3c. Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, with FEER residual, Middle and Low Income Sample, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP per capita

Time and cross 

sectional fixed effects 
1

 
 

Compared to the specification without the FEER and HP filter residuals 

(Table 2c) for the non-oil sample, here we also observe that the change in the 

FEER residual is statistically significant, and, as expected, impacts the growth 

negatively. The negative relationship between overvaluation and growth is 

once more confirmed in this specification with both the FEER residual and the 

cyclical HP dummies for overvaluation. The results for non-agricultural 

growth for the full sample again show that investment and government con-

sumption matter for growth (Table 4a).  
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Inv(-1) 0.206*** 0.207*** 0.198*** 0.197*** 0.206*** 0.205*** 0.203*** 0.204*** 0.205*** 0.205***

(0.052) (0.053) (0.053) (0.053) (0.052) (0.053) (0.053) (0.053) (0.052) (0.052)

Govc -0.181 -0.198 -0.231 -0.255 -0.292 -0.314** -0.205 -0.221 -0.270 -0.277

(0.150) (0.153) (0.152) (0.155) (0.152) (0.153) (0.149) (0.151) (0.151) (0.152)

cREER 0.025 0.022

(0.043) (0.043)

Liberalization -0.084 -0.336 -0.203 -0.446 0.067 -0.190 -0.248 -0.469 0.226 0.031

(1.058) (1.073) (1.056) (1.073) (1.047) (1.061) (1.056) (1.072) (1.074) (1.086)

Flexdejure 3.541 3.429 1.866 3.715 1.078

(4.438) (4.447) (4.432) (4.484) (4.636)

Intdejure -0.469 -0.516 -1.940 -0.079 -2.371

(4.321) (4.334) (4.314) (4.424) (4.529)

Flexdefacto 0.564 0.339 0.100 0.349 -0.177

(1.939) (1.937) (1.906) (1.935) (1.925)

Intdefacto -0.900 -0.946 -1.281 -0.711 -0.944

(1.749) (1.767) (1.746) (1.767) (1.753)

cresidFEER -0.940 -1.345

(3.174) (3.249)

D1*Und 12.174** 12.155**

(5.966) (5.977)

D*2Over -13.252** -14.156**

(5.698) (5.757)

hpreer 0.017 0.021

(0.037) (0.037)

D11*Und 0.095 0.106**

(0.053) (0.053)

D22*Over -0.079 -0.076

(0.060) (0.058)

Observations 358 358 359 359 359 359 359 359 359 359

r2 0.133 0.123 0.132 0.122 0.150 0.142 0.132 0.123 0.144 0.136

rmse 6.407 6.442 6.409 6.445 6.350 6.380 6.408 6.443 6.375 6.404

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 4a. Non-agricultural Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, with FEER residual, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP (non-agricultural) per capita

Time and cross 

sectional fixed effects 
1

 
 

The significance of the exchange rate regime dummies and FEER residuals 

are also robust. Interestingly, in this specification we find that undervaluation 

is good for growth. In particular, an undervaluation of the FEER by 1 percent-

age point would increase the real GDP growth per capita by about 0.1 %. 
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Inv(-1) -0.006 0.002 -0.010 -0.003 -0.005 0.000 0.003 0.011 0.007 0.015

(0.055) (0.056) (0.055) (0.056) (0.055) (0.056) (0.055) (0.056) (0.054) (0.055)

Govc 0.053 0.021 0.040 0.005 -0.010 -0.039 0.087 0.058 0.056 0.034

(0.132) (0.135) (0.134) (0.136) (0.133) (0.135) (0.133) (0.135) (0.133) (0.134)

cREER 0.006 0.003

(0.036) (0.036)

Liberalization -0.965 -1.202 -0.961 -1.200 -0.832 -1.073 -1.028 -1.222 -0.670 -0.856

(1.029) (1.043) (1.028) (1.041) (1.014) (1.027) (1.020) (1.032) (1.035) (1.044)

Flexdejure 3.313 3.279 2.261 4.107 2.255

(3.597) (3.594) (3.577) (3.611) (3.752)

Intdejure -0.536 -0.536 -1.468 0.645 -1.046

(3.495) (3.494) (3.474) (3.558) (3.670)

Flexdefacto 1.441 1.400 0.964 1.606 1.251

(1.651) (1.649) (1.633) (1.636) (1.629)

Intdefacto -0.327 -0.504 -0.806 0.082 -0.011

(1.519) (1.535) (1.519) (1.526) (1.512)

cresidFEER -1.806 -2.445

(2.888) (2.969)

D1*Und 7.609 6.943

(5.041) (5.105)

D*2Over -11.620** -12.299**

(5.180) (5.280)

hpreer 0.017 0.021

(0.037) (0.037)

D11*Und 0.108** 0.116**

(0.047) (0.047)

D22*Over -0.023 -0.016

(0.052) (0.050)

Observations 293 293 293 293 293 293 293 293 293 293

r2 0.124 0.110 0.125 0.112 0.142 0.129 0.132 0.120 0.143 0.131

rmse 5.277 5.319 5.273 5.312 5.232 5.272 5.251 5.288 5.232 5.266

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 4b. Non-agricultural Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, with FEER residual, non-oil sample, 1999-2011

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP (non-agricultural) per capita

Time and cross 

sectional fixed effects 
1

 
 

As shown in Table 4b, the results for non-agricultural growth are less en-

couraging for the non-oil sample in the new specification with FEER and HP 

residuals. In particular, neither investment nor government consumption are 

statistically significant determinants of non-agricultural growth. However, as 

can be seen, the variables for under and overvaluation are significantly affect-

ing non-agricultural growth with undervaluation being positive for non-
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agricultural growth and overvaluation being consistently negative for non-

agricultural growth. 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

Inv(-1) 0.039 0.041 0.030 0.038 0.039 0.036 0.066 0.069 0.073 0.071

(0.082) (0.085) (0.087) (0.088) (0.083) (0.085) (0.083) (0.086) (0.083) (0.085)

Govc -0.213 -0.180 -0.247 -0.256 -0.195 -0.154 -0.161 -0.145 -0.179 -0.167

(0.238) (0.248) (0.270) (0.282) (0.236) (0.246) (0.239) (0.247) (0.237) (0.245)

cREER 0.026 0.021

(0.040) (0.041)

Liberalization -1.211 -1.647 -1.166 -1.175 -1.129 -1.560 -1.361 -1.715 -1.129 -1.483

(1.089) (1.123) (1.216) (1.225) (1.078) (1.115) (1.081) (1.111) (1.080) (1.117)

Flexdejure 4.411 2.646 3.649 5.216 6.895

(3.537) (3.618) (3.536) (3.562) (3.586)

Intdejure -0.100 1.744 -0.695 1.159 2.623

(3.441) (3.135) (3.435) (3.526) (3.536)

Flexdefacto 1.451 1.657 1.198 1.598 1.361

(1.797) (1.640) (1.780) (1.780) (1.781)

Intdefacto -0.200 0.614 -0.380 0.225 0.236

(1.669) (1.516) (1.678) (1.678) (1.671)

cresidFEER -0.039 -0.036

(0.023) (0.023)

D1*Und 6.611 6.043

(4.923) (5.093)

D*2Over -8.925 -10.259

(6.678) (6.861)

hpreer 0.053 0.057

(0.035) (0.035)

D11*Und 0.148* 0.135*

(0.051) (0.050)

D22*Over -0.028 -0.012

(0.047) (0.048)

Observations 222 222 146 146 222 222 222 222 222 222

r2 0.166 0.142 0.272 0.275 0.176 0.153 0.174 0.152 0.203 0.173

rmse 5.118 5.193 3.901 3.893 5.102 5.172 5.094 5.161 5.018 5.112

Source: IMF staff estimates

Standard errors in parentheses

*Significant at 10% level

**Significant at 5% level

***Significant at 1% level

1
 Cross sectional and time series dummy variables are not presented but the full set of results 

is available from the authors.

Table 4c. Non-agricultural Growth and the Exchange Rate Regime, with FEER residual, 

Dependent variable: growth in real GDP (non-agricultural) per capita

Time and cross 

sectional fixed effects 
1

Middle and Low Income Sample, 1999-2011

 
 

For the middle and low income samples, Table 4c shows that no variable is 

significantly affecting non-agricultural growth with only some weakly positive 

impact of HP residual for undervaluation on non-agricultural growth (at 10 % 

level). 

 

1.6. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

 

This paper examines the relationship between the choice of exchange rate 

regime and economic growth. Using a panel dataset of 42 countries in Sub-

Saharan Africa, during 1999–2011, we find no robust evidence that the ex-

change rate regime or current account liberalization affects growth perfor-

mance, after controlling for other variables. This result is robust to alternative 
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specifications including the introduction of the misalignment measure into the 

equation. Having said this, we find that the investment share in GDP is an im-

portant determinant for growth when oil exporting African countries are in-

cluded in the sample reflecting, perhaps, these countries’ higher share of 

spending on growth enhancing capital projects. Also, we find that the real ex-

change rate appreciation reduces growth in middle and low income countries. 

To further ascertain the impact of overvaluation on growth, we introduce the 

misalignment measure into our equation following Berg and Miao, and con-

firm that overvaluation is bad for both overall and non-agricultural growth 

while the effect of undervaluation is positively significant only for non-

agricultural growth for all groups of countries. With regard to government 

consumption share in GDP, we find that it has a negative and significant 

growth effect, though only in regressions with overall, and not non-

agricultural, GDP. Overall, our results suggest that countries should put in 

place a framework that allows for strong investment, prudent fiscal spending 

and avoid overvalued exchange rates to support growth, but that foreign ex-

change regime variables alone do not determine growth regardless of the level 

of income and the types of commodity exporters. 
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Appendix A 

 

Country profile Oil exporter/importer Commodity exporter

1 Angola middle income exporter oil

2 Benin low income Importer Cotton and textiles

3 Botswana middle income Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

4 Burkina Faso low income Importer cotton and gold

5 Burundi fragile Importer coffee

6 Cameroon low income exporter oil

7 Cape Verde middle income Importer re-export of fuel for boats and spare parts

8 Central African Republic fragile Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

9 Chad low income exporter oil

10 Comoros fragile Importer vanila, cloves, ylang ylang

11 Congo, Democratic Republic fragile Importer cobalt and copper

12 Congo, Republic of low income exporter oil

13 Cote d'Ivoire fragile Importer cocoa, coffee

14 Equatorial Guinea low income exporter oil

15 Eritrea fragile Importer food and live animals

16 Ethiopia low income Importer coffee

17 Gabon low income exporter oil

18 Gambia low income Importer Groundnut products

19 Ghana middle income Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

20 Guinea fragile Importer other

21 Guinea-Bissau fragile Importer  cashew nuts

22 Kenya low income Importer tea, horticulture

23 Lesotho middle income Importer Garments

24 Liberia fragile Importer rubber

25 Madagascar low income Importer from export processing zones

26 Malawi low income Importer Tobacco

27 Mali low income Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

28 Mauritius middle income Importer suger, textile

29 Mozambique low income Importer aluminum

30 Namibia middle income Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

31 Niger low income Importer base metals and uranium

32 Nigeria middle income exporter oil

33 Rwanda low income Importer tea, coffee

34 Sao Tome and Principe fragile Importer cocoa

35 Senegal middle income Importer fish

36 Seychelles middle income Importer tuna

37 Sierra Leone low income Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

38 South Africa middle income Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

39 Swaziland middle income Importer suger, textile

40 Tanzania low income Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

41 Togo fragile Importer cotton and phosphate

42 Uganda low income Importer cobalt and copper

43 Zambia middle income Importer base metals and uranium

44 Zimbabwe fragile Importer gold and diamonds and  other precious stones

Source: IMF country database

1/ We have taken out two countries from our database, Demographic Republic of Congo and Zimbabwe 

take out their hyperinflation experiences.

Table A1. List of African countries in our dataset with key characteristics

 
 

Thus, the 44 African countries are divided into four groups. The first group 

consists of oil exporting countries, Angola, Cameroon, Chad, Republic of 

Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, and Nigeria. The second group of coun-

tries, the middle income and resource intensive non-oil exporting countries, 

includes Botswana, Cape Verde, Ghana, Lesotho, Mauritius, Namibia, Sene-

gal, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, and Zambia. The third group, low 

income countries, consists of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, The Gambia, 

Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, Niger, Rwanda, Sierra Leo-
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ne, Tanzania, and Uganda. Finally, the fourth group consists of fragile states, 

Burundi, Central African Republic, Comoros, Côte d'Ivoire, Eritrea, Guinea, 

Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, São Tomé and Príncipe, and Togo. We also used an-

other clarification of the African countries based on the criteria of resource 

intensiveness. The first two groups, resource intensive oil and non-oil export-

ing countries are mentioned above. According to this criterion, the non-

resource intensive middle income countries (except Botswana) are Cape 

Verde, Lesotho, Mauritius, Senegal, Senegal, Seychelles, and Swaziland and 

the non-resource intensive low income countries (except Guinea, Sierra Leo-

ne, and Zimbabwe) are Benin, Burkina-Faso, Burundi, Comoros, Côte d'Iv-

oire, Eritrea, Ethiopia, The Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Liberia, Madagas-

car, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, São Tomé and Príncipe, Togo, and 

Uganda. Charts A1 through A4 show some interesting factual distributions 

among the country groups and growth statistics. The period covered in this 

study is 1990-2011. Out of the 44 countries, Cameroon, Central African Re-

public, Chad, Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon form the 

CEMAC group, each pegging the CFA franc to the Euro and while Benin, 

Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and Togo 

form the WAEMU group again using the fixed exchange rate regime of the 

CFA franc to the Euro. The Common Monetary Area (CMA) consists of the 

Republic of South Africa, Lesotho, Namibia, and Swaziland, which have their 

currencies tied to the South African rand. 

 

Table A2. Definition of variables and sources 

 

Variable Description Source 

Dependent 

variables 

  

Rgdppcg Real GDP growth per capita (%) International Monetary 

Fund, WEO 

rgdppcg_nagr Nonagricultural Real GDP 

growth per capita (%) 

World Bank, World De-

velopment Indicators, 

IMF staff estimates 

Independent 

variables 

  

Govc Government consumption (% of 

GDP). 

International Monetary 

Fund, WEO 

Inv (-1) Lagged investment, gross fixed 

capital formation (% of GDP) 

International Monetary 

Fund, WEO 

NEER Change in nominal effective ex-

change rate (annual % change). 

International Monetary 

Fund, Information No-

tice System 

Real GDP Real GDP growth International Monetary 

Fund, WEO 
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Table A2. Definition of variables and sources 

 

Variable Description Source 

∆REER Change in REER (average year-

ly). 

International Monetary 

Fund, Information No-

tice System 

Terms of 

Trade 

Change in terms of trade index 

(2000=100). 

International Monetary 

Fund, WEO 

Dummy var-

iables 

  

Intdejure Intermediate exchange rateime 

regime dummy, de jure regime 

classification 

International Monetary 

Fund, Annual Report on 

Exchange Arrangements 

and Exchange Re-

strictions (AREAER). 

Flexdejure Flexible exchange regime dum-

my, de jure regime classification 

International Monetary 

Fund, AREAER 

Intdefacto Intermediate exchange regime 

dummy, de facto regime classifi-

cation 

International Monetary 

Fund AREAER and 

Bubula and Ötker-Robe 

(2002). 

Flexdefacto Flexible exchange regime dum-

my, de facto regime classification 

International Monetary 

Fund, AREAER and 

Bubula and Ötker-Robe 

(2002). 

Dejureind An index variable, where 0 is 

pegged, 1 is intermediate and 2 is 

floating) for de jure regime clas-

sification. 

 

Defactoind An index variable, where 0 is 

pegged, 1 is intermediate and 2 is 

floating) for de facto regime clas-

sification. 

 

Liberalization Liberalization dummy construct-

ed based on controls for current 

account transactions; a country is 

considered to have a liberalized 

regime (the dummy variable tak-

ing a value of 1 and 0 otherwise) 

if it has a liberalized current ac-

count.  

International Monetary 

Fund, AREAER 

D1 A dummy variable taking a value 

of 1 for negative residuals from 

the FEER regression. 
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Table A2. Definition of variables and sources 

 

Variable Description Source 

D2 A dummy variable taking a value 

of 1 for positive residuals from 

the FEER regression. 

 

(D1*Und) Variable representing undervalu-

ation. 

 

(D2*Over) Variable representing overvalua-

tion. 
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Variable Mean

Standard 

Deviation Min Max

Real GDP per capita growth  (percent change) 0.03 0.06 -0.32 0.64

Investment (percent of GDP) 0.21 0.10 0.01 0.76

Government consumption (percent of GDP) 0.16 0.08 0.02 0.55

Real Effective Exchange Rate (percent change) 0.62 6.60 -8.39 18.97

Terms of Trade (normalized) 1.05 0.39 0.38 3.93

Real GDP growth (percent change) 0.05 0.06 -0.31 0.63

Table A3. Descriptive Statistics for full sample, 1999-2011

 
 

Regime classification
Pegged 

(286)

Intermediate 

(112)

Floating 

(148)

Real GDP per capita growth  (percent change) 0.02 0.05 0.03

Investment (percent of GDP) 0.22 0.19 0.20

Government consumption (percent of GDP) 0.17 0.15 0.14

Real Effective Exchange Rate (percent change) 1.08 1.17 -0.91

Terms of Trade (normalized) 3.08 1.54 0.59

Real GDP growth (percent change) 0.04 0.06 0.05

Table A4. Selected Variable Means by type of Exchange Rate Regime, 1999-2011

(de jure classification)

 
 

Regime classification
Pegged 

(304)

Intermediate 

(120)

Floating 

(122)

Real GDP per capita growth  (percent change) 0.02 0.04 0.03

Investment (percent of GDP) 0.22 0.20 0.19

Government consumption (percent of GDP) 0.16 0.20 0.15

Real Effective Exchange Rate (percent change) 1.10 0.57 -0.74

Terms of Trade (normalized) 3.13 1.80 0.95

Real GDP growth (percent change) 0.04 0.05 0.05

Table A5. Selected Variable Means by type of Exchange Rate Regime, 1999-2011

(de facto classification)

 
 

As can be seen from the charts below, under both de jure and de facto for-

eign exchange regime settings growth is higher under floating regime for mid-

dle income and low income countries but better growth performance is 

achieved through the intermediate regime for oil exporters and fragile states. 

In fact, under the de jure classification, growth is negative under the floating 

regime for fragile states, which is explained by the fact that these countries 

may not have the operational capacity to sustain floating regimes. The same 

picture is depicted by suing the second categorization of countries based on 

resource intensity (Charts A3 and A4). 
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Chart A1. Selected country groups and average growth, 1999-2011. 

(de jure classification) 
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Chart A2. Selected country groups and average growth, 1999-2011. 

(de facto classification) 
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Chart A3. Selected country groups and average growth, 1999-2011. 

(de jure classification) 
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Chart A4. Selected country groups and average growth, 1999-2011. 

(de facto classification) 
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Appendix B 

 

Characterizing accurately the exchange rate regime is critical in assessing 

the relationship between exchange rate regimes and economic growth. In our 

empirical study we adopted two classification schemes:
15

 The IMF de jure re-

gime classification, based on the regime that governments claim to have in 

place, published by the IMF in its Annual Report on Exchange Rate Agree-

ments and Exchange Restrictions (various issues) and the IMF de facto classi-

fication scheme also published in the IMF’s Annual Report on Exchange Rate 

Agreements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER). Thus, we complement the 

IMF de jure classification scheme with the de facto scheme for comparison.  

 

The IMF de jure classification
16

 

 

The IMF de jure classification is reported in either the issues of the 

AREAER or in the International Financial Statistics. For the countries in our 

study, this original IMF de jure classification scheme is presented in Table B1 

and Chart B1. As can be seen, we further mapped the original classification 

into three (floating, intermediate, and pegged) regime categories.  

 

                                                
15 We examined other statistically-based regime classification approaches proposed in the 

literature, (for example, Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger, 2002, 2003, Reinhart and Rogoff 

(2004) and Shambaugh (2004), but focused on the IMF and Bubula and Ötker-Robe (2002) 

classifications. We did not use the Reinhart and Rogoff regime classification scheme, whose 

distinguishing feature is its use of black market premium data, which are not consistently 

available for our set of countries. 

16 All classifications are at end of year.  
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Chart B1. Exchange Rate Regime Classifications, 

1999–2011

(De jure classification)

Conventional peg to a single currency Pegged exchange rate within horizontal bands
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This is done to draw a line in a continuum of different intermediate re-

gimes ranging from fixed rates, hard and soft pegs, crawling or other stabilized 

arrangements, heavily or lightly managed floats, to free floating regimes.  
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IMF Reclassified 1/

No self-determined monetary policy -1 -1

Information not available 0 0

Exchange arrangement with no separate legal tender 1 0

Currency board arrangement 2 1

Conventional pegged arrangement 3 1

Pegged exchange rate within horizontal bands 4 1

Crawling peg 5 1

Crawling band 6 1

Managed floating 7 2

Independently floating 8 3

1/ 1-pegged; 2-intermediate; 3-floating

Table B1. The IMF de Jure Regime Classifications and our 

Reclassification Strategy

 
 

The IMF de facto classification 

 

Regarding the IMF de facto classification, since 1999 the IMF moved from 

a purely de jure classification to a hybrid one, which combines information 

obtained through bilateral discussions with or provision of technical assistance 

to the country authorities and also from the IMF’s judicial assumptions over 

the countries de facto policies and the observed behavior of the exchange rate 

within the existing exchange rate regime framework. This new methodology 

was applied by the IMF to the years after 1999 up to 2011, and the data is 

available through the yearly issues of AREAER. For the countries in our 

study, this original IMF de facto classification scheme is presented in Chart 

B2. Furthermore, in Table B2, we present the IMF de facto regime classifica-

tions and our regrouping strategy.  
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Chart B2.  Exchange Rate Regime Classifications, 1999–2011

(De facto classification)

Conventional peg to a single currency Conventional peg to a composite

Stabilized arrangement Crawling peg

Crawl-like arrangement Pegged exchange rate within horizontal bands  
 

IMF Reclassified 1/

No separate legal tender 1 0

Currency board 2 1

Conventional peg to a single currency 3 1

Conventional peg to a composite 3.5 1

Stabilized arrangement 4 2

Crawling peg 5 1

Crawl-like arrangement 6 1

Pegged exchange rate within horizontal bands 7 1

Other managed arrangement    8 2

Floating 9 3

Free floating 10 3

1/ 1-pegged; 2-intermediate; 3-floating

Table B2. The IMF de Facto Regime Classifications and our 

Reclassification Strategy

 
 

Table B3 shows the regime distributions of both de jure and de facto ob-

servations. According to the official IMF de jure classification floating re-

gimes constitute about one third of all the observations, while pegged regimes 

more than half of the observations owing mainly to the inclusion of CFA franc 

zone countries. Under the de facto categorization, there are even fewer float-

ing regimes, about 22 % of total observations but more pegged regimes, about 
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56 % of total observations. The share of intermediate regimes stays at a steady 

level of about 22 % of total observations under both classifications. 

 

IMF Percent IMF Percent

(de Jure) (in total) (de facto) (in total)

Regime

Floating regime 148 27 122 22

Immediate regime 112 21 120 22

Pegged 286 52 304 56

Total 546 100 546 100

Table B3. Distribution of Regimes

 
 

Among the countries in our sample presented in Tables B4 and B5, Bu-

rundi, Gambia, Madagascar, Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, 

and Zambia had most of the floating time periods under the de jure exchange 

rate regime but with the de facto classification, Burundi is no longer among 

the floaters and Liberia and Sierra Leone are added to this group. Other than 

the CFA franc zone countries, only Botswana, Ethiopia and Namibia had no 

experience in having a floating regime. De facto, Burundi, Ethiopia, Ghana, 

Kenya, Mauritius, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, and Zambia had 

most of the experience in running managed arrangements. Overall, countries 

who had mixed regimes from floating to intermediate are Gambia, Ghana, 

Guinea, Kenya, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, and 

Zambia. 
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Floating Intermediate Pegged
Percent of 

Floats

Percent of 

Total

Angola 0 13 0 0 0

Benin 0 0 13 0 0

Botswana 0 0 13 0 0

Burkina Faso 0 0 13 0 0

Burundi 13 0 0 100 9

Cameroon 0 0 13 0 0

Cape Verde 0 0 13 0 0

Central African Republic 0 0 13 0 0

Chad 0 0 13 0 0

Comoros 0 0 13 0 0

Congo, Republic of 0 0 13 0 0

Cote d'Ivoire 0 0 13 0 0

Equatorial Guinea 0 0 13 0 0

Eritrea 1 0 12 8 1

Ethiopia 0 13 0 0 0

Gabon 0 0 13 0 0

Gambia 13 0 0 100 9

Ghana 4 9 0 31 3

Guinea 3 10 0 23 2

Guinea-Bissau 0 0 13 0 0

Kenya 0 13 0 0 0

Lesotho 0 0 13 0 0

Liberia 5 8 0 38 3

Madagascar 13 0 0 100 9

Malawi 0 13 0 0 0

Mali 0 0 13 0 0

Mauritius 4 9 0 31 3

Mozambique 13 0 0 100 9

Namibia 0 0 13 0 0

Niger 0 0 13 0 0

Nigeria 0 10 3 0 0

Rwanda 12 1 0 92 8

Sao Tome and Principe 10 1 2 77 7

Senegal 0 0 13 0 0

Seychelles 0 4 9 0 0

Sierra Leone 5 8 0 38 3

South Africa 13 0 0 100 9

Swaziland 0 0 13 0 0

Tanzania 13 0 0 100 9

Togo 0 0 13 0 0

Uganda 13 0 0 100 9

Zambia 13 0 0 100 9

Total 148 112 286 100

Source: IMF country information.

Table B4. Distribution of de Jure Regimes by Country
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Floating Intermediate Pegged
Percent of 

Floats

Percent of 

Total

Angola 5 6 2 38 4

Benin 0 0 13 0 0

Botswana 0 0 13 0 0

Burkina Faso 0 0 13 0 0

Burundi 1 12 0 8 1

Cameroon 0 0 13 0 0

Cape Verde 0 0 13 0 0

Central African Republic 0 0 13 0 0

Chad 0 0 13 0 0

Comoros 0 0 13 0 0

Congo, Republic of 0 0 13 0 0

Cote d'Ivoire 0 0 13 0 0

Equatorial Guinea 0 0 13 0 0

Eritrea 0 1 12 0 0

Ethiopia 0 7 6 0 0

Gabon 0 0 13 0 0

Gambia 7 6 0 54 6

Ghana 4 9 0 31 3

Guinea 4 6 3 31 3

Guinea-Bissau 0 0 13 0 0

Kenya 4 9 0 31 3

Lesotho 0 0 13 0 0

Liberia 8 5 0 62 7

Madagascar 9 4 0 69 7

Malawi 6 5 2 46 5

Mali 0 0 13 0 0

Mauritius 4 9 0 31 3

Mozambique 7 4 2 54 6

Namibia 0 0 13 0 0

Niger 0 0 13 0 0

Nigeria 3 9 1 23 2

Rwanda 1 8 4 8 1

Sao Tome and Principe 1 10 2 8 1

Senegal 0 0 13 0 0

Seychelles 4 1 8 31 3

Sierra Leone 11 0 2 85 9

South Africa 13 0 0 100 11

Swaziland 0 0 13 0 0

Tanzania 12 1 0 92 10

Togo 0 0 13 0 0

Uganda 12 1 0 92 10

Zambia 6 7 0 46 5

Total 122 120 304 100

Source: IMF country information.

Table B5. Distribution of de Facto Regimes by Country

 
 

Charts B3 and B4 depict the evolution of the exchange rate regimes in our 

sample of 42 countries ranging from 1999 to 2011 using both classification 

schemes. As shown in the top chart, the de jure classification shows a slight 

increase in the prevalence of intermediate regimes with the popularity of float-
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ing regimes fluctuating over time. In the bottom chart with de facto regimes, 

intermediate regimes are less common and the move towards floating regimes 

is more prevalent in the recent years. 
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Having said this, overall, there is not much difference between the two 

classification schemes and our calculated correlation coefficient between the 

IMF de facto and de jure regime classifications is 0.81. The slight divergence 

that exists is in the gap between de jure floating and de facto intermediate re-

gimes early and in mid 2000-s. Interestingly, the proportion of de facto float-

ing regimes that are de jure intermediate regimes has increased in the very re-

cent years. The proportion of pegged regimes compared in the de jure and de 

facto classifications has been stable. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, causal relationship between certain dimensions of national culture and 

certain organizational change strategies are analyzed. The paper uses two of four dimensions 

of national culture identified by Hofstede: power distance and masculinity – femininity. On 

the other side, four organizational change strategies have been differentiated according to 

previous work of Chin & Benne but one more strategy was added: coercive strategy, 

normative-reeducative strategy, rational-empirical strategy and creative strategy, as the new 

one. Identified dimensions of national culture and identified organizational changes 

strategies differ from one another on the same criteria: the distribution of power and task 

orientation versus people orientation. Based on this fact it is possible to establish eight 

hypotheses about causal relationship between certain types of national cultures and certain 

organizational change strategies.  

 

Key Words: organizational change, national culture, organization, strategy 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION  

 

National culture, through its assumptions and values, determines the way 

in which the members of organizations of that culture interpret the reality 

around them, as well as the way they behave in that reality (Hofstede, 2001). 

For this reason, we may assume that national culture has an impact on the way 

in which an organization changes, and that matching of national culture and 

change strategy will improve the efficiency of the change process. National 

culture has a strong impact on organization and management, which emerges 

from its nature and its content. National culture is here understood as “...mental 

programming: the pattern of thoughts, feelings and actions which every 

individual adopts in childhood and applies throughout the entire lifetime” 

(Hofstede, 2001, 25). National culture’s assumptions and values determine the 

way in which members of all organizations belonging to national culture, will 

understand an organization itself, and thereby the adequate way to change it. The 

process of organizational change involves a series of activities, interactions 

and decisions which undertake the leader and members of the organization. 

The changes, however, can be led and implemented in organizations in very 

different ways, and each method or strategy of change is based on the 

different nature of activities, decisions and interactions of the members of the 

organization during the change. Which strategy of organizational change will 
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chose the leaders and members of the organization, depends on how they 

understand the world around them, organization, relations in it, and which are 

suitable and effective ways of their changes. For example, in cultures with 

high power distance, people assume that power is distributed unequally and 

that the leader and his associates at the top of the organization have primary 

responsibility for the operation, as well as changes in the organization. In such 

a culture, we can certainly expect directive kind of changes or changes 

planned at the top of the organization, and implemented from the top down. In 

cultures with low power distance organization members are expected to have 

an impact on everything in the organization, including the manner in which it 

is changing. So, we can expect that in cultures with low power distance, 

organizational changes will be guided bottom up instead of top down. 

Therefore, it is natural to assume that the assumptions and values embedded in 

national culture have a significant impact on the strategies of organizational 

change. Already, there are studies that show that people's reactions to change, 

and suitable strategies to overcome resistance to change, dependent on the 

national culture (Alas, Sun, Gao, 2012). 

 

The described impact of national culture on organizational change 

management strategy is, however, too general in character and calls for 

operationalization which would consist of generating and testing the 

hypothesis on the causal relationship between certain dimensions of national 

culture and certain organizational change strategies. In other words, it is 

necessary to prove that specific organizational change management strategies 

are favored or are more frequent and more efficient in specific types of 

national cultures. Such operationalization of relationship between national 

culture and organizational change strategy so far has not been dealt with in the 

literature. The researchers who have analyzed different organizational change 

strategies have only listed culture as one of the factors in adequate change 

strategy selection (Nickols, 2010). There have been no concrete findings on 

the relationship between national culture types and organizational change 

strategies. The purpose of this paper is to fill this gap.  

 

The paper is explorative in character, which means that it will generate 

hypotheses suitable for empiric testing. The structure of the paper is as 

follows: first, organizational change strategy will be defined, and 

classification through which various organizational change strategies are 

differentiated will be presented. Then the classification through which 

national culture types are differentiated will be presented. Finally, in the last 

segment of the paper, based on the similarity of the criteria in the described 

classifications of culture and strategy, hypotheses will be established in which 

it will be stated that implementation of a specific organizational change 

strategy is conditioned by a certain combination of national culture 

dimensions. 
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2.2. ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE STRATEGIES 

 

In the area of organizational change management the attention of 

academic researchers and practicing managers has been mainly focused on 

three principal questions: what changes, why it changes, and when it changes 

(Pettigrew, 1987). Therefore the three key topics in organizational change 

research have been causes or factors of organizational change, organizational 

change content, and the character of the organizational change process. The 

conclusion reached has been that organizational changes are initiated due to 

either internal or external causes. Hence, two types of organizational change 

have been differentiated according to the criterion of cause: organizational 

development and adaptation (Porras, Robertson, 1987). With respect to 

change content, the review of literature shows that organizational changes are 

differentiated in two basic ways: changes of organizational statics (structure 

and system) and changes of organizational dynamics (process), as well as 

changes of work structure (tasks) and changes of social structure (relations) 

(Goshal, Bartlett, 1995). Finally, research has showed that, according to the 

character of the process, organizational changes can be continual or 

discontinuous (Nadler, Tushman, 1995; Gersick, 1991; Porras, Robertson, 

1987; Golembiewski, Billingsley, Yeager, 1976). Continual changes are 

incremental (first order changes), partial, and evolutionary, while 

discontinuous changes are radical (second order changes), comprehensive, and 

revolutionary. The role of the leader in the process of change has also been an 

important issue in organizational change research (Conger, 2000; Dunphy, 

2000). 

 

Unlike the issues of cause, content, process, and leadership of 

organizational change, organizational change strategies have been less present 

in research (Nickols, 2010). Organizational change strategy includes the 

approach, method, or manner in which changes are implemented in an 

organization. This definition implies that changes are always planned and that, 

whenever we speak of change implementation strategy, we actually speak of 

planned organizational changes. The fact that the very first classification of 

organizational change strategy deals with planned change strategy also 

contributes to this impression (Chin, Benne, 1969; Benne, 1978). But this 

does not always have to be the case. Changes can also be spontaneous or 

unplanned, and their consistent approach, method, or manner constitutes a 

change strategy. They can be a strategy for realizing organizational change, 

even though the changes are unplanned.  

 

When classifying organizational change strategies almost all authors start 

with the seminal work by Chin and Benne (1969), which recognizes three 

basic ways to implement change in a social system: rational empirical, power 

coercive, and normative re-educative. This classification, which has been 

supplemented many times, will also be the basis for organizational change 
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strategy differentiation in this paper. Therefore we will first introduce the 

basic elements of the three strategies. 

 

Rational empirical strategy is founded on the assumption of the rationality 

of organizations and the people who constitute them. Organizations are 

observed as a rational means for achieving the mutual goals of their members 

through collective action. People are treated as rational beings lead by self-

interest. Therefore changes are implemented by showing the members of an 

organization that they are rational, i.e., justified and useful from the 

perspective of achieving organizational goals, as well as useful to the self-

interest of the members of the organization. The assumption is that the 

members of the organization in which the changes are performed will, as 

rational beings, behave according to their objectively given interests. Hence, if 

they are presented with proof that a change is in their interest, they will accept 

it.  

 

Changes are conducted through the rational process of information 

gathering and application of knowledge in solving the problems that the 

organization faces. The problem is solved and changes are conducted by 

applying a theory, regardless of how simple it is, to observations of the 

problem that must be solved. Practically, changes are conducted through the 

process of implementation and testing of specific theories, which seem 

adequate in a given context.  

 

Organizational changes are conducted in five phases: problem 

identification, information gathering and analysis, generation of alternative 

courses of action, selection of the optimal course of action, and 

implementation of the solution. In rational strategy the basic driver of changes 

is precisely the information regarding the problem which must be solved and 

the possible problem-solving strategies. If the information is convincing and 

clear, and if it is correctly communicated, the members of an organization 

will, as rational beings, accept the implementation of changes. It is therefore 

important that information gathering is conducted systematically and in a 

methodologically valid manner, preferably by a professional (it is often the 

case that consultants are hired for this purpose). The process of 

communicating information regarding the problem and regarding the changes 

which will solve the problem is unilateral and from the top down. 

Communication consists of top management, or experts selected by top 

management, presenting the ‘facts’ of the real situation, the theoretical model 

which enables the given situation to be understood ‘in a proper way’, as well 

as the suggestions for change which naturally emerge from this understanding. 

No dialogue or discussion is included in which the members of the 

organization would be allowed to challenge, question, or redefine the ‘facts’ 

or theoretical models presented to them.  
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It is clear that the agent of change in this strategy is the top management, 

and that the direction of change is from the top down. The role of the 

members of the organization is passive and is limited to receiving the 

information and acting accordingly. The degree of participation of the 

organization members is low, and the reaction to this strategy of the 

participants in the changes is, at best, acceptance. As a rule, the resistance to 

change is high.  

 

The basic tools for implementing change in rational empirical strategy are 

tasks, or work positions, and not the social structure of the organization and 

the relations within it. Since the organization is understood as a rational tool 

for achieving mutual goals, changes in it are realized primarily through 

changing the formal, planned, ‘hard’ components: tasks, structures, 

procedures, policies, strategies, and the relation with its environment. Only 

first order changes can be initialized and conducted through the rational 

empirical strategy, since the process does not allow redefining of the 

assumptions of reality; these would be a part of second order changes 

(Bartunek, Moch, 1987). As a rule, changes do not require very much time, 

except when the information gathering process is very complex.  

 

A deterministic rather than voluntaristic assumption of human action 

underlines this strategy. The process of change does not include the free will 

and choice of the members of the organization. The course of action, or of 

change, is already determined by the objective nature of the problem, and it is 

the task of those who make decisions in the organization merely to apply it 

through adequate knowledge and theory. 

 

Power coercive strategy implies that an organization is observed as a 

political system in which those who have the power also have the right to 

manage the organization and therefore change it. Man is not a rational but a 

political being, who submits to the will of the more powerful. Therefore in 

power coercive strategy power is the key driver and tool for change. Those 

who have the power, usually the leader or top management, plan the changes 

and, by exploiting the power they have, impose these changes on the other 

members of the organization. The members of the organization are expected 

to obey and implement the changes unquestioningly. This strategy is based on 

the assumption that the right to impose the course of collective action in one 

social community also emerges from power. Thus, the inferior members of a 

community also expect the superior members to set the course in which the 

changes will be implemented.  

 

The communication is unilateral and directed from the top down. It 

consists of the leader or management reaching a decision regarding the 

solving of a problem, and then communicating to their followers and 

organization members how, when, where, and who will implement the 
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changes which will solve the problem. The only agent of change is the leader 

or management of the organization who has the power to implement the 

changes. Participation of the members of the organization in change is very 

low, and their role is passive and comes down to mere obedience. In this 

strategy the information flow direction is from the top down, because the 

agent of change only informs the organization members of what is expected of 

them and does not receive feedback. For the same reason the change activities 

are unilateral. 

 

Power coercive strategy can produce only first order change, since it does 

not include changing the assumptions, values, or attitudes of the members of 

an organization. The leader who applies this change strategy is not interested 

in changing the beliefs and values of the members of the organization so they 

accept the changes; instead, the leader, by the use of power, simply forces 

them to compliance. This is why the changes will be possible only within the 

existing value framework, which leads to first order changes. Of all the 

strategies, power coercive strategy leads to the fastest results and this is its 

main advantage and the reason why it is used relatively often. However, its 

disadvantages are very numerous; for example, destruction of motivation and 

loyalty, very strong resistance to changes, and lack of understanding of 

changes leading to their inefficient implementation.  

 

This change strategy is focused on relations and social structure, rather 

than on work structure and tasks. Since dependence relations are the 

foundation of this strategy, it naturally depends on the relations between the 

powerful agent of changes and the inferior members of the organization. Thus, 

power coercive strategy relies on relations and the social, informal, ‘soft’ 

component of organization as a tool for change. Power coercive strategy 

implies the perspective of human action as voluntaristic, imposing a view of 

the world in which people are free agents who can independently choose their 

actions. However, this free will refers only to the powerful leader or manager, 

and not to the rest of the organization. 

 

Normative re-educative strategy is based on the assumption that an 

organization is a social system in which the behavior of its members is 

determined by shared assumptions, values, norms, and attitudes. People are, 

above all, social beings who, in the process of social interaction, construct the 

image of reality and set the rules of behavior in this reality. Social 

construction of reality is the basic mechanism for determining individual and 

collective action in each social system, such as an organization. This is why 

organizational changes are conducted through construction of a different 

image of reality, which then implies changes in the assumptions, beliefs, and 

values of the organization members, which in turn implies changes in their 

behavior. Therefore people are not rational beings who always determine their 

behavior based on objective information, but social beings who derive their 
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behavior from their own beliefs and values. Thus it is possible to achieve 

changes in individual and collective actions by changing their values and 

beliefs rather than by rational persuasion. Such changes are normative because 

changing values standardize a new behavior, and they are re-educative 

because this process of change is conducted through a form of learning. 

Values are therefore the basic driver of change in this strategy.  

 

The changes are conducted by first changing the assumptions, values, 

norms, and attitudes shared by the organization members, and then also 

changing their actions and interactions, or relations. Therefore it is precisely 

these relations and social components of the organization that are the basic 

tools of change in normative re-educative strategy, and not its ‘hard’ 

components, i.e. tasks. In this strategy changes happen at the level of relations 

between the organization members. Normative re-educative strategy includes 

the process of reframing, or changing, the socially-constructed image of 

reality, from which changes of both collective assumptions and values 

emerge.  

 

This process, however, implies multilateral action, since the change of 

socially constructed reality evolves through interaction of all or most of the 

members of the organization. Of course, the leader of the organization, who is 

able, by his/her competencies, to impose a certain image of reality on other 

members of the organization, often plays a leading role in this process. But 

this does not mean that the reframing process is unilateral, or that the activities 

of change are directed from the top down. It often happens that the shared 

assumptions and values of organization members change beyond the will and 

plan of the leader of the organization. Even when they do change due to 

actions of the organization leader it is necessary for the organization members 

to engage in numerous mutual interactions in order for these changes to lead 

to a new system of collective assumptions and values, and thereby to real 

changes in the organization.  

 

Thus changes in this strategy are directed both from the top down and 

from the bottom up, and the information flow is multilateral. In normative re-

educative strategy the agents of change in an organization are both the 

management and the employees. The organization members are active 

participants in change with a high level of participation: hence the resistance 

to change is relatively low. Changes conducted by normative re-educative 

strategy imply the commitment of the organization members to the new image 

of reality and new organization, and is of a higher quality than the previous 

two strategies which demand the organization members’ acceptance and 

obedience. Normative re-educative strategy may initiate and lead to second 

order change, since it implies changing the way in which the members of an 

organization understand the world around them (Bartunek, Moch, 1987). 
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However implementation of this strategy takes longer, as changing 

assumptions, values, norms, and attitudes is not a quick process.  

 

Finally, this strategy implies a deterministic perspective because people 

are not free to choose the course of their own actions but are limited and 

determined by a collectively constructed image of reality. As with rational 

empirical strategy, there is a ‘truth’ which determines our behavior, but this 

time it is not an ‘objective truth’ which must be respected for rational reasons, 

but a ‘subjective truth’ which must be respected for the reason of belonging to 

a social community. 

 

Since the classification of strategies described here emerged, a great 

number of authors have used it in the analysis of specific organizational 

changes (Quinn, Sonenshein, 2008). However, a significant number of authors 

have evaluated the Chin and Benne classification as incomplete. Many authors 

needed a fourth strategy, which would supplement the previous classification. 

The very criteria for the differentiation of organizational strategy change lead 

us to think that there might be a place for a fourth strategy within it. It would 

be natural to expect that there is also a fourth strategy, which would balance 

the image to make two pairs of strategies, with the two strategies in the same 

set having the same characteristics. For example, the fourth strategy would 

need to include a high level of participation by organization members, who 

would need to be the agents of change and have an active role in the process 

of change. It would have to imply multilateral action of change and bottom up 

information flow, to lead to second order change, and have tasks, i.e., work 

structure, as the basic tool of change. It would need to have a long-term 

perspective and to be based on a perspective of human action as voluntaristic. 

If this fourth strategy had all these characteristics it would balance and 

supplement the Chin and Benne classification of organizational change 

strategies. 

 

Different authors have added different change management strategies to 

the Chin and Benne classification, specifically with characteristics to balance 

it. Thus, Nickols (2010) added environmental adaptive strategy based on the 

human ability to adapt to changes in the environment. This strategy consists of 

abandoning the existing organization, defining a completely new organization 

through vision and then through transfer of people from the existing 

organization to a new one. Miles, Thangaraj, Dawei and Huiqin (2002) have 

developed a fourth strategy through their research in China which they added 

to the Chin and Benne classification and which they named relational strategy. 

This change strategy is based on using people’s personal relations in order to 

force them to implement changes. Therefore it is not information or power 

that forces people to accept a change of course of action but personal relations 

between people. Quinn and Sonenshein (2008) have also added a fourth 

strategy and called it transforming strategy. It consists of transforming some 
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people, who then, by setting a personal example, lead others into the process 

of change. This is the strategy used by Ghandi, Martin Luther King, and other 

leaders, who first underwent the process of personal transformation and then 

managed to change their followers by setting a personal example.  

 

In his book, “Pats of Change”, McWhinney (1997) differentiated six 

modes of change as “strategic choices for organizations and society”. These 

are organizational change strategies in their own right, but are understood 

descriptively, not prescriptively. What is interesting and significant is that, out 

of four basic modes of change, three are very similar to the Chin and Benne 

strategies, while the fourth strategy is completely new. Based on the four 

types of realty in which participants of change act, McWhinney differentiated 

four basic modes of change: analytic, imperative, participant, and emergent. 

The analytic mode of change is very similar to the change strategy which Chin 

and Benne named rational empirical, the imperative mode of change is 

compliant with power coercive strategy, while the participative mode of 

change matches Chin and Benne’s normative re-educative strategy. The 

emergent change strategy is new, and it implies that changes are “achieved 

through creating and accepting a new idea”. This strategy is realized by 

having the members of an organization or society articulate their feelings and 

ideas, thus making it possible to perceive the problem in a new way and find a 

new solution to the problem. Therefore the “emergent” mode of change leads 

toward organizational transformation. 

 

The fourth strategy with which we will supplement and balance the Chin 

and Benne classification is similar to McWhinney’s emergent mode of 

change. Here we will call it creative strategy, since it is based on the 

individual creativity of organization members. Creative strategy is based on 

the assumption that people are creative beings, and that an organization is a 

form of improvisation in which all processes, including the process of change, 

are happening as a consequence of the free will, actions, and ideas of its 

members. Hence the changes are conducted through the process of articulation 

of new ideas by a member of the organization, and acceptance of these ideas 

by the rest of the members. Creative strategy is a typical example of what is 

called innovative process in a company. Changes occur through an act of 

individual creativity, through which the problem the organization faces is 

presented in an entirely new way and creative solutions are found. This is why 

the process of change is a process of creative improvisation, and the basic 

drivers of change are ideas and vision. The agents of change are the members 

of the organization themselves, as a source and generator of ideas.  

 

However, the process of communicating these solutions to other members 

of the organization is equally important to individual articulation of the new 

solutions to the problem. Changes will not occur if the process of 

communication is inefficient and if other members of the organization reject 
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the innovation. This is why this strategy implies multilateral action of the 

agents of change, and information flow is directed from the bottom up. The 

role of management in this strategy is merely to create an ambience in which 

the members of the organization will be free to improvise and articulate new 

ideas. When this happens, ideas flow from the bottom up towards the 

management, which realizes these ideas. Creative strategy implies an active 

role and the highest possible level of participation of organization members in 

the change process, who, react to changes through creativity. This is why 

resistance to changes is the lowest in this strategy.  

 

An assumption of the voluntaristic nature of human action underlies the 

creative strategy. Since the changes are realized through articulation of 

creative solutions to problems it is clear that this change strategy leads to 

second order changes, as well as that performing these changes will be 

relatively time-consuming. Creative strategy is realized through articulation of 

new ideas in order to solve some of the existing problems in company 

functioning and task performance. This is why the primary change tool in this 

strategy is tasks, or organizational work structure.  

 

From the description of the four change strategies it is obvious that, apart 

from their basic assumptions and the drivers of change, they differ according 

to two basic criteria: the direction of changes and the basic means (tools) of 

change. There are two different strategies for the direction in which changes 

are made; directive and participative.  

 

Directive strategies have unilateral change action and top down 

information flow. This means that changes are planned at the top of the 

organization and then other members of the organization implement them in 

the way that top management has planned. The leader or top management has 

a key role in directive changes, sometimes with help from external 

consultants. The members of the organization have a passive role as 

executives, with little or no participation in the process of change. Their 

reaction to changes is also passive: obedience or acceptance. Resistance to 

change by the organization members is relatively strong because they do not 

know the causes and the direction of changes; hence they face uncertainty 

regarding the impact of these changes on themselves. Directive changes are 

relatively fast and efficient, except when they are prolonged due to this 

resistance. Nevertheless, these strategies lead only to first order changes. 

Directive strategies of organizational change include rational empirical and 

power coercive strategies.  

 

Participative change strategies imply that the direction of change flows 

from the top down and includes multilateral information flows. Through 

application of participative strategies, changes are realized at multiple points 

in the organization and they flow in multiple directions. The agents of change 
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are not just the managers but also the employees themselves. This is why the 

organization members’ degree of participation in change is high, and their role 

active. Consequently, the resistance to change in applying these strategies is 

relatively low. But on the other hand the implementation of participative 

change strategies lasts much longer. These strategies lead to second order 

changes. Normative re-educative strategy and creative strategy belong to the 

set of participative change strategies. 

 

The second criterion for organizational change strategy differentiation is 

the means (tools) of their implementation. Under this criterion we distinguish 

strategies in which changes are implemented through structure and tasks, and 

strategies in which changes are implemented through interpersonal relations. 

Each organization is comprised on the one hand of its work or formal ‘hard’ 

component, which consists of systems and processes, and on the other hand of 

its social or informal ‘soft’ component, which consists of people, their 

relations and influence on others. Organizational change strategies differ in 

which organizational component they use as the primary lever of change: 

work or the social component. Rational analytical and creative strategies 

differ in the direction of the changes they imply, but they have in common the 

fact that changes are conducted through changing the way in which tasks are 

performed in the structure of the organization. In these two strategies, changes 

in functioning and improvement of organizational performance are based on 

redefining the way in which individual tasks and work processes are 

performed within the organization. On the other hand, power coercive and 

normative re-educative strategies, which differ in the direction of changes, 

have in common that they both use people and their interpersonal relations in 

order to perform changes. In these two strategies changes are realized through 

influence on the organization members and not on their tasks or work 

processes. The only difference between these two strategies is who executes 

this influence. In power coercive strategy it is the leader of the organization 

who unilaterally influences all the members of the organization and thus 

realizes the changes. In normative re-educative strategy all members of the 

organization, both individuals and groups, multilaterally influence all other 

individuals and groups within the organization. 

 

When the two described criteria for differentiation of organizational 

change management strategies intertwine, we may construct the following 

matrix. 
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Table 2.1. The differentiation of organizational change strategies 

 

Change direction 

Change tool 

Work structure, tasks  Social structure, relations 

Directive changes 

 

Rational analytical  

strategy 

Power coercive strategy 

Participative 

changes 

Creative strategy 

 

Normative re-educative 

strategy 

 

2.3. DIMENSIONS OF NATIONAL CULTURES 

 

In order to deal with its influence on organizational change strategies, we 

must identify the substantial components of national cultures that distinguish one 

from another. Those components are the dimensions of national cultures, 

usually subjected to research by the authors from the field of cross-cultural 

management. Dimensions of national culture form the basic assumptions and 

values that constitute the culture’s substance, define its specific nature and 

distinguish it from others. The framework for studying and understanding 

dimensions of national cultures, as well as their first classification, is provided 

by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961). According to their notion, the basic 

assumptions and values that comprise dimensions of national cultures are, in 

fact, the answers to fundamental questions that every society faces. There are, 

in fact, a limited number of basic issues that every community has to resolve 

if it strives to endure and function as a social group. For example, every social 

group has to resolve the issues of power and status in terms of their 

distribution within the group in a certain way. Moreover, every social group 

must solve the issue of individual-collective relation. Those are the 

fundamental issues relevant for every social group in any given period, 

without whose resolution the group can survive as a community. In other 

words, all societies in the world are, at any time, faced with a limited set of 

similar or identical questions and issues to resolve. On the other hand, the 

number of existing solutions to said issues is also limited. The problem of 

distribution of power can, for example, be solved through one of two basic 

modes: hierarchical and egalitarian. While the former model implies uneven 

distribution of power within the society, the latter implies a balanced one. The 

question of individual-collective relation is also answered through one of two 

fundamental modes: individualism and collectivism. The former implies 

predominance of individual interests over the collective while the latter 

implies the opposite. All the alternative solutions to the fundamental problems 

are always present in every society. However, all societies prefer some 

alternatives over others during certain periods; that is, advantage is sometimes 

given to some alternatives over the others. Preferred variants of solving 

fundamental questions societies face develop into dimensions of their national 

cultures. These dimensions create their national cultures and figure as a 

diferentia specifica in relation to other societies.  
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Several authors have identified the fundamental dimensions of national 

cultures (Schwartz, 1992; Trompenaars, 1993; Hall, Hall, 1990; Javidan et al., 

2006). The most prominent among these dimensions of national cultures were 

defined in Gert Hofstede’s famous research: power distance, uncertainty 

avoidance, individualism – collectivism, masculinity - femininity (Hofstede, 

1980, 2001). They are the ones usually used when effects of national culture 

on management are researched, possibly because Hofstede had them 

quantified. From their description, it can clearly be seen that their essence lies 

in solving the fundamental questions of society. Hofstede identified and 

described four fundamental dimensions, according to which national cultures 

worldwide can be differentiated. These dimensions are bipolar; therefore, 

every national culture can be positioned within a continuum between two 

extremes of a dimension. Owing to this methodology, Hofstede was able to 

quantify the position of every national culture within each dimension. Every 

national culture is given an index regarding its position within each cultural 

dimension. 

 

The dimensions of national culture constitute the basic values and 

assumptions shared by members of a national community about vital problems 

every society faces. Society resolves the questions of authority and social 

inequality by accepting a premise about power distance. The question of 

individual-community relation is resolved in locating the national culture at a 

specific position on a continuum between two extremes: individualism–

collectivism. Social implications of male and female find its reflection in the 

dimension of national culture called masculinity–femininity. Hence, in this 

dimension, every national culture assumes a position as a culture of either 

masculine or feminine predominant values. Finally, the manner in which a 

society reacts to uncertainties, changes, differences and conflicts is formulated 

as the level of its uncertainty avoidance, as a dimension of national culture. 

 

Power distance indicates the level in which society accepts the fact that 

power found in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally 

(Hofstede, 2002, 2001). In other words, power distance outlines the level in 

which members of a society consider the uneven distribution of power as a 

common and expected fact, so in that society it is consequently possible for 

very powerful groups and individuals to coexist with individuals who have no 

power whatsoever. Power distance reveals the manner in which a society has 

solved the problem of distribution of power and prestige, varying between 

egalitarianism (small power distance) and high level of authoritarianism (large 

power distance). Power distance reveals not only the position of those in 

power but also of those forced to obedience. High power distance indicates 

that unequal distribution of power in a society and its organizations is 

considered normal and natural, and as something that should not or could not 

be changed, in both groups. Unequal distribution of power in the society is 

considered the only possible and natural state of affairs and a prerequisite for 
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a functional society and its organizations. Authoritarian mindset prevails in 

high power distance societies, so their level of authoritarianism is notably 

high.  

 

Uncertainty avoidance indicates the level of endangerment felt by the 

members of a society in uncertain, unclear and variable conditions. 

Uncertainty avoidance signifies the manner in which society deals with 

fundamental issues of changes, uncertainty and the unknown. Two extreme 

answers can be given. Some societies treat changes, uncertainty and the 

unknown as a threat, and avoid these conditions whenever possible. Other 

societies embrace changes, uncertainties and the unknown as an opportunity.  

Individualism–collectivism answers the fundamental question that every 

society must deal with: the individual–collective relation. The crucial 

difference between individualism and collectivism concerns placing of the 

responsibility for one’s own destiny. Individualism considers every individual 

responsible for himself and his family. Conversely, collectivism – in a family, 

an organization and society in general alike – considers the collective 

responsible for its every individual. In collectivism, individuals believe they 

have the right to expect the collective to take care of them. In return, they owe 

complete loyalty to the collective and its leader. In individualism, an 

individual assumes himself responsible for his own destiny, and does not see 

the collective as obliged to him.  

 

Masculinity–femininity dimension of national culture reveals society’s 

attitude toward doing and being. Cultures with prevailing masculinity value 

action, accomplishment, results, determination and aggressiveness. Since 

these values are often perceived as “masculine”, cultures in which they 

dominate are called masculine national cultures. These are the “doing 

cultures” in which someone’s value is measured by his ability to earn money 

and his material prosperity. Caring for others is not this culture’s priority. 

Feminine national cultures are those comprised of prevailing values such as 

relationships, quality of life, balance and harmony. Since these values are 

often perceived as “feminine”, cultures in which they dominate are called 

feminine national cultures. These cultures prefer harmonious relations and 

connections with natural and social environment. 

 

Of the four dimensions of national culture that Hofstede identified, two are 

of particular importance for the analysis of the impact of national culture on 

the choice of strategy of organizational change. These are power distance and 

masculinity – femininity. Because these two dimensions of national culture 

have the two extremes, it is possible to identify four types of national cultures. 

These types of national cultures differ in terms of their assumptions regarding 

power distribution and suitable frame of collective actions. Power distance 

dimension of national culture divide national cultures according to the notion 

of useful, efficient or desirable distribution of power in a community and 
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organizations within it. High power distance implies assumption that unequal 

or hierarchical distribution of power in a community and organizations within 

it is good, efficient and useful. Low power distance implies assumption that 

equal or egalitarian distribution of power in a community and organizations 

within it is desirable. On the other side, masculinity – femininity dimensions 

of national cultures divide national cultures according to the notion of suitable 

or efficient frame of collective action in a community and organizations 

within it. Masculine cultures contain the assumption that collective action in a 

social community and organizations within it will be the most efficient if they 

are undertaken within frame of work structure or tasks. Femininity cultures 

contain the assumption that social structure and human relations is the most 

efficient frame of undertaking collective actions in a community and 

organizations within it. Differentiation of four types of national cultures that 

have the impact on the choice of organizational change strategy can be seen in 

the following matrix. 

 

Table 2.2. The differentiation of national culture types 

 

Assumptions about 

power distribution  

Assumptions about frame of collective action 

 

Work structure, tasks Social structure, relations  

Hierarchical distri-

bution of power 

 

High power distance 

Masculinity 

High power distance 

Femininity 

Egalitarian distribu-

tion of power 

Low power distance 

Masculinity 

Low power distance 

Femininity 

 

2.4. CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TYPES OF NATIONAL 

CULTURE AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE STRATEGIES 

 

The presented classification of national cultures and organizational change 

strategies shows a high degree of correspondence between the criteria used to 

differentiate them. The assumptions regarding suitable distribution of power in 

a social community, by which national cultures are differentiated, are 

obviously connected with the direction of changes which differentiate change 

strategies. Also, the assumptions regarding the suitable frame of collective 

action in an organization, by which organizational cultures are differentiated, 

are obviously connected with the means of change which differentiate change 

strategies. This enables us to establish hypotheses about the causal 

relationships between certain national culture types and certain change 

strategies. 

 

In authoritarian or hierarchical cultures, with high power distance, in 

which assumption of unequal distribution of power prevails, the preferred and 
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efficient strategies of organizational changes are directive strategies or 

strategies directed from the top down. These strategies are precisely rational 

empirical and power coercive change strategies. Since all the members of the 

organization consider unequal distribution of power as a natural order, their 

views on the suitable way of managing change will assume a different role for 

management and employees in the change process. In such cultures the leader 

and his associates will always be expected to articulate and plan changes, 

which others in the organization will merely implement. Therefore the only 

agent of change is the leader; change activities are unilateral from the top 

down; and members of the organization have a passive role in the change 

process. Thus we may establish the following hypothesis: 

 

H1: National cultures with high power distance favor implementation of 

rational empirical and power coercive change strategies. 

 

By contrast, in low power distance cultures or egalitarian cultures, which 

assume the need for more equal distribution of power, the desirable and 

efficient change strategies are participative ones or change strategies directed 

from the bottom up. These are precisely normative re-educative and creative 

change strategies. In these cultures the organization members expect to play 

an active role in both everyday functioning and in changes. The leader and 

management are expected to provide resources for changes and to provide 

space for the participation and active role of all the organization members. In 

such cultures the agents of change are not just at the top but in the entire 

organization, and change activities are multilateral. Therefore we may 

establish the following hypothesis: 

 

H2: National cultures with low power distance favor implementation of 

normative re-educative and creative change strategies. 

 

In cultures in which problem solving and achievement of goals is 

accomplished primarily through work structure or tasks, the desirable and 

efficient change management strategies will be based on work structure and 

tasks as the fundamental change tools. Since these cultures assume that in the 

work structure and tasks are the fundamental managerial tool for 

organizational functioning, it is only natural to expect that work tasks are the 

fundamental tool for leading change as well. Change strategies which are 

based on work structure and tasks as the primary change tool are rational 

empirical and creative change strategies. Therefore we may establish the 

following hypothesis: 

 

H3: National cultures with masculine values favor implementation of 

rational empirical and creative change strategies. 
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In contrast, in cultures where problem solving and the achievement of 

organizational goals is accomplished primarily through social structure and 

relations, the desirable, and efficient change strategies are those in which the 

primary tool for change is precisely this social structure and relations. Since 

these cultures assume that social structures and interpersonal relations are the 

fundamental managerial tool of organization management, it is only natural to 

expect that social structure and relations are the primary tools for change 

management. Change strategies which are based on social structure and 

relations as the primary change tool are normative re-educative and power 

coercive change strategies. Therefore we may establish the following 

hypothesis: 

 

H4: National cultures with feminine values favor implementation of 

normative re-educative and power coercive change strategies. 

 

Based on compliance of the basic criteria for differentiation of national 

cultures and change management strategies we can construct the following 

matrix, from which emerge hypotheses on the direct causal relations between 

certain types of national cultures, and suitable change management strategies 

in these cultures.  

 

Table 2.3. Matching of organizational change strategies and national 

culture types 

 

 

Assumptions 

about power 

distribution / 

direction of 

change 

Assumptions about form of collective action 

/ change tool 

Masculine 

values 

Work structure, 

tasks 

Feminine values 

Social structure, 

relations 

High power 

distance  

 

 

Directive 

changes 

High power 

distance, masculine 

values 

 

Rational 

empirical change 

strategy 

High power 

distance, feminine 

values 

 

Power coercive 

change strategy 

Low power 

distance  

 

 

Participative 

changes  

Low power 

distance, masculine 

values 

 

Creative 

change strategy 

Low power 

distance, feminine 

values 

 

Normative re-

educative change 

strategy 
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National cultures which combine high power distance with masculine values 

favor strategy for organizational changes which includes directive, top down 

changes primarily within work or tasks structure of an organization. This is 

why we may establish the following hypothesis: 

 

H5: National cultures with high power distance and masculinity favor 

implementation of rational empirical strategy for organizational change. 

 

National cultures which combine high power distance with feminine 

values favor strategy for organizational changes which includes directive, top 

down changes primarily within social or relations structure of an organization. 

This is why we may establish the following hypothesis: 

 

H6: National cultures with high power distance and femininity favor 

implementation of power coercive strategy of organizational change. 

 

National cultures which combine low power distance with masculine 

values favor strategy for organizational changes which includes participative, 

bottom up changes primarily within work or tasks structure of an organization. 

This is why we may establish the following hypothesis: 

 

H7: National cultures with low power distance and masculinity favor 

implementation of creative strategy for organizational change. 

 

National cultures which combine low power distance with feminine values 

favor strategy for organizational changes which includes participative, bottom 

up changes primarily within social or relations structure of an organization. 

This is why we may establish the following hypothesis: 

 

H8: National cultures with low power distance and femininity favor 

implementation of normative re-educative strategy for organizational change. 

 

2.5. CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

 

National culture, through its assumptions and values, determines the way in 

which the members of organizations of that culture interpret the reality around 

them, as well as the way they behave in that reality. For this reason, we 

assume that national culture has an impact on the way in which an 

organization changes, and that matching of national culture and change 

strategy will improve the efficiency of the change process. The four types of 

national culture were identified on the basis of two cultural dimensions: power 

distance and masculinity – femininity. On the other side, four organizational 

change strategies were also identified: coercive, normative-reeducative, 

rational-empirical and creative strategy. Identified dimensions of national 

culture and identified organizational changes strategies differ from one 
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another on the same criteria: the distribution of power and frame of collective 

action. Based on this fact we were able to establish eight hypotheses about 

causal relationship between certain types of national cultures and certain 

organizational change strategies.  

 

This paper has several significant theoretical implications. The most 

important theoretical implication is the usefulness of further research into 

relations between national culture and organizational change strategies. The 

paper has shown that there is a theoretical basis for the assumption that 

national culture is one of the factors in selection of organizational change 

management strategies. Now it is necessary to empirically test this assumption 

by testing the hypotheses generated in this paper. This paper also implies the 

need to expand research into the impact of national culture to other aspects of 

organizational change. It is necessary to explore whether national culture 

impacts the character of the change process and to what extent; i.e., whether 

the changes will be continual or discontinuous, partial or comprehensive, 

evolutionary or revolutionary, developmental or adaptive. It is also necessary 

to explore if and how the culture impacts the efficiency of the change process 

and its success.  

 

This paper also has significant limitations. The first and foremost 

limitation is in the very nature of this paper, which is explorative and 

theoretical. The paper has resulted in hypotheses regarding the relations 

between national culture and strategy which are yet to be empirically proven. 

Without empirical testing the findings of this paper are not entirely valid. 

Also, the paper is limited to investigating national culture impact on just one 

aspect of organizational change management – change management strategy. 

It does not examine the impact of culture on other aspects of organizational 

change that would complete the picture. Finally, the limitation of this paper is 

the exclusive reliance on just one classification of organizational change 

strategy and two dimensions of national culture drawn out from only one 

classification of national culture’s dimensions. Given the abundance of 

classifications of both organizational change and national culture’s 

dimensions, it is possible that different results would have been obtained had 

those other classifications been used. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Aim of the paper: The purpose is to gather the practices and to model the impacts of cli-

mate change on fiscal spending and revenues, responsibilities and opportunities, balance and 

debt related to climate change (CC).  

 

Methodology of the paper: The methodology will distinguish fiscal cost of mitigation and 

adaptation, besides direct and indirect costs. It will also introduce cost benefit analyses to 

evaluate the propensity of policy makers for action or passivity. Several scenarios will be 

drafted to see the different outcomes. The scenarios shall contain the possible losses in the 

natural and artificial environment and resources. Impacts on public budget are based on 

damage of income opportunities and capital/wealth/natural assets. There will be a list of ac-

tions when the fiscal correction of market failures will be necessary. 

 

Findings: There will be a summary and synthesis of estimation models on CC impacts on 

public finances, and morals of existing/existed budgeting practices on mitigation. The model 

will be based on damages (and maybe benefits) from CC, adjusted with probabilities of sce-

narios and policy making propensity for action. Findings will cover the way of funding of fis-

cal costs. 

 

Practical use, value added: From the synthesis of model, the fiscal cost of mitigation and 

adaptation can be estimated for any developed, emerging and developing countries. The pa-

per will try to reply, also, for the challenge how to harmonize fiscal and developmental sus-

tainability. 

 
Keywords: public finance, fiscal sustainability, climate change 

JEL code: D62, E62, H23, H40, H80, H84, H87,  

 

3.1. INTRODUCTION  

 

In most industrialized countries, there are many factors that could ruin fis-

cal sustainability before any mentioning of the cost of climate change. The 

aging population, the welfare state reform, the recovery from global crisis, the 

tax competition, the rigidities of labour markets already have resulted robust 

debt levels.
2
 The determining debt level warns for an important constraint in 

the beginning: The fiscal cost of mitigation and adaptation can not be financed 

                                                
1. Assistant professor of Corvinus University of Budapest, PhD of Economics, 

gbor.kutasi@uni-corvinus.hu. The research as base of the paper was supported by TÁMOP-

4.2.1.B-09/1/KMR-2010-0005. 

2. The approximately debt-to-GDP ratios are: USA 100%, Japan 225%, France 80%, Germany 

75%, Britain 70% etc. Source: Eurostat. 
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simply from public debt. Even a new type of taxes is not risk free in a very 

bounded fiscal room for maneuver. 

 

It is preferable to examine the impacts of climate in the fiscal environment 

drafted above. Nevertheless, the climate change is an expected occurrence in 

the future of the 21st century, which depends on many factors. This uncertain-

ty or probability creates a more complex challenge for fiscal strategy. The re-

gional variability of extent of warming or frequency and intensity of extreme 

weather events (cyclones, hurricanes, storms) or importance of coastal rise in 

the sea level still increases the complexity of fiscal analysis.  

 

The mitigation and adaptation to climate change means any private or pub-

lic action to prevent the change of temperature or adjust to a changed climate. 

Aaheim & Aasen (2008) distinguish autonomous and planned ways. The au-

tonomous adaptation is the case, when private individuals do something for 

adjustment in uncoordinated way. This could have been a cheap way for pub-

lic finances, but also results suboptimal solution because of bias for individual 

free riding, emergence of common pool resource problem, or uncertainty. That 

is why planned adjustment, namely fiscal adaptation is necessary, too, to mo-

tivate the private sector for (pro-)action. Nevertheless, the autonomous ad-

justment also has impact on tax revenues and public transfers. E.g., energy 

saving means less pollution-related tax payment, or direct investments in re-

newable energy equipment can create right to get public subsidy. 

 

To adopt the debt sustainability aspect into the frame of climate change 

aspects, the long-term solvency, the budget constraint, the primary gap indica-

tor has been applied. Besides indebtedness, refocusing fiscal spending and re-

setting the extent of public budget invoke the Keynesian fiscal crowding out 

impact. 

 

This study overviews the public finances aspects of climate change. The 

sustainability is in focus, but this time the fiscal one and not the development 

aspect. The purpose is to gather the practices and to model the impacts of cli-

mate change on fiscal spending and revenues, responsibilities and opportuni-

ties, balance and debt related to climate change. 

 

3.2. HOW TO SURVEY THE FISCAL IMPACTS OF A NATURAL 

PROCESS? 

 

As a methodological simplification, the climate change can be translated 

as significant shift in average temperature, thus there is a variable or factor for 
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calculations.
3
 The modeling of fiscal impacts shall be examined in the frame 

of temperature change causing damages or benefits, and cost of mitigation or 

adaptation. If climate change got realized globally, it does not mean a general-

ly same extent of change of temperature in every region and territory of the 

Earth. (It is possible more or less warming in temperature or even cooling is a 

likely outcome in certain regions.) As warming may be so different, the physi-

cal impact can be various. In some region, the rise of sea might will take costal 

territories, in some region the hart illnesses might will rise by warmer climate, 

in other territories the agricultural lands will dry out, somewhere else the dis-

appearance of ice and snow create land cultivation opportunities or ruin the 

winter tourism etc. But what is the likelihood in a continent, a country, a coun-

ty or a city/village level? If there are more scenarios, what are the effective 

mitigation and adaptation actions? What is the critical mass or scale of action? 

Will the actors wait for each other to act? Who should act first? Should the 

state intervene, motivate, initiate? And so on. If such uncertain probabilities 

are accumulated (namely multiplied), finally the likelihood of effective actions 

can be low (see fig. 1). 

 

Figure 3.1. Increasing uncertainty in climate change (CC) 

 
Source: Simplified adaptation from Stern (2007) and O’Hara (2009) 

 

Heller (2003:19) refers to the IPCC (2001) projections on expectable 

change of temperature in 100 years term horizon, which forecasts 1.9–5.8 Cel-

sius (3–10 Fahrenheit) gradual warming by the concentration of greenhouse 

gases in the atmosphere. The uncertainty of temperature change can be illus-

trated in a fan chart of probable further future expectations.  

 

Besides high uncertainty, the economic actors should agree in the distribu-

tion of financing between public and private players. The economic motiva-

tion for participation can be established, if the participants can get at least so 

much benefit from mitigation and adaptation actions as much cost they invest. 

Nevertheless, there are private actors (or maybe even state actors in the inter-

national relations), who are not able to finance themselves the adaptation. 

                                                
3. The estimation of global and regional probability, extent and direction of temperature 

change is a natural science question, thus in public finances study, it will be treated as an ex-

ternal factor. 
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Thus, the public decision makers must determine the extent of equity toward 

poor economic actors. (CEPS & ZEW 2010) This aspect raises the equity vs. 

efficiency trade-off dilemma, whether the fiscal resources should be used for 

subsidizing rich or poor actors (by direct spending or tax refunding). To re-

solve the dilemma, the economic theory knows the utilitarian approach and the 

Rawls approach. In case of climate change mitigation, the specific carbon 

emission per household of different social groups can guide the balancing be-

tween equity and efficiency. However, equity is not just a dilemma in social 

class dimension, but in geographical view, too. Which are the populated and 

industrial areas deserving protection against higher sea level or other natural 

damages? See the bad practice case of New Orleans in 2005. How well devel-

oped hurricane warning system has it done worth to be financed? How big ef-

forts and how quickly has it done worth to save people right after the catastro-

phe? Or see the Dutch agricultural lands under the sea level. How far should 

they be protected? Do these lands produce enough income to protect them 

from the sea?  

 

The policy making – in relation to market motivation – must decide anoth-

er dilemma between short-term profit and long-term supply what can be called 

supply security dilemma. (CEPS & ZEW 2010) In which territories should the 

state sustain the supply of energy, food, transportation, safe water and sewage 

system, pipelines? The prices and the (in)elasticity of the (network) service 

markets, the intensity of destructive competition
4
, will decide the short-term 

profit. When the profit is negative, the state may force the service companies 

to supply – or maybe not. 

 

In case of climate change, the likelihood of irreversibility is important de-

terminant. Although an early mitigation action can look like unworthy because 

of high uncertainty and low probability of occurrence of damages far before 

the forecasted warming or disasters, an overdue mitigation can not reverse the 

natural, environmental changes. In this case, only adaptation remains as op-

tion. (CEPS & ZEW 2010) The economics of decision theory suppose to use 

the net present value (NPV) to choose the more worthy option. In climate 

change relation, the comparable options are the NPV of an earlier mitigation 

or the NPV of a later adaptation. 

 

To estimate the fiscal costs, the market capacity, propensity and perfection 

is preferable to be examined. It should be estimated, how far can the govern-

ment levy the burden of adaptation on the private sector (solvency, marginal 

proactive propensity etc.), and can the market manage the risk to have demand 

                                                
4. Destructive competition: service markets where (1) the fix cost (exit cost) is high, (2) the 

competition is intensive and presses the price to low level and (3) the demand is very volatile 

(some times much, some times few), the three characteristics together cause frequent bank-

ruptcy what endangers the supply security. 
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and supply to meet and avoid the market failures. In climate disasters, first of 

all, the insurance sector should be helped to be able to manage the risk as far 

as possible.    

 

To treat the impacts of climate change, it is possible to mitigate, what – 

according to Heller (2003:25) – means much effort devoted to reducing emis-

sions of greenhouse gases.  

 

Here public sector involvement may involve replacing existing taxes with 

new ones that promote reduced emission. Or there may be more active use of 

regulation, whether of the command-and-control or the market-based type 

(…), in which case the fiscal consequences are likely to be more limited. Hel-

ler (2003:25). 

 

If mitigation is too late, or it is too expensive for preventing a not too like-

ly event, the adaptation to new/changed circumstances can be another re-

sponse. According to Heller (2003:23), the extent and cost of adaptation is re-

gional or country specific, as it depends on the intensity of climate change, the 

embodiment of environmental or geographic changes, and the side effects on 

economy and physical assets. Heller thinks the following. 

 

Although much of the burden of relocating resources and financing new 

investment will undoubtedly fall on the private sector, it is unlikely that the 

public sector will remain unscathed, especially in countries, such as many de-

veloping countries, where the net economic impact of climate change is ex-

pected to negative. Areas of potential public sector involvement include out-

lays on infrastructure (…), other public goods in the areas of disease preven-

tion and agricultural extension and research (…), and subsidies (to facilitate 

the resettlement of population) (Heller 2003:23). 

 

As the significant warming is forecasted for century long, the public fiscal 

intervention is far more necessary in case of produced capital stocks, build-

ings, physical infrastructure with lifetime over 50. Especially, if unexpected or 

unlikely, radically destructive disasters or abrupt changes cause high scale of 

short-term cost.    

 

The methodology on surveying fiscal impacts by climate change distin-

guishes fiscal cost of mitigation and adaptation, besides direct and indirect 

costs. It also introduces cost benefit analyses to evaluate the propensity of pol-

icy makers for action or passivity. Scenarios shall be drafted to see the differ-

ent outcomes. The scenarios shall contain the possible losses in the natural and 

artificial environment and resources. Impacts on public budget are based on 

damage of income opportunities and capital/wealth/natural assets. In the fol-

lowings, there is a composed list of actions when the fiscal correction of mar-

ket failures is be necessary. 
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When fiscal cost of climate change is under survey, two main type of cost, 

the direct and the indirect costs can be distinguished. The direct costs are easi-

ly identifiable, however it is assumed to be smaller part of total costs. The dif-

ficulties with the identification of indirect costs alert for efficiency challenges, 

because the transparency of total cost of adaptation gets deteriorated. If costs 

are not transparent, economic participants will not be willing to finance it or 

support it, thus, the absent funding ruins the efficiency of any actions. The 

mechanism of direct and indirect costs can be described by the model on driv-

ers of fiscal impacts.   

 

3.3. MODELING THE FISCAL IMPACTS 

 

In the model on drivers, the CEPS & ZEW (2010) gathered the fiscal im-

plication of climate change and identified six drivers that determine the size 

and importance of the fiscal implications. These are: (1) the degree of expo-

sure to gradual and extreme climate events; (2) the level of protection already 

in place in areas at risk, i.e. preparedness; (3) the state’s liability for damages; 

(4) the potential and impacts of autonomous adaptation and remedial actions; 

(5) the cross-border effects of climate change; and (6) the fiscal capacity of the 

member states and the role of the EU. 

 

The mechanism of drivers is illustrated in Figure 3.2, below. Direct fiscal 

costs are the construction and maintenance of protective infrastructures, the 

additional maintenance of public infrastructures affected by climate change, 

the changes in social expenditures mainly from potential repercussions on em-

ployment or alterations in health expenditures. A certain type of direct “cost” 

can be the revenue changes of the budget because of shifts in the economic 

and trade structure or in the consumption. The indirect fiscal costs appears as 

impacts on fiscal capacity to deal with very long-term challenges, like climate 

change, by definition of CEPS & ZEW (2010:52). 

 

The degree of exposure means the above mentioned region-specific char-

acteristics related to local geography, climate and location in climatic belt 

(e.g., average temperature, rainfall, coastal facilities, etc.). The level of protec-

tion means the existing infrastructure for protecting or monitoring and early 

warning systems against natural disasters endangering lives and economic 

values, extreme weather conditions endangering human health. High level of 

existing protection saves a lot of investments for the budgets in the future. 

However, it has been meaning a high level of permanent operating cost to 

keep the condition of systems and edifices. Early mitigating investments and 

intensive technological developments can reduce such type of cost factors. 

State liabilities for damages are any type of promise of state or expectable aid 

and help from the state which are paid or financed for victims of natural catas-

trophes, or financing the natural disaster relief. To reduce the scale of such 
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liabilities, sophisticated and well developed private insurance sector is neces-

sary, and thus the public support for its development is recommended.  

 

Figure 3.2. Drivers of impacts, various national concerns 

 
Source: CEPS & ZEW (2010:52, Fig. 3.2) 

 

Autonomous adaptation as driver of fiscal impacts represents the coopera-

tive, initiative and supportive propensity of the private sector individuals. The 

actual occurrence of autonomous adaptation is the result of private utility-

maximization objectives and their assessment of risks. The cross-border ef-

fects as impact drivers include two types of cost factors. One is the residual 

costs from actions in another country, the other type is the aid transfers for de-

veloping countries to adapt to climate change, or technology transfer to miti-

gate. Fiscal capacity as determinant of scale of spending for mitigation and 

adaptation shall be understood in dynamic approach. Not only the given bal-

ance of revenues and expenditure matters, but the potential changes of them 

do, too. This is called fiscal flexibility what means the taxation and spending 

room for maneuver of the fiscal government, the realizable potential scale of 

change of tax burden and expenditure by discretionary decisions. Standard & 

Poor’s rating agency has even developed an indicator, the Fiscal Flexibility 

Index with sub-indices such as Expenditure Flexibility Index and Revenue 

Flexibility Index (see Standard & Poor’s 2007a and Standard & Poor’s 

2007b). The fiscal flexibility can be extended through – first of all – the mini-

mized indebtedness, the economic growth friendly economic policy and the 
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lower scale of public finances, namely, lower total tax burden and public 

spending intensity with same balance (Benczes & Kutasi 2010:95). 

 

Generally, the cost impact of the drivers can be reduced by technological 

(R&D) investments, supranational provision and assistance, internationally 

integrated financial and technological resources, expansion of insurance mar-

ket, regulation of land and water use, information provision for awareness, di-

rect fiscal incentives to help individual actors for autonomous mitigation, re-

view of state liabilities (CEPS & ZEW 2010:59-62).  

 

As mentioned above, fiscal impacts can be derived from the economic im-

pacts which are preferable to be anticipated by the economic actors. Such gen-

eral impacts are the average temperature in the seasons, along with an ex-

pected rise in temperature extremes; precipitation patterns; snow cover; water 

systems – particularly river flows (flood and drought risks) and groundwater 

levels; and coastal regions – with sea level rise and flood risks.  

 

3.4. FISCAL POLICY DILEMMAS RELATED TO CLIMATE 

CHANGE 

 

Through the recognition of indebtedness of highly developed (and climate 

sensitive) countries, the climate dilemmas of public finances can be worded. 

The first dilemma is the following. As there is no satisfying room for issuing 

more debt to cover the fiscal climate adaptation, the two options for fiscal pol-

icy are the redistribution among the items of taxes and spending or levy as 

much cost as possible on the private sector through perfect markets, like a so-

phisticated insurance sector. However, the two horns of the dilemma demand 

challenging balancing. If the private sector with limited time horizon got no 

fiscal (public) impulse at all, the private perception on net present value of ad-

aptation will be considered to be negative, as individuals of the private sector 

can not optimize for the endless future, or more then a few generation. (See 

the paradox of Ricardian equivalence.
5
) In the contrary case, getting excessive 

fiscal subsidies, the community of individuals of the private sector will expect 

any adaptation from the state, thus remain passive. 
                                                
5. In the economics models, it is a reasonable assumption, that the states as actors are immor-

tal, so they should be considered as infinite ones. That is why, the Ricardian equivalence can 

presume, that it is indifferent for the state to finance a new item of spending either from rais-

ing tax or from public debt. If it was true, this aspect gives opportunity for infinite Ponzi game 

for states, and just always accumulates higher and higher debt by promising higher and higher 

future tax revenues. However, O’Conell & Zeldes (1988) and also Buiter (2004) emphasized, 

that it is not possible because of the finite or limited horizon of individual households as buyer 

of public bonds. As the buyers are thinking in finite future and they are in limited number, the 

assumption of public bonds with infinite maturity is unrealistic. Besides, the imperfection of 

capital markets can not treat perfectly the uncertainty of the future. That is why it is expecta-

ble from the state to pay all the debts in the unseen future, namely what is expressed in the 

form of  PV (debt + future expenditures) = PV(future revenues). 
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The second dilemma rooted also in the limited room for issuing debt. The 

fiscal decision makers are forced by indebtedness to select among private ac-

tors, and create preference lists. Who should be compensated for damages, and 

who not? If rising sea level swallows coastal real estates, should the owners 

get subsidies, and how much? If productivity of agricultural lands were ruined 

by desertification, should the state bother with ensuring alternative income for 

rural workers and entrepreneurs? Should the ski parks get public or EU subsi-

dies for snow guns if climate warming means too high temperature for snow-

ing? Etc. 

 

The increasing green tax burden, bond issue and funding for mitigation 

and adaptation raises the dilemma whether does it worth to increase the fiscal 

crowding-out effect in the capital markets or not. This effect is very regional 

market specific because of the interest rate elasticity and marginal propensity 

of saving and investment. Of course, less investment can mean less carbon 

emitting production growth, but also slower technological development in car-

bon reduction, too.  

 

Heller (2003:120-150) recommends conceptual aspects for long-term fis-

cal planning to finance long term mitigation and adaptation to any sustainabil-

ity problem. Certain aspects are the limits or “stop sign” for certain ways of 

adaptation. First of all, the public financing has social welfare function, name-

ly, the support for more vulnerable groups in the society. The climate change 

enlightens, too, that decisions makers should take into account the interest of 

the future generations as one of the most vulnerable group. Thus, the aims of 

policy making shall contain the objective of achieving fairness across genera-

tions, what means excluding Ponzi games
6
 in budgeting, counter-weighting 

short-term political interest and eventually a kind of self-limitation in long-

term borrowing for financing current outlays. The necessity of self-limitation 

rotted in the political economy recognition that there are individual interests 

behind the decisions, the principal-agent problem is an existing occurrence in 

public policy, and short-term interests are overweight, long-term interests are 

underscored in discretionary decisions. Institutional solutions, like fiscal rules, 

fiscal councils can improve the transparency and suppress political myopia, 

thus, treat the political obstacles.  

 

Besides, the government must be able to assess correctly and ensure the fi-

nancial sustainability, namely, the long-term public solvency. Sustainability 

means not only focusing on budget balance, but also, the sustainability of the 

tax burden, the adequate risk management on fiscal threats and weaknesses, 

the sustainable institutional mechanisms to ensure the far future balance, and 

the limitation on future policy makers’ discretionary decisions. The decision 

                                                
6. About Ponzi game in budgeting see more in Buiter & Kletzer (1992). 
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makers must preserve the scope for stabilization measures, even though they 

prefer to use the fiscal policy as an instrument for having influence on the 

economy. The efficiency of allocation for Pareto efficient income production 

means practically the elimination of distorting effects in tax system, the distri-

bution of spending in optimal structure referring to the equity vs. efficiency 

trade-off, and the suppression on red tape concerning the public finances. Of 

course, not just the present, but the legacy of fiscal policy will disperse the po-

sition of countries or regions. Simply, the fiscal legacy can be expressed in the 

current scale of public debt. And not only the extent of debt, but its structure 

will matter, since in dynamic view, it can be the root of suddenly intensifying 

side effects. For example, indebtedness in foreign currency can modify signif-

icantly the solvency of debtors in a foreign exchange rate shock without short 

term risk management instruments. Such impacts are called nonlinearities by 

Heller (2003:149). 

 

In case of threats on fiscal sustainability, the state must be ready to antici-

pate market reactions driven by short-sighted interest. Private sector’s propen-

sity for funding or resource saving can determine crucially the effectiveness 

and scope of public policy actions for adaptation. The governments must think 

about market side effects of the structure of realizing the long-term sustaina-

bility. Will the market help or weaken certain stimulating or restricting ac-

tions? What will be, for example, the effect of lower or higher risk premium 

on private savings and investments? E.g., it is well known about debt crisis 

impacts, that when the direct danger of collapse get milder the private interest 

groups get less devoted to public finances reforms, so, the politicians will ease 

the previous restrictions and deteriorate the previously improved fiscal balance 

or balancing program. 

 

The green adaptation causes structural changes in public finances. This as-

pect supposes to treat the green reform, also, as a structural fiscal reform to-

gether with balancing. The simplest way to move toward fiscal balance is, 

when the incomes grow faster than the expenditures in absolute share. Thus, at 

once, the collapse of economic growth dynamics can be avoided. 

 

That means, the absolute growth of tax burden should be lower than the 

GDP-growth, and comparing even to tax increase, the growth of public ex-

penditures should be much lower. However, this demands the public green 

spending not to be automatic, because the rigid expenditure types insensitive 

for business cycles will make the adjustment of spending unmanageable to the 

governmental solvency. Nevertheless, the tax incomes can not be decreased 

until the expenditures will not decline at least in the same scale. Besides, the 

expansion possibility of state debt means also limit in the play of tax reduc-

tion. (Tomkiewitz 2005). 
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The green reform basically is making an attempt to increase the net present 

value achievable through the fiscal policy, explained with the instruments of 

cost-benefit analysis is the following:  

max PV {benefit of society – cost of society} 

 

However, this cost-benefit analysis is fairly complex, that is why the re-

sults must be treated carefully to avoid misleading understandings. First of all, 

it is hard to measure any side effects of public expenditures and absorption. 

During the estimation of benefits the experts must face the comparison prob-

lem, how commensurable are the individuals’ subjective utility. Wildawsky 

(1997) guess, the appraisal methods used in practice are very uncertain – at 

least in case of public services. The net present value calculation is uncertain 

in dynamics, as the costs can vary in the future. (Kutasi 2006). 

 

The structural green reform of public finances is not simply a corner-

cutting or spare of expenditure targets. Any kind of efficiency-seeking restruc-

turing related to revenues or expenditures can be mentioned under this catego-

ry that will have a positive long-term impact for years or decades. In certain 

circumstances, the previous level of expenditures can be held. The essence of 

reform of public finances is, that the previous financing mechanisms get 

changed or reorganized to create more efficient structure independently form 

the current budget deficit or surplus. 

 

In Drazen’s (1998) approach, the fiscal reform is a common pool. Every-

one consider this common pool to be made, but everyone wants it to be fi-

nanced by others. This way, the possible utility created by a possible reform 

for everyone is in vain if there is high probability for burdening the cost on the 

certain individuals. This will be a ‘war of attrition’ impact on the reform, as 

most of the individuals will not support it. Moreover, the distribution of costs 

means actually a dispute on distribution of tax burden in the planning stage of 

restructuring, what will impede more the execution. Besides, the support of 

reform will be ruined much more in case of uncertainty of individual benefits. 

Many researches were made to find relation between the success of reform 

execution and the political institutional system. (see e.g. Strauch & von Hagen 

2000, von Hagen, Hughes-Hallett & Strauch 2002, Alesina & Perotti 1999, 

Poterba & von Hagen 1999, Benczes 2004, Benczes 2008 etc.) These surveys 

concluded that mostly the plurality of decision makers, the pressure for con-

sensus or the multi-party government usually weaken the fiscal discipline as 

well the not transparent budgeting procedures or the strong bargaining power 

of spending ministers against financial minister. Although, the political and 

multi-party system can not be question of restructuring, making efforts for 

transparency of budgeting procedure and dealing can do a lot for disciplined 

public finances (Kutasi 2006). 
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In public revenue aspect, the dilemma of government control is to use 

Pigovian
7
 carbon tax or command and control the externalities caused by CO2 

emission. critic on green tax is called the “green paradox” by Sinn (2008), 

who suggested that increasing emission taxes accelerate global warming be-

cause resource owners start to fear of higher future taxation and for this reason 

they start to increase near-term extraction. Edenhofer & Kalkuhl (2011) tested 

Sinn’s model for increasing unit taxes on emission, and found that an acceler-

ated resource extraction due to increasing carbon taxes (namely, the green par-

adox) is limited to the following specific conditions: “The initial tax level has 

to be lower than a certain threshold and the tax has to grow permanently at a 

rate higher than the discount rate of resource owners” (Edenhofer & Kalkuhl 

2011:2211). This means that most ranges of carbon taxes for warming mitiga-

tion is not risky for the green paradox. They suggest “quantity instruments” to 

avoid any risk of the paradox. 

 

The expectation from implementation of carbon tax is to mitigate carbon 

emission by pricing the cost of future damage and thus enforcing emission ef-

ficiency. The function of carbon tax is to raise the price of CO2 emission. 

However, to identify the real tax impacts on energy demand and CO2 emission 

is a serious challenge for policy-makers. As it was established by IMF 

(2008b), the conditions of success in mitigation policy are complex. 

 

As any mitigation policies, the carbon taxation must be flexible, robust and 

enforceable. According to Kim et al (2011), carbon tax has an important ad-

vantage over other mitigation measures, namely, that they create a common 

price for emissions, which makes polluters more efficient in emission reduc-

tion. Efficiency of green tax can be understood as how much CO2 emission 

can be reduced in energy use and production or in transportation, if a carbon 

tax is adopted in the mentioned industries. 

 

In comparison to command and control, the advantages of carbon tax can 

be summarized in lower compliance costs, and a continuous incentive to adapt 

in the technology of energy use and conservation. (Cooper 1998, Pizer 1997). 

 

The main advantages of market-based carbon taxation are the following 

according to Cooper (1998), Pizer (1997) Pearce (1991) Nordhaus (2007) and 

Kim et al. (2011):  

• Creating a common price for emission taxation makes firms with lower 

abatement costs emit more. The carbon tax fixes the price of emissions ef-

fectively. 

•The cost for CO2 emission encourages a switch to low-emission technologies 

and activities, and the development of emission-reducing technologies.  

                                                
7. See Pigou (1920). 
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• Carbon-tax systems can make use of existing tax collection mechanisms and 

require less intensive emission monitoring efforts. 

• Carbon tax provides for greater flexibility and adjustment capability for both 

firms and public finances in case of changing economic conditions, allowing 

firms to reduce emissions more during the periods of slow demand growth, 

and providing opportunity for tax easing. 

• The carbon tax can induce a technological change to avoid higher cost, 

which results in lower emission and at the same time technological shift to-

ward better productivity or cost efficiency (Gerlagh & Lise 2005).  

 

The disadvantages are as follows: 

• The new type of tax generates administrative and transaction costs. 

• Without other tax easing, the higher tax burden results a crowding out im-

pact by government. 

• Under carbon tax, the quantity of emission reductions is uncertain. Impact of 

tax is very dependent on non-constant price elasticity and income elasticity. 

• Taxes may be politically difficult to implement (Kim et al. 2011). 

 

Besides, as any type of tax, Pigovian tax has a deadweight loss impact, 

too, on consumers’ benefit. The question is whether this deadweight loss or 

the damage from warming is bigger. The calculation of deadweight demands 

the knowledge of the price elasticity, and the estimation of damage by warm-

ing needs the very uncertain probabilities of climate change. Thus, it is not 

simple to match the alternative losses.
8
 

 

3.5. HOW TO MANAGE THE FISCAL RISK CAUSED BY CLIMATE 

CHANGE? 

 

The general risk management of sustainable budgeting has broad range of 

instruments with many experience of practical implementation. The fiscal 

rules have became often used since the 1990s (see Kopits 2001, Kopits & 

Symansky 1998, Kumar et al. 2009, Benczes 2008, Benczes & Kutasi 

2010:122-144). The different types of rules are the balanced budget rule
9
, the 

public debt rule,
10

 the golden rule,
11

 the expenditure rule.
12

 These rules are 

useful to restrict the short-sighted political decision makers in discretionary 

decision enforcement. 

                                                
8. Critics on Pigovian tax, see:  Buchanan (1969) and Nye (2008). 

9. Limitation on general government balance or primary balance.  

10. Limitation on public debt level. 

11. Debt financing is allowed only in case of public capital investment, infrastructure invest-

ment.    

12. Limitation on overall spending scale. 
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In financing the very long-term impacts, just like the adaptation to climate 

change, the efficient solution for smooth, gradual accumulation is the fiscal 

funding (if the private insurance services can not create opportunity to shift the 

cost toward the private sector). Its weakness is that mostly those countries can 

easily establish such funds who have any way fiscal surplus typically from 

natural resource (oil) export.  

 

The funding specified for climate change is called financing by green 

funding. In national level, it would be possible to select a certain type of fiscal 

revenue (just like the oil exporting countries do with oil trade revenues), and 

indicate it as a source of a fund. In high developed countries, year by year, 

there are specified items in the annual budget for subsidizing the moderniza-

tion of carbon emission related technologies. But such spending frames are 

result of discretionary annual decisions made by the current government. This 

does not ensure the long-term financing of mitigation and adaptation. An au-

tomatic fund could not only ensure the current scale of subsidy, but also the 

security of long-term financing by accumulating the revenues.
13

 Unfortunate-

ly, as it was already mentioned, the public budget has other long-term chal-

lenges related to demography, demanding funding for the future.  

 

Especially in the developing countries, the national accumulation of green 

fund has no source. Besides, eventually the climate change is a global prob-

lem, so national, unilateral adaptation does not seem to be the most efficient. 

Alternative option is the international funding, where national budgets con-

tribute as their quota prescribes. Its advantages are cooperation of low income 

and high income countries, and the stronger governmental commitment to the 

long-term objective as giving up an international membership has more trans-

action cost (diplomacy damage) for a country than splitting a national fund. 

International green fund can be a mixture of national quotas, green tax revenue 

as direct income of the fund and market bonds financed by Sovereign Wealth 

Funds and other private investors (see Fig.3).  

 

Such operating fund is the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility 

(CCRIF) in the CARICOM, described by IMF (2008:31). CCRIF is multi-

country risk pool and also insurance instrument backed by both public financ-

es and capital markets. It was set to help CARICOM countries mitigate the 

short-term cash flow problems in disaster situations. It is a regional catastro-

phe fund for Caribbean governments, CCRIF operates as a public-private 

partnership, and is set up as a non-profit ‘mutual’ insurance entity. The CCRIF 

pays out in the event of parametric trigger points being exceeded. It provides 

rapid payment if disaster strikes. The CCRIF has coverage for hurricane, 

                                                
13. Of course, ultimately the law-makers can reintegrate any fund back to the annual budget, if 

that is the will of the significant political majority. So national level green funding is neither 

the absolute solution for financing the long-term objectives.  
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earthquake and excess rainfall. The facility is a fund operating particularly like 

insurance. There is plan to involve the agricultural sector and the energy com-

panies.
14

 

 

Figure 3.3. Financing by green funding 

 
Source: Bredenkamp & Pattillo (2010:10) 

 

Similar international green fund is in the period of formation. According to 

the Copenhagen Accord issued at the 2009 United Nations Climate Change 

Conference in Copenhagen, international Green Fund shall be ready in 2020 to 

ensure financial aid for developing countries. The design of the exact financ-

ing is illustrated by Figure 3.3 (Bredenkamp & Pattillo 2010). It seems, it is 

possible to capitalize a climate change adaptation from the private sector. The 

international Green Fund will stand on private and public pillars. The public 

pillar is composed from national contribution quotas, national carbon tax in-

comes and national revenue from CO2 quota trade. The private pillar means 

issuing market bonds for private investors.  

 

                                                
14. For more see www.ccrif.org 
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However, any public funding raises the dilemma of crowding-out men-

tioned above, as the CCRIF and Green Fund backed by states pumps the fi-

nancial resources from private investments. Moreover, as a general interna-

tional aiding problem, appearing also in critics on ODA (Official Develop-

ment Aid) operation, that international organizations (funds) are not able to 

achieve critical mass of capital to swing off the developing countries from the 

problem of undercapitalized position blocking the efficient risk management. 

The credibility of such funds will be decided on its operation, the effective 

commitment of the members and the realized results. 

 

To share the financing between public and private actors, namely planned 

and autonomous adaptation, beside the funding, there is an other item have 

been already mentioned in this paper, the insurance. However, simply private 

insurance is not enough to have efficient mitigation or adaptation. Phaup & 

Kirschner (2010) assume that public risk management is more efficient than 

individual, especially if it is preventive. On the other hand, it can become very 

expansive for the state, if private sector individuals see that they can get every 

protection from the state. The only state financed actions are called ex post 

budgeting, as it does not motivate the individuals to be preventive. That is why 

the optimum is the ex ante budgeting which accumulate reserves for the cost 

of catastrophe in the future, both from tax revenue and private income. The 

following options can be combined in the insurance sector for ex ante budget-

ing:  

(1) The state makes market transactions by purchasing insurance service from 

insurance companies. Its advantage is that government can secure insurance 

for anything considered to be necessary. The disadvantage is that the insurance 

sector may will not be able to pay the compensation for all the damages.  

(2) The state prescribes mandated purchase of insurance for the private asset 

owners. The advantage will be that the market will evaluate every object to be 

or not to be worthy for insurance. The disadvantage is that the private risk 

premium is very likely higher than the public risk premium. 

(3) The government-provided insurance means that the state establish a state 

insurance company, e.g. New Zealand Earthquake Commission. In this case, 

the state can control the whole process of insurance, but the possibility of po-

litical intervention is very likely, that is why the efficiency of this option is 

questionable. 

(4) Contingency Fund is the forth option, which is actually the government 

saving fund or green fund mentioned above. 

 

Johns & Keen (2009) based their recommendations on situation of broadly 

afflicting heavy indebtedness and high deficit problems. They suppose to 

charge the CO2 emission with green tax to mitigate the warming and to avoid 

the higher deficit. Of course, introduction of a green tax has many side effects. 
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If it hits the emission target, and CO2 pollution decreases, the tax revenue on 

CO2 scale will also decrease. If the green tax automatically increases the tax 

burden (tax wedge) on the economy, it can have the economic growth to slow 

down. 

 

To manage the growth risk of crowding out and to cope with the crisis and 

recession of 2008, Jones & Keen (2009) proposed “green recovery”, namely 

state investment into green energy sector and CO2 saving technologies. Any-

way, because of recovery, governments have been spending on stimulus pack-

ages. Such green stimuli could serve both the objectives of recovery and the 

mitigation through the multiplying impact of fiscal spending. This green re-

covery can be associated with employment objectives which are especially a 

sensitive field of economic policy, nevertheless in USA where the after crisis 

2008 level of unemployment got up to 9.5-10%. Bossier & Bréchet (1995) has 

already recommended in the middle of 1990s that carbon tax can be connected 

to the cost problems of employment in Europe. As much scale of green tax 

burden would have been levied on the economy, so much scale of social con-

tribution (or any other labor-related employer cost) should be eased by labor 

tax cut. 

 

Even though it sounds simple, many side effects must be taken into ac-

count. How does the carbon emission tax raise the price of energy and fuels? 

If CO2 emission decreases, it means lower tax base, thus lower tax revenue. 

How to sustain the financing of social service systems if social contribution 

(health and pension contribution) has got decreased? Would labor tax really an 

incentive for more employment for companies? Is the tax cut critically enough 

to be effectively cheaper than foreign rivals? If companies do not see more 

demand, a tax cut will not motivate to hire more workers. Bossier & Bréchet 

(1995) warned for the risk of uncertainty and the necessity for simulation be-

fore policy actions. For example the E3ME (energy-environment-economy 

model of EU) by Barker (1998) was an econometric attempt to simulate effect 

of carbon tax on emission, GDP, competitiveness and employment. 

 

3.6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

It can be established, that climate change has introduced a new aspect into 

the structure of public finances both in expenditure and in revenue side. The 

exact fiscal impact in a given country is very uncertain since neither the exact 

regional natural impact is unsure, nor the unilateral national/regional mitiga-

tion could be enough and efficient without global cooperation. The fiscal im-

pacts can be mapped by calculating with direct spending related to damages 

caused by climate change, and with indirect impacts in revenues and new ex-

penditure themes caused through climate impacts on the economic growth, 

health condition, social relations and energy demand. 
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It is clear, that the multi-year fiscal stimuli to anticipate the global crisis 

started in 2008 created unfavorable fiscal rigidity for new types of spending, 

like climate change related mitigation and adaptation. It is not an easy task to 

enforce the political decision makers to prefer a 50-100 year-long problem to 

their short term interest related to political cycles, either. However, there are 

good practices how to build-in automatisms into the budget by funding, how 

to keep the balanced budget by restructuring of spending and tax systems, how 

to involve the private (autonomous) financial resources through insurance and 

funding. The government must find the optimum distribution of adaptation 

cost between public (planned) and private (autonomous) adapting actors and 

the adequate structure of incentives to motivate the private individuals for co-

operation and participation in mitigation and adaptation to climate change.  

 

The efficient policy should treat with the factors or drivers of climate 

change cost, just like the degree of exposure to gradual and extreme climate 

events, the level of existing protection, the state’s liability for damages, the 

potential and impacts of autonomous adaptation, the cross-border effects, and 

the fiscal capacity. 

 

The public budget must be the reserve for mitigation with complex struc-

ture. Either infrastructural or social or health or industrial or employment etc. 

aspects can connect to the climate problem. It is not simple to introduce any 

fiscal item or action for mitigation and adaptation since fiscal crowding-out 

and multiplier effects must be simulated on savings, investments, carbon emis-

sion, economic growth, competitiveness, external balance and employment. 

The simulation in the same time means testing the policy risk, namely the po-

tential failure of green budget reform, and the political risk, namely loosing 

the next elections because unwanted side effects.  

 

The ideal fiscal policy affected by climate change would be a green stimu-

lus combining spending and green tax, meanwhile keeping the scale and bal-

ance of the budget, but restructuring the fiscal preferences, thus, cutting the 

wage related cost of employment and improving the international competi-

tiveness of the national economy.  

 

As climate change is global problem, international/global cooperation is 

likely to be the most efficient also in fiscal aspect. International cooperation 

can give solution for risk distribution, low income insolvency, credible fund-

ing with private investors, technological cooperation and access to knowledge, 

efficiency of early warning and reserving sustainable national budgets, all to-

gether.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
State revenue forecasts are a subject of seemingly constant critique from politicians, the 

media, and the academy over the nature of their outcomes as measured by the ability to accu-

rately predict available resources. The opportunity to introduce political biases into the reve-

nue baseline, making the budget envelope more or less constrained, has generated a near uni-

versal call for a depoliticization of the process. This also induces some to demand greater 

certainty and transparency with naïve methods; others request increasingly sophisticated 

techniques in hopes of obtaining improved accuracy. This paper discusses the approach to 

revenue forecasting in the broader context of a political budget process, and subsequently it 

highlights the significance of a forecast that is politically accepted. This advances the litera-

ture beyond the measurement of forecast error as the sole outcome, because accuracy is irrel-

evant if the budget process does not respect the forecast as a political constraint. We provide 

a case illustration in Indiana by tracking the history of the state consensus forecast from the 

controversies surrounding its conception through its recent political challenges during the 

Great Recession.  

 

JEL Code: C53, E37 

Keywords: Revenue Forecasting; State Budget Process 

 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The revenue forecast plays a critical role in the development of a state 

budget because it establishes the resource baseline within which expenditure 

programs must fall if operations are to be executable and state finances are to 
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be sustainable. As a result, many researchers have devoted attention to the 

revenue forecasting process and its outcomes. Two concerns dominate the 

state revenue forecasting literature. The first approaches the revenue forecast 

as a technical problem for which one process might outperform another. This 

literature has typically found little-to-no relationship between the sophistica-

tion of the revenue forecast methodology and its subsequent accuracy.
1
 The 

second has been a political critique of the actors in the process and a search for 

systematic bias. This literature has generally found evidence of political bias 

and risk aversion, and almost universally the policy implication has been a 

recommendation of de-politicizing the forecasting process as a means to re-

ducing error. These dual findings generally motivate the recommendations for 

institutional reforms of the forecasting process towards simple “naïve” fore-

cast methods that would be no worse than more complex approaches in terms 

of forecast error, but would presumably be free of ideological bias. This paper 

argues that when the forecasting process is viewed in its full institutional con-

text, as one step in a budgetary process devoted to the allocation of revenue, 

this emphasis on accuracy is insufficiently narrow.  

 

Fiscal sustainability requires that state lawmakers have a baseline forecast 

of the amount of revenue expected during the budget period. An accurate and 

binding forecast serves fiscal sustainability; an inaccurate forecast or an accu-

rate-but-ignored forecast both represent ways in which the forecast process 

can contribute to a sustainability violation. An accurate and trusted revenue 

forecast provides the hard budget constraint of resources available for alloca-

tion across public services without shifting the cost of current programs to the 

future. The selection of this baseline figure is of direct importance towards 

meeting the goals of the political actors involved, and subsequently there ex-

ists an incentive for these actors to select a more favorable baseline towards 

their end even if it sacrifices accuracy. Some may wish to restrict the size of 

state government and an artificially low forecast furthers this objective. Others 

may see a larger government and an artificially high forecast can help with 

this. These biases potentially require a forecast process that finds the most po-

litically palatable method of minimizing error, so that it manages a set of pos-

sible trade-offs between accuracy and acceptability. For instance, a highly so-

phisticated forecast model may successfully provide a good historical fit of the 

data, but may afford insiders the opportunity to employ model assumptions 

that suit a particular ideological preference in a forthcoming budget cycle. By 

contrast, a simple naïve forecast that uses only the previous year’s actual col-

lections is transparent and requires few assumptions, but also can produce pre-

                                                
1. A recent review of this literature on state revenue forecasting techniques and accuracy is 

found in the Nelson Rockefeller Institute of Government and Pew Center on the States (2011) 

“States’ Revenue Estimating: Cracks in the Crystal Ball,” State Tax Notes (March 28): 945–

972. 
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dictable enough errors so as to generate additional debates over whether or not 

certain programs are truly “affordable” or not. 

 

This concern for both accuracy and acceptability in revenue forecasting 

can be observed and understood within the broader context of the budgeting 

process, in which there are multiple points for various actors to revise baseline 

values and realistic resources. For purposes of concreteness, we demonstrate 

these points by employing the state of Indiana as a case study. Indiana is inter-

esting for this purpose because it has been recognized as one of the nation’s 

most accurate forecasts, yet the structure of their forecast process is almost in 

direct contradiction with recommendations from the previous academic litera-

ture: Indiana’s forecast is highly politicized, employs causal modeling, pro-

vides reasonably small forecast errors, and its forecasts constrain the budget 

process. We suggest that such a highly politicized process may be appropriate 

for providing a budget constraint in light of the nature of current state gov-

ernmental structures. 

 

This paper makes three primary innovations. First, it examines the value 

added by the consensus forecast by implementing a direct test of the perfor-

mance of the actual consensus forecasts based on causal models against the 

competing naïve models. Second, it breaks new ground by examining accura-

cy of forecast for the second year of the budget biennium, thus further inte-

grating the forecast into the practice of the budget process for biennial budget 

states. And third, the analysis considers whether the forecast performs its ulti-

mate task, that of serving as a hard budget constraint for the fiscal process.  

  

The paper proceeds as follows: The next section expands on our previous 

outline of the previous literature on state revenue forecasting and identifies the 

unique contribution of the current article. It is followed by an outline of the 

Indiana process, its political history, and an evaluation of its measured accura-

cy. This history begins with the controversies that lead to the inception of the 

Revenue Forecast Technical Committee and how the design of the committee 

allowed it to weather several political challenges levied at it through the Great 

Recession. We discuss how the process provides a forecast that, right or 

wrong, provides constraint for budget development, a concern omitted in the 

prior literature. Finally, we suggest several important research questions for a 

new literature on forecast adoption into the budget as a binding constraint. 

 

4.2. PREVIOUS LITERATURE: REVENUE FORECAST METHODS 

AND ERRORS 

 

The academic literature on state revenue forecasts has largely focused on 

an ex-post analysis of forecast errors and the relationship of these errors to the 

forecasting process. To some extent, state revenue forecasting is just an appli-
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cation of economic forecasting.
2
 A variety of different statistical techniques 

have been applied to numerous economic variables (e.g. stock prices, GDP, 

firm sales, employment, consumer sentiment, etc.) in part to determine which 

approaches a priori might be the most reliable in minimizing forecast error.
3
 

The most famous evaluations are probably the M-Competitions that have re-

peatedly pitted forecasts against one another in a tournament style setting on 

common data.
4
 The conclusion of this competition series replicates the general 

findings across much of the forecasting literature that increasingly sophisticat-

ed forecasting techniques do not necessarily improve performance. 

  

State revenue forecasts usually build from a causal model that links fore-

casted economic conditions and the state tax revenue. The complexity of the 

causal model varies across states, but it will involve determining a relationship 

between the economy, the tax base, and tax revenue.
5
 On the basis of the pre-

vious research on methods and accuracy in forecasting, some have challenged 

this conceptualization as being not worth the effort. Kliesen and Thornton 

demonstrate that the deficit and debt projections prepared by the federal Con-

gressional Budget Office are simply no better than a random walk forecast, 

i.e., using last year’s actual as a forecast for the next year.
6
 This observation 

has no practical significance for revenue forecasting, in light of the fact that 

the budget ought to have already been adopted well before the actual revenue 

from the previous year is known. At the state level, Thompson and Gates 

(2007) suggest, drawing upon the literature of business and finance forecasts, 

the implementation of a simplified approach to identifying state revenue 

growth: “…the simple average of past growth rates is the best estimator of ex-

                                                
2. Gloria A. Grizzle and William Earle Klay (1994) “Forecasting State Sales Tax Revenues: 

Comparing the Accuracy of Different Methods.” State and Local Government Review 26(3): 

142-52. 

3. For examples, see Spyros Makridakis and Michele Hibon (1979) “Accuracy of Forecasting: 

An Empirical Investigation (With Discussion).” Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series 

A (General) 142 (2):97 – 145 . 

4. Spyros Makridis and Michele Hibon (2000) “The M3-Competition: Results, Conclusions, 

and Implications.” International Journal of Forecasting 16(4): 451-76. 

5. General macroeconomic forecasting is not without its challenges as well. Faust and Wright 

test the accuracy of gross domestic product forecasts and find that a simple univariate auto-

regressive forecast (forecasting GDP growth by regressing growth against four lagged periods 

of growth) is as accurate as substantially more complicated models. (Jon Faust and Jonathan 

Wright (2007) “Comparing Greenbook and Reduced Form Forecasts Using a Large Realtime 

Dataset,” National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 13397, Cambridge, Mass.: 

National Bureau of Economic Research. 

6. This observation is somewhat confounded by the fact that the Congressional Budget Office 

is charged with forecasting revenues under the existing baseline, and that baseline may deviate 

on the basis of expenditure decisions made by Congress and the President. See Kevin L. 

Kliesen and Daniel L. Thornton (2012) “How Good are the Government’s Deficit and Debt 

Projections and Should We Care?” Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review 94(1): 21-39. 
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pected growth rates.”
7
 In sum, important parts of the forecasting literature 

question the value added by attempting complex causal modeling of the varia-

ble to be forecast and propose that naïve models do just as well, if not better, 

and are less prone to interference with the forecast result. 

  

Much of the existing literature claims systematic bias in revenue forecast 

errors, although, in principle, statistical methods would seem likely to over-

forecast as often as they under-forecast. One common finding is that state rev-

enue forecasters systematically bias their forecasts downward, and a consider-

able stock of the existing academic research assumes that forecasters deliber-

ately guard against criticism from governors and legislatures by conservatively 

under-forecasting.
8
 Forecasters generally work with a forecasting range (even 

if they do not provide that range in their presentations) and, as Rogers and 

Joyce put it, “It is seen as much too foolish to use the high-end forecast, risky 

to accept the best estimate forecast, and fiscally responsible to endorse the 

low-end forecast.” 
9
 This under-forecast is their finding for all states from 

1975 through 1992. Feenberg, Gentry, Gilroy, and Rosen find similar underes-

timation in New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Maryland over the years from 

roughly the end of WWII to 1987.
10

 Heins finds a negative bias in forecasts 

over fifty-eight years in nine states (Alabama, California, Delaware, Illinois, 

Indiana, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, and Wisconsin).
11

 Rose and 

Smith find under-estimation in a forty-seven state panel over 1986 – 2007.
12

 

Williams, looking at the work of five different entities that prepare forecasts 

for New York City in fiscal years 2003 through 2007, finds under-forecasting 

that increases as the horizon extends further into the future for most revenue 

                                                
7. Fred Thompson and Bruce L. Gates (2007) “Betting on the Future with a Cloudy Crystal 

Ball? How Financial Theory Can Improve Revenue Forecasting and Budgets in the States,” 

Public Administration Review (September/October): 826. 

8. Denninger, Cangiarno, and Kyobe suggest that interference to reduce revenue forecasts 

provides governments of low-income countries greater capacity to extract resources, i.e., steal 

them, without being noticed. That is not likely an issue for American states. (Stephan 

Danninger, Marco Cangiano, and Annette Kyobe (2005) “The Political Economy of Revenue-

Forecasting Experience from Low-Income Countries,” IMF Working Paper WP/05/20 Wash-

ington, D.C.: International Monetary Fund.) 

9. Robert Rogers and Philip Joyce (1996) “The Effect of Underforecasting on the Accuracy of 

Revenue Forecasts by State Governments.” Public Administration Review 56(1): 48-56. 

10. Daniel R. Feenberg, William Gentry, David Gilroy, and Harvey S. Rosen (1989) “Testing 

the Rationality of State Revenue Forecasts.” Review of Economics and Statistics 71(2): 300-8. 

11. A. James Heins (1975) “The Politics of Revenue Forecasting.” Proceedings of the Na-

tional Tax Association: pp. 29-33. 

12. Shanna Rose and Daniel L. Smith (2012) “Budget Slack, Institutions, and Transparency.” 

Public Administration Review, 72 (March / April): 187- 195.  
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categories, but over-forecasting bias with the property tax.
13

 Krause, Lewis, 

and Douglas, looking at distinctions between legislative, executive, and inde-

pendent commission effects in states from 1987 to 2008, find under-

forecasting everywhere, with legislative over-forecasting the least.
14

 However, 

not all studies find general under-forecasting. For instance, Mocan and Azad 

find no systematic over- or under-forecasting bias in legislative forecasts for 

twenty states over 1986 – 1992.
15

 Similarly, Cooke and McIntosh attribute 

Idaho’s recent fiscal problems on overly optimistic general fund revenue fore-

casts.
16

  

  

National government forecasts do not, however, follow the conservative 

forecast pattern generally claimed for the states. A recent study of official 

forecasts of real growth rates and budgetary balances among 33 countries 

finds systematic over-optimism.
17

 Similarly, Auerbach found that forecasting 

performance by the Congressional Budget Office, the Office of Management 

and Budget, and a major private forecaster (Data Resources, Inc.) was general-

ly of equal quality and showed no underlying bias in either direction.
18

 Black-

ley and DeBoer find no evidence of bias in federal Office of Management and 

Budget economic and revenue forecasts in the 1963 – 1989 period (although 

under-forecasting of outlays), leading to underprediction of deficits.
19

 

 

There has also been great interest in identifying the role of political ideol-

ogy, or perhaps direct political interference, as a source of forecast error. As 

stated by Cassidy, Kamlet, and Nagin: “…as revenue forecasts are such an in-

tegral component of state and local government budgeting processes, any posi-

tive theory of resource allocation in this area of government would be serious-

ly incomplete without an accompanying theory of revenue forecast behav-

                                                
13. Daniel W. Williams (2012) “The Politics of Forecast Bias: Forecaster Effect and Other 

Effects in New York City Revenue Forecasting,” Public Budgeting & Finance, 32 (Winter): 

1–18. 

14. George A. Krause, David E. Lewis, and James W. Douglas (2012) “Politics Can Limit 

Policy Opportunism in Fiscal Institutions: Evidence from Official General Fund Revenue 

Forecasts in the American States,” Journal of Policy Analysis and Management (online early 

view: 19 December). 

15. H. Naci Mocan and Sam Azad (1995) “Accuracy and Rationality of State General Fund 

Revenue Forecasts: Evidence from Panel Data.” International Journal of Forecasting 11 (3): 

417-27. 

16. Stephen C. Cooke and Christopher S. McIntosh (2011) “Forecasting General Fund Reve-

nue: An Analysis of Idaho FY 1998 to FY 2011.” Public Budgeting and Finance 31(4): 51-73. 

17. Jeffery A. Frankel (2011) “Over-Optimism in Forecasts by Official Budget Agencies and 

Its Implications,” Oxford Review of Economic Policy 27 (4): 536 – 562. 

18. Alan J. Auerbach (1999) “On the Performance and Use of Government Revenue Fore-

casts,” National Tax Journal 52 (December): 765 – 752. 

19. Paul R. Blackley and Larry DeBoer (1993) “Bias in OMB’s Economic Forecasts and 

Budget Proposals,” Public Choice 76 (3): 215 – 232. 
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ior.”
20

 Studies find over-forecasting in election years, under-forecasting by 

governments from the right and when there is a provincial anti-deficit law, and 

under-forecasting when economic conditions are improving (Couture and 

Imbeau for Canadian provinces);
21

 more accurate forecasts when those doing 

the forecasts are qualified to do the job;
22

 independent legislative forecasts 

improve accuracy;
23

 and a more negative forecast error when the state has a 

budget stabilization fund.
24

 Shkurti and Winefordner describe an instance in 

Ohio in the late 1980s the competing political parties produced their own fore-

cast estimates and accused one another of producing manipulated numbers that 

served their own political interests.
25

 

  

In summary, the research record demonstrates evidence of systematically 

biased forecasting along political dimensions, as well as an absence of con-

vincing proof that sophisticated methods that lack transparency are actually 

delivering reduced errors. What this paper proposes to contribute is the view 

that the forecast represents the beginning of a political bargain over what poli-

cies will take place in the near term budget cycle and that structuring that bar-

gain can contribute to fiscal sustainability. This suggests that the study of rev-

enue forecasting must expand to include an understanding of what elements of 

the forecast process make its resulting output to be the accepted baseline from 

which they make these determinations. Although examining errors is im-

portant, finding a process that yields small errors is not the end of the job if 

forecasts are to make their proper contribution to the budget process. Those 

forecasts must be honored as a constraint as spending programs are adopted by 

the legislature. 

                                                
20. Glen Cassidy, Mark S. Kamlet, and Dan S. Nagin (1989) “An Empirical Examination of 

Bias in Revenue Forecasts by State Governments.” International Journal of Forecasting 5 

(October): 321-331. 

21. Jerome Couture and Louis M. Imbeau (2009) “Do Governments Manipulate Their Reve-

nue Forecasts? Budget Speech and Budget Outcomes in the Canadian Provinces.” Chapter 9 

in Studies in Public Choice: Do They Walk Like They Talk?, Louis M. Imbeau, ed. New York: 

Springer. 

22. George A. Krause, David E. Lewis, James W. Douglas (2006) “Political Appointments, 

Civil Service Systems, and Bureaucratic Competence: Organizational Balancing and Execu-

tive Branch Revenue Forecasts in the American States.” American Journal of Political Sci-

ence 50(3): 770-87 

23. Stuart I. Bretschneider and Wilpen L. Gorr (1987) “State and local government revenue 

forecasting,” in S. Makridakis and S. Wheelwright, eds., The Handbook of Forecasting, 2nd 

ed. Wiley: New York: 118-134. 

24. Rose and Smith, op. cit. 

25. William J. Shkurti and Darrell Winefordner (1989) “The Politics of State Revenue Fore-

casting in Ohio, 1984-1987: A Case Study and Research Implications,” International Journal 

of Forecasting 5 (3): 361 – 371. 
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4.3. STATE REVENUE FORECASTING PROCESSES AND THE 

PROCESS IN INDIANA
26

 

 

This section summarizes, in general terms, the different organizational ap-

proaches employed by states to forecast revenue. State revenue forecast pro-

cesses and participants in the process, particularly the extent to which the par-

ticipants come from the executive branch, from the legislative branch, and 

from outside formal state government, differ considerably between the 

states.
27

 Also, some forecast processes are implemented by state statute, while 

others are structured on the basis of informal agreement. State revenue fore-

casts tend to follow one of four general paths, and each is directly related to 

the overall structure of the corresponding process the state uses to produce a 

budget: 

 

a. Both legislative and executive branch agencies independently prepare reve-

nue forecasts. Legislative forecasts may come from a legislative research 

agency or the staff of a legislative committee. Executive forecasts may 

come from the state budget agency or the state revenue department. Identi-

fying a hard budget constraint for development of a sustainable budget is 

more complicated when there are multiple forecasts in the process.
 28

 In 

Wisconsin, the Department of Revenue prepares a forecast for the gover-

nor’s use in developing the budget and the Legislative Fiscal Bureau pre-

pares a forecast for use by the Joint Committee on Finance as it reviews the 

budget.
29

 

  

b. A state executive agency may prepare the revenue forecast. For instance, 

the Idaho Division of Financial Management prepares the forecast of reve-

nue in that state, the Virginia Department of Taxation (with an advisory 

                                                
26. The Indiana approach is described in greater detail in John L. Mikesell (2008) “State Rev-

enue Forecasting in the State of Indiana: A Consensus System in a Politically Divided State,” 

in Jinping Sun and Thomas D. Lynch, ed., Government Budget Forecasting, Theory and Prac-

tice Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press, Taylor & Francis Group: 415 – 430. 

27. Revenue forecasting (or preparing the revenue baseline) is distinct from revenue estimat-

ing or scoring the impact of proposed changes in the revenue system. The revenue estimators 

may be either in executive (budget agency, department of revenue, etc.) or legislative (legisla-

tive service agency) branches of government. See John L. Mikesell (2012) “Revenue Estima-

tion/Scoring by States: An Overview of Experience and Current Practices with Particular At-

tention to Dynamic Methods,” Public Budgeting & Finance 32 (Summer): 1–24. 

28. For instance, the California Legislative Analyst’s Office forecast $5 billion less for fiscal 

2013 than did the governor – out of a $92.5 billion budget. In such a case, it is not simple to 

know what amount is available for appropriation. (Wyatt Buchanan, “California Revenue Es-

timates Differ by $5 Billion,” SFGate.com, January 12, 2012 [http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-

bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2012/01/11/BAL91MO800.DTL ] (February 16, 2012) 

29. Scott Niederjohn (2004) “State Revenue Forecasting in Wisconsin: A Critical Examina-

tion,” Wisconsin Policy Research Institute Report 17 (3). The forecasts are developed inde-

pendently, but they usually have proven to produce similar totals. 
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board of economists and an advisory council on revenue estimates) pre-

pares forecasts for that state, and the elected state comptroller prepares the 

estimate in Texas. Rubin, Peters, and Mantell identified twenty-three states 

with single-agency revenue forecasting in their survey of state methods in 

the late 1990s.
30

 

  

c. A legislative agency may prepare the revenue forecast. For example, the 

Joint Legislative Budget Committee prepares the revenue forecast in Arizo-

na (with input from an outside Finance Advisory Committee and the Uni-

versity of Arizona, and private forecasters) and the Legislative Fiscal Office 

prepares the Nebraska forecast. In Illinois, the forecast is prepared by a 

Commission of Forecasting and Accountability with the four legislative 

leaders each appointing three members. The legislative approach is not 

widely employed. 

 

d. Slightly more than half the states use a consensus forecasting approach of 

some variety.
 31

 The National Association of State Budget Officers defines 

this approach to be: “A revenue projection developed in agreement through 

an official forecasting group representing both the executive and the legis-

lative branches.”
32

 The underlying objective of the method is to produce a 

single forecast that emerges from cooperative work between legislative and 

executive branches, thereby producing a reliable and accepted budget con-

straint for development and adoption of state expenditure programs. In the 

background is the expectation that the forecast will not be artificially high 

or artificially low as a tool for manipulation of the spending programs of 

the budget. Within that general concept, however, practices vary considera-

bly. For instance, Louisiana law establishes a Revenue Estimating Confer-

ence with voting members that include “…the Governor, the president of 

the Senate, the speaker of the House of Representatives, or their respective 

representatives, and a faculty member with the revenue forecasting exper-

tise from a public or private university in the state.”
33

 Kentucky employs a 

Consensus Forecasting Group, a group of economists appointed jointly by 

the state budget director and the Legislative Research Commission, to pro-

duce the revenue forecast. Michigan generates its forecast through a confer-

ence that includes the State Budget Director or the State Treasurer (recently 

                                                
30. Marilyn Rubin, J. L. Peters, and Nancy Mantell (1999) “Revenue Forecasting and Estima-

tion,” in W. Bartley Hildreth and James A. Richardson, eds., Handbook on Taxation New 

York: Marcel Dekker: 771. 

31. Yuhua Qiao (2008) “Use of Consensus Revenue Forecasting in U. S. State Governments,” 

in Jinping Sun and Thomas D. Lynch, eds., Government Budget Forecasting, Theory and 

Practice Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press. 

32. National Association of State Budget Officers (2008) Budget Processes in the States. 

Washington, D. C.: NASBO: 105. 

33. Louisiana Revised Statutes (Title 39:26). 
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the Treasurer has been the executive representative), the Director of the 

House Fiscal Agency, and the Director of the Senate Fiscal Agency (or 

their respective designees).
34

 In most of these arrangements, the members 

of the consensus group bring forward their independent forecasts and, after 

discussion, final forecasts for each revenue source are adopted. 

 

A consensus process is not always the same in terms of participants, how 

participants are selected, and the nature of the work done by the consensus 

group. Furthermore, the heterogeneity in forecast process is likely an emergent 

feature of the state’s institutional context rather than exogenous random varia-

bles and the lack of a framework limits the ability to identify possible sources 

of simultaneous causation that could bias regression results. Indiana employs a 

consensus forecasting process, but some elements are unique and violate ideas 

about sound forecasting. It represents a particular interesting case study be-

cause, according to a recent Pew Center analysis, has managed to achieve a 

better-than-typical level of forecasting accuracy over the 1987 – 2009 period, 

although it suffered considerable inaccuracy during the Great Recession peri-

od.
35

 Furthermore, Indiana’s forecast process is interesting because much of it 

operates on informal rules that directly invite political actors, which would 

seem out of line with the recommendations of the academic literature on the 

subject. 

 

The Indiana Forecast and Budget Process. Figure 4.1 outlines the basic 

structure of the forecast process, and Figure 4.2 demonstrates the position the 

revenue forecast occupies in the larger budgeting system. The method of fore-

casting follows a standard pattern for creating the revenue forecast: a national 

economic forecast drives a state economic forecast. The state economic fore-

cast then drives the forecast for individual state taxes, based on an economet-

rically-derived relationship between elements of the state economy and each 

tax. These relationships are delivered to the State Budget Committee, which 

produces the final numbers for all financial resources and produces a set of 

recommendations on spending that is informed by the State Budget Agency’s 

review and analysis of programs that were requested by the various state agen-

cies. The recommendations are delivered to the governor, but they are only 

recommendations and the governor is under no obligation to accept any aspect 

of this initial budget report. The governor then delivers both a final budget re-

port along with a proposed budget bill to the General Assembly, the items and 

appropriations of which are taken as the basis of debate in the House of Repre-

sentatives. The House version of the bill is passed to the Senate for further de-

bate and deliberation. After passing the Senate, the bill goes to a Conference 

committee to reconcile differences between the house and senate versions of 

                                                
34. Rebecca Ross (2001) “Consensus Revenue Estimating: The Process,” Fiscal Forum, A 

Legislative Briefing (April). 

35. Rockefeller Institute of Government – Pew Center for the States, op. cit.. 
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the bill. The final bill is returned to the governor, who must either sign or veto 

the bill in its entirety (the governor lacks item veto power). The initial revenue 

forecast that was originally produced by the forecast committee may be disre-

garded by any actor at any point in the budget deliberation process. 

 

Figure 4.1. Indiana’s Two-Step Forecast Process 

3
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The first element in the revenue forecast is an economic forecast.
36

 Origi-

nally, selected elements of the state and national macroeconomy were forecast 

by a group called the Economic Forecast Committee (EFC). The EFC was an 

ad hoc group of volunteers from private sector businesses and academic econ-

omists from around the state which prepared forecasts of key macroeconomic 

variables (gross domestic product, inflation, personal income, state personal 

income) for the upcoming two budget years. After many years of service, 

however, the regular contributors to the group retired and no replacements 

were found. Since 2007, the economic forecast has been purchased from an 

outside consulting firm (IHS Global Insight) and, with that shift, many more 

macroeconomic variables have become available and employed for driving the 

revenue equation. No formal rules, however, dictate that the macroeconomic 

                                                
36. Manufacturing is the largest single contributor to gross domestic product in Indiana and 

the state economy has historically been extremely sensitive to fluctuations in national econom-

ic activity. 
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forecast is separately produced from the Indiana revenue forecast, but that is 

the practiced norm. 

 

Figure 4.2. Indiana Budget Process 

 
Source: http://www.in.gov/sba/2372.htm 

 

The second and more critical component of the system is the Revenue 

Forecast Technical Committee (RFTC). The RFTC creates a methodology that 

translates the macroeconomic forecast into the revenue baseline in a transpar-

ent manner, and the RFTC operates under no constraints in regard to how it 

manages that process. The RFTC forecasts several tax components, including 

the general sales tax, individual income tax, corporate income tax, and reve-

nues from gaming as part of producing the total revenue forecast. The sales 

and individual income taxes are the most significant revenue contributors, rep-

resenting more than 70 to 80% of the total revenues being forecasted.  

 

The RFTC is not a product of state statute, which is not especially unusual 

considering that there are fifteen states without a statutory assignment of fore-

casting responsibilities.
37

 Indiana state code (IC 2-5-1.1-8) requires only that 

                                                
37. The states without a revenue forecast process covered by state statute include: Alaska, 

Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Indiana, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, 

North Carolina, Ohio, Texas, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming. 
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the budget committee of the State Budget Agency be avle to provide the legis-

lative council an estimate of revenues and "any other data which will enhance 

an understanding of the fiscal affaris of the state." Because the RFTC is an in-

formal institution, there are no formal rules to the membership of the RFTC, 

but the practiced norm has been to include a representative from the State 

Budget Agency (the head of the Tax Review Office), the House Republicans, 

the House Democrats, the Senate Republicans, and the Senate Democrats, plus 

a tax economist from a state university as a completely neutral expert. Repre-

sentatives from the legislature are staff of the Senate Finance and House Ways 

and Means Committees and that allows turnover of committee membership to 

be low because because a change in political control of a house of the General 

Assembly does not mean that representation on the RFTC will change (four of 

the six members in 2013 have five or more years experience on the commit-

tee). The committee is also assisted by tax experts from the Legislative Ser-

vices Agency and the Department of Revenue on an as-needed basis. The 

committee is expected to produce a methodology report that will provide a 

step-by-step instruction for converting the macroeconomic forecasts into a 

revenue baseline for each major tax and for total general fund revenue.  

 

The forecast is based upon current law, but does include the estimated im-

pact of any changes to law that will go into effect during the forecast period, 

even though the effect is not yet in the historic revenue stream.
38

 In prepara-

tion of the methodology, the RFTC reviews the forecasting equations em-

ployed for the year and analyzes the errors to determine to what extent they 

have emerged because of problems with the revenue forecast model, as op-

posed to random fluctuations from the macroeconomic forecast. The method-

ology is always reviewed, models are always re-estimated, and macroeconom-

ic drive variables are often changed. The methodology is expected to be 

agreed upon before the RFTC knows the macroeconomic forecast, further es-

tablishing independence between the two elements. The RFTC is not known 

for voting on anything, except sometimes on the scheduling of future meet-

ings.  

  

The Indiana process differs from most other states in two important re-

spects. First, the RFTC, in addition to bringing executive and legislative 

branches together to create the forecast, directly guarantees that members of 

both the Republican and Democratic party will be involved. Most states in-

clude representatives from both the executive and legislative branches in a 

consensus committee, but then party only differs when there is division of 

control by the parties. After the 2012 elections, in thirty-eight states the same 

                                                
38. For example, when the RFTC prepared its forecast for the 2014 – 2016 budget biennium 

in December 2012, it included the impact of a use tax collection agreement reached with Am-

azon.com that would take effect only in calendar 2014. 
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political party controls both houses of the legislature as well as the governor-

ship.
39

 In that environment, it is not hard to imagine that a legislative – execu-

tive consensus could be tinged with the political agenda of one party that may 

be furthered by an artificially high or low forecast. Second, the forecasting 

group does not merely bring together competing forecasts developed by the 

representatives on the committee, but involves the forecasting group in devel-

oping the methodology employed to create the forecast. In contrast, for in-

stance, the Michigan process involves development of a consensus from alter-

native economic and revenue forecasts from the House Fiscal Agency, the 

Senate Fiscal Agency, and the State Treasurer, with each independently devel-

oped. In Kentucky, the Governor’s Office of Policy Management applies its 

forecasting model to national and state economic forecasts and presents the 

results to the consensus group of economic advisors for review and revision. 

These approaches are considerably different from the development process of 

the Indiana system. Formally, it is the method employed to create the forecast 

that is the consensus reached by the Indiana RFTC, rather than the value.
40

 

These two features make the Indiana system different from most other state 

“consensus” forecasts.  

 

The process is also highly transparent. In addition to the RFTC meetings 

being open to the public, the methodology and the IHS Global Insight varia-

bles are presented on the State Budget Agency website, and a forecast accura-

cy report is published monthly. The RFTC faces no restrictions in regard to 

how it prepares its forecast, using any approach and/or variables to drive the 

forecast. The RFTC has a huge array of options at its disposal: economic vari-

ables used to drive the forecast, functional forms used for forecasting equa-

tions, lags in the link between economic and revenue variables in equations, 

number of years to use in developing the estimating equations, even whether 

to use extrapolation approaches rather than economic drive variables in the 

forecast. The sole expectation is that the forecast methodology will be present-

ed to the state budget committee in a transparent fashion so that any interested 

party could replicate the methodology employed to produce the forecast.  

 

Indiana is one of nineteen states that operate on a biennial budget cycle.
41

 

In the legislative session of each odd year, a budget is adopted for the next two 

fiscal years. Therefore, in December of each even year, the RFTC prepares a 

revenue forecast for each of the next two fiscal years starting in the next July. 

That is, the fiscal year that begins roughly six months ahead and the fiscal year 

                                                
39. Colleen McCain Nelson (2012) “Single Party Statehouses,” Wall Street Journal (Novem-

ber 9). 

40. Of course, it is almost certain that the members of the committee are aware of what the 

approved method implies for the forecasted amount of revenue. 

41. Ronald K. Snell (2011) “State Experiences with Annual and Biennial Budgeting,” Nation-

al Conference of State Legislatures Accessed February 12, 2013. 

[http://www.ncsl.org/documents/fiscal/BiennialBudgeting_May2011.pdf] 
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beginning roughly eighteen months ahead. This is the critical revenue forecast 

because it is the one upon which the budget for both years is going to be de-

veloped and hence provides the hard budget constraint that is necessary for 

fiscal sustainability. There is an April update prepared in odd years, to provide 

the legislature one last view of revenue prospects for the budget biennium be-

fore appropriations are final, but the December forecast is the critical one be-

cause, by April, the General Assembly has completed most of the political 

bargaining and major adjustments are not likely.  

 

The RFTC also prepares a biennial forecast review in December of odd-

numbered years. In this review, the Committee considers execution of the bi-

ennial revenue forecast five months into the biennium. It adjusts its forecast if 

that seems appropriate, including re-estimation of its forecasting equations, 

and presents the results of that execution review to the State Budget Commit-

tee. Usually no actions are taken as a result of this report because appropria-

tions for the full biennium are already in place.
42

 

 

To track forecast accuracy, the annual forecast is broken into monthly 

segments based on historic monthly flow profiles and there is a monthly com-

parison of year-to-date actual revenues against revenue levels that would be 

consistent with meeting the annual forecast. The report is posted on the budget 

agency website, a news release is provided, and the news media report on the 

results when there are significant errors.  

  

Evaluating Outcomes: Quality of Information. In a 2011 report by The 

Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government, the Indiana state forecast was 

considered to be among the most accurate in the nation in accuracy, as meas-

ured by single year forecast errors. It is difficult to compared the accuracy of 

forecasts across states because states levy different taxes and operate in differ-

ent economies, so we propose to infer the “value-added” of the revenue fore-

cast process in Indiana by comparing it against four alternative “naïve” fore-

cast models which can be created on simple decision rules. These models are 

often suggested by critics of contemporary forecast approaches using causal 

models and forecast committees.
43

 The analysis compares the actual Indiana 

                                                
42. Research that ignores the distinction between biennial and annual budget processes by 

using only the revenue forecast prepared just before the start of each budget year in judging 

the accuracy of the revenue forecast is missing an important detail of the budget process. In 

biennial budget states, it is the two year revenue forecast prepared before the budget adoption 

session that matters for development of a useful hard budget constraint. 

43. The Russian Federation collects half its revenue from oil exports and recently has sought a 

“precise mathematical formula” to estimate oil prices. The Ministry of Finance proposes to 

use the median price of oil for the past ten years to “avoid personal judgment …and make it 

more solid.” The 2013 budget would be based on five years and the horizon would increase by 
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forecasts against the forecasts that would have been produced from these al-

ternative models, using exactly the data that would have been available when 

the revenue baseline would have been developed to guide the adoption of 

budgets. Because Indiana uses a biennial budget system, the primary test in-

volves forecasts done for two budget years, one starting roughly six months 

ahead of the date when the forecast is presented and one starting roughly 

eighteen months ahead. This forecast date – December of even-numbered 

years -- is just before the legislative session in which the biennial budget that 

would be based on that revenue would begin. This is the critical forecast time 

because this is the point at which the revenue baseline establishes the hard 

budget constraint for developing an executable budget and consideration of 

both the one-year-ahead and two-year-ahead forecasts prepared at that date 

provides the appropriate evaluation of the forecast for utility in the budget 

process. Reviewing a series of one-year-ahead forecasts, the standard ap-

proach used in the revenue forecast literature, does not provide the appropriate 

test for biennial budget states. 

 

Using F to refer to the forecasted value, A the actual value, and t a time in-

dicator, these four alternate methods include: 

 
1. Simple lag: the forecast is the most recently observed value.

 44 

 

 
 

2. Trend: The forecast is based on a simple trend of the historically observed 

values. 

 

 
 

3. Autoregressive model: The forecast is based on a time series regression 

with an intercept and lagged dependent variable as the determining indica-

tors. 

 

 
 

4. Exponential Smoothing with Trend: An exponential smoothing model that 

adjusts for a trend in the data. Letting α and β represent smoothing pa-

rameters for the forecast error and trend estimate in the previous period. 

 

                                                                                                                           
one year each year until it reaches ten years, (Anatoly Medetsky (2012) “Cabinet Backs More 

Precise Oil Calculation,” Moscow Times (June 29) 

44. Using the prior year actual revenue to forecast revenue for the budget year is not an opera-

tional option because budgets get developed, considered, and enacted before actual revenue 

for the prior-year is known.  
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In the autoregressive and trend forecast models, the coefficients (β0, β1, ρ, 

δ) are estimated using linear regression techniques based on the historical data 

which were available at the time the state’s revenue forecast was performed. 

Likewise, the α and β parameters in exponential smoothing result from a cali-

bration exercise where all possible combinations from zero to one are used to 

predict over the contemporaneously appropriate historical data, and the pa-

rameters which provide the best historical fit are used to generate the forecast 

values. 

 

The tests that follow work with the first official biennium Indiana state 

forecast predicted fiscal years 1989 and 1990 using data from fiscal 1978 to 

1988.
45

 The forecast generates estimates for the future values of tax revenues 

from personal income, corporate income, sales, other revenues, and by aggre-

gation it produces the total tax revenue. The forecast was extended to include 

the newly introduced revenues from gaming starting in fiscal year 2004. Each 

forecast approach is judged against this same approach so that they are as 

comparable as possible. In each period, all methods have their parameter esti-

mates updated with any new information that would have been available to the 

Indiana forecast committee at that time so that the information set is held con-

stant in evaluating the error. 

 

Comparison of Forecast Accuracy 

The common measure of forecast error is the mean absolute percentage er-

ror (MAPE), computed for both one and two periods ahead: 

 
Using actual observed revenues allows for all of the MAPE estimates to 

have the same denominator in all forecast methods.
46

 The one- and two-year 

MAPE statistics are calculated for the six revenue estimates for the five fore-

casts for a total of 60 results reported in Table 4.1.  

  

 

                                                
45. Data for prior years are, unfortunately, lost. 

46. Using actual instead of forecast values in the denominator also avoids the problem of the 

MAPE becoming a nonlinear function of the forecast error, which can be seen by taking the 

derivative of MAPE with respect to the denominator.  
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Table 4.1. MAPE by Revenue Source and Forecast Method 

MAPE

T=12 one-year 3.2% 9.6% 4.3% 4.9% 5.3%

T=11 two-year 3.9% 14.9% 6.1% 4.9% 6.3%

T=12 one-year 12.7% 17.9% 19.3% 18.9% 26.1%

T=11 two-year 18.5% 17.8% 19.3% 18.3% 21.3%

T=12 one-year 6.2% 11.9% 7.2% 8.7% 11.0%

T=11 two-year 7.8% 13.5% 6.7% 10.0% 10.0%

T=4 one-year 8.6% 9.7% 17.9% 21.7% 17.6%

T=3 two-year 14.0% 12.4% 22.6% 39.8% 20.2%

T=12 one-year 12.8% 11.5% 9.5% 15.9% 24.4%

T=11 two-year 16.3% 16.6% 13.9% 20.7% 30.4%

T=12 one-year 3.5% 9.5% 5.7% 5.8% 6.6%

T=11 two-year 4.5% 13.3% 5.4% 6.5% 6.3%

Total

Sales

CIT

PIT

Gaming

Other

State 

Forecast Simple Trend AR(1)

Exp 

Smooth 

w/Trend

 
 

As one would expect, forecasts for the second year of the biennium tend to 

have larger MAPEs than their shorter, one-year, counterpart. Among total rev-

enues, all of the forecast methods have a MAPE under 10 % for the one-year 

forecast, and only the simple forecast breaks above that level in the two-year 

forecast. Within the different types of revenue sources, it is the sales tax which 

is broadly the easiest to predict, at least in terms of achieving low errors. 

Among the major broad-based taxes, the corporate income tax (CIT) has the 

largest errors across all forecast approaches. 

 

Our proposal is to consider the value-added of the state revenue forecast 

committee in its ability to outperform the other naïve methods, which it gener-

ally does. In terms of total revenue, the MAPE statistic for the state forecast is 

3.5 and 4.5 % for the one and two-year forecasts, with the next closest ap-

proach being the simple trend method (#2) at 5.7 and 5.4 %. The poorest per-

forming method was the simple look-back, whose MAPE was 9.5 and 13.3 %. 

The difference between the state revenue forecast and these naïve approaches 

would imply that the value-added of official forecast committee was in the 

neighborhood of 2.2 to 6 % for the one-year ahead and 0.9 to 8.8 % for the 

two-year forecast.  
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The total revenue forecast is arguably the most critical component because 

it represents the bottom line in terms of expectations, but since revenues can 

be earmarked according to particular uses, it is worthwhile to examine the val-

ue-added of these instruments as well. Among these different instruments, the 

state revenue forecast beats all other methods universally in predicting sales 

taxes. In the personal income tax (PIT), the revenue forecast only has a higher 

MAPE than the trend’s forecast for two-years ahead. For the CIT, the revenue 

forecast is only out-performed by the simple and autoregressive forecasts in 

the two-year ahead outlook. The simple forecast at two-years ahead is the only 

instance in which the state forecast produced higher MAPEs in gaming reve-

nue, although this is a relatively new revenue instrument. For the remaining 

miscellaneous revenues agglomerated to the “Other” revenue category, both 

the one and two-year state revenue forecast hold the median MAPEs are in the 

middle of the road relative to the other approaches.  

 

In summary, an ex-post evaluation of the MAPE statistics does not indi-

cate that any other naïve forecast approach would systematically outperform, 

or even match the performance of, that of the state revenue forecast commit-

tee. By this metric, the committee adds value in technical accuracy to the 

budget process beyond what a naïve approach could provide state legislators. 

 

Forecast Bias 

 

The previous literature has suggested that particular biases may exist 

which incentivize forecast committees to over- or under-forecast revenues, and 

that this may be due to risk aversion arising from a principal-agent problem or 

from ideological bias. It is worthwhile once again to consider the official rev-

enue forecast in this dimension, and likewise compare it to the naïve ap-

proaches. A state which has presumably had unexpected good or bad fortune 

relative to their historical performance may arbitrarily imply a positive or neg-

ative forecast bias, so once again comparison against the naïve approaches 

provides a reasonable basis for value-added. To evaluate this consideration, 

the mean percentage error (MPE) is computed for each of the two forecast pe-

riods to depict the level of bias: 

 

 
If revenues are routinely under-forecasted, then the actual realized reve-

nues will be greater than the forecasted values and the MPE will become nega-
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tive.
47

 Routinely over-forecasting revenues would imply positive MPE statis-

tics, with a bias-free forecast being one that approaches zero. 

 

Table 4.2. MPE by Revenue Source and Forecast Method 

MPE

T=12 one-year -0.4% -9.6% -2.4% -0.1% -2.1%

T=11 two-year -0.5% -14.9% -4.5% -1.2% -4.2%

T=12 one-year 4.6% 3.8% 8.8% 5.5% 15.4%

T=11 two-year 3.8% -3.0% 4.4% -0.1% 9.3%

T=12 one-year 2.4% -6.3% 2.6% 5.0% 1.3%

T=11 two-year -0.5% -14.9% -4.5% -1.2% -4.2%

T=4 one-year 2.1% -4.0% 13.7% 17.5% 13.4%

T=3 two-year 14.0% -7.0% 22.6% 39.8% 20.2%

T=12 one-year -11.1% -8.8% -5.2% -12.7% 4.8%

T=11 two-year -15.3% -14.0% -9.0% -18.5% 4.2%

T=12 one-year 0.0% -7.5% 0.0% 1.1% 1.0%

T=11 two-year -0.6% -13.3% -2.5% -0.4% -1.5%

State 

Forecast Simple Trend AR(1)

Exp 

Smooth 

Total

Sales

CIT

PIT

Gaming

Other

 
 

Table 4.2 indicates that the one-year forecast of the state was nearly zero 

in the MPE for the one-year forecast, and slightly under-forecasted revenues at 

two years with a MPE of -0.6 %.
48

 In addition to the MPE values, the individ-

ual forecast values tend to be as likely to be positive as they are negative. The 

individual total revenue forecast errors by the state were nearly evenly split 

between over- and underestimates, with 12 of the 23 periods forecasting less 

revenue than actually realized (not shown in table). The simple look-back 

forecast was the only one-year MPE which under-forecasts, whereas under-

forecasting was universal in the two-year forecast. It would seem that there is 

                                                
47. In the computation of MPE and MAPE, it is important that At, rather than Ft, be used in 

the denominator. Although some previous research has the reversed this scaling of the error, it 

subsequently causes these two measures to become non-linear functions of the forecast, which 

can be seen by taking the partial derivative of the statistic with respect to Ft. 

48. To be clear, it is not the case that the time trend or the AR(1) regression based forecasting 

would necessarily produce a mean error of zero, because at each forecast is an out-of-sample 

prediction based only on the historical data available at the time the forecast would have oc-

curred.  
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no particular proclivity revealed in the data to suggest that the forecast com-

mittee is systematically under- or over-forecasting, nor is it clear that any par-

ticular method would likewise produce that result, with the only exception be-

ing the simple-look back. Naturally, any revenue stream with positive growth 

will have a tendency towards negative MPEs under the simple-look back fore-

cast. Among the subcomponents of the revenue forecasts, there are no clear 

patterns which suggest that any particular revenue source produces a systemat-

ic over- or –under bias. One of the advantages of these comparisons is that it 

should be indicative of whether or not systematic biases are the result of the 

behavior of the forecasters or an artifact of the state’s recent history of busi-

ness cycles. 

 

Figure 4.3. 
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The analysis shows no evidence of a systematic bias in the state revenue 

forecast, nor would a bias reliably be produced by any of the naïve methods, 

which is somewhat indicative of a relatively calm history of revenue cycles. 

Figure 4.3 provides a graphical comparison of the best performing naïve fore-

cast (the autoregressive model) against the RFTC forecast and the actual col-

lections, providing a more comprehensive look at the nature of the forecast 

errors than what might be ascertained from the MAPE. During the expansion-
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ary period of the mid-to-late 1990’s, the RFTC tended to slightly underesti-

mate the actual revenue collected during this time, while it tended to overesti-

mate collections in contractionary periods surrounding recessions. While both 

forecasts miss the recessions and subsequently produce large errors, the naïve 

approaches tend to follow these dips and spread them into future periods, 

whereas the technical committee accommodates them into their statistical 

model for the recovery period. This is likely a significant aspect of forecast 

adoption into the budget constraint, as a naïve lag model would be predictably 

low in the aftermath of a recession, and it would be reasonable for elected 

spenders to ignore it with their own collective estimate of what revenues will 

actually exist. 

 

Evaluating Outcomes: Revenue Forecast Adaptability and Ac-

ceptance. The “acceptance” of the revenue forecast is somewhat more diffi-

cult to gauge than the value-added measures already proposed. Exploring the 

political history of the RFTC, both in the immediate lead-up to its founding 

and the challenges to its legitimacy, provides some evidence. 

 

The Indiana process emerged in the mid-1970s after a legislative session in 

which the Governor and the General Assembly could not agree on a revenue 

baseline and, as a result, spent much of the legislative session arguing about 

how much revenue the state might collect during the budget biennium rather 

than making decisions about policies and resource allocation. The Governor 

used one revenue baseline, the Republicans in the General Assembly used a 

different one, and the Democrats used yet another. Indeed, there were even 

disagreements between the houses of the same party. After the session ended, 

all parties to the process came to the realization that the forecast should not be 

a policy question and that policy discussions would be improved if all budget 

participants worked from a single forecast. The process installed then, by 

agreement and not by statute, seeks to produce an accepted forecast that neu-

tralizes political influences (both real and accused) on the forecast result by 

involving all branches and parties. This creates checks and balances in the sys-

tem and incentivizes the forecast to be as accurate as possible. It is a scheme 

designed for maximum internal control over the forecast and, as it has turned 

out, rather than engendering a climate of suspicion and eternal vigilance for 

transgressions by other committee members, it has produced a common quest 

for accuracy. Furthermore, any lawmaker inclined to use a revenue baseline 

other than the one coming from the RFTC would be confronted by a member 

of their own party because representation from the party was involved in the 

forecast process. As a process originating from political mistrust, the RFTC’s 

structure manages a balanced process that strives toward both forecast accura-

cy and acceptance in the budget process. No branch of state government nor 

political party (should one party control all branches of government) can easi-

ly manipulate the forecast for political gain.  
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Acceptance of the forecast as a hard budget constraint, even when it turns 

out to be inaccurate, is the ultimate test of the process. In the years since the 

development of the Indiana consensus revenue forecasting approach, there 

have never been dueling forecasts produced within the General Assembly. The 

legislature has always accepted the forecast coming from the system as being 

the one used for determining appropriations. As a result, it served as the hard 

budget constraint. One observer sums up the results: “For decades, Indiana’s 

biennial budget process, characterized by its non-partisan economic outlook 

and bipartisan revenue forecast, has served up numbers faithfully followed as 

gospel in assembling two-year budgets. Using projections from the forecasts, 

lawmakers argue between chambers and parties (with some input from the ex-

ecutive branch) over how much money to plug in for what programs, using the 

forecasts to determine the bottom line.”
49

  

 

But there have been two episodes in the executive branch that raised ques-

tion about the forecast. In the first years of the twenty-first century, an auditor 

of state became exasperated with the official forecast (she was responsible for 

presenting a cash budget for the state and used a forecast in that work) and 

threatened to do her own forecast. While she did issue an independent state-

ment of monthly revenues, she did not, however, carry through with generat-

ing her own forecasts and continued to use the RFTC forecast. 

 

A more significant challenge to the constraint of the consensus forecast 

came during the depth of the recent Great Recession. Year-to-date actual col-

lections lagged far behind forecast collections through 2008 and 2009, requir-

ing that the governor make significant impoundments of state appropriations. 

As the appropriations for a new biennium were being considered during the 

spring of 2009, there was continuing concern about the accuracy of the reve-

nue forecast because of the recent history. As the session continued, the gov-

ernor began preparations to produce his own forecast (much lower than the 

forecast prepared by the usual system), using advisors outside the consensus 

process and without any input from the legislature (or from the State Budget 

Agency representative on the RFTC). Ultimately, the governor and legislative 

leaders “agreed on commissioning the new ‘realistic’ forecast [from the 

RFTC] as part of a broader special budget process preceding the special ses-

sion [held because the upcoming biennial budget had not been adopted before 

the legally required end to the legislative session.]”
50

 In practice, the RFTC 

continued with its methodology but changed the macroeconomic indicators 

from Global Insight being employed as the basis of the economic forecast. Be-

                                                
49. Edward Feigenbaum (2009) “Lawmakers Think ‘Gloomy’ in Spite of Rosy Forecast,” 

Indianapolis Business Journal, (April 27). 

50. Edward Feigenbaum (2009) “Let the State Budget Bickering Begin Again,” Indianapolis 

Business Journal, (June 8). 
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cause many of these variables are highly correlated with one another, this 

change was likely superficial, but apparently politically satisfying as the new 

forecasted values were once again incorporated into the state budget as devel-

oped in the special session. 

 

During the Great Recession, the governor continued to use these RFTC’s 

monthly reports as a basis for expenditure impoundments across state govern-

ment. Since the errors of the Great Recession, the RFTC has also conducted a 

quarterly review of its forecasts, focusing on economic developments that 

might require a formal revision of its methodology and its forecast. There 

have, however, been no significant revisions made in these reviews. 

  

In sum, the process develops a consensus forecast from a scheme involv-

ing all fiscal parties. The scheme is fully transparent and systematically moni-

tored. The separation of responsibilities is designed to prevent manipulation, 

focus attention to achieving forecast accuracy, and get the best available evi-

dence integrated into the forecasting process. The process is particularly fo-

cused on getting an agreed hard budget constraint for budget adoption and to 

provide good monitoring of revenue execution. This consensus approach used 

in Indiana that guarantees involvement of both executive and legislative 

branches and of both Republican and Democrat parties is uniquely likely to 

produce a revenue forecast, right or wrong, that will serve as a hard constraint 

for the development of budget and appropriations. All actors are intimately 

represented in creating the forecast, so all have agreed what expected revenue 

will be. That helps bind all in the process. Evidence from business forecasting 

shows that what is called “team-based forecasting,” a rough equivalent of In-

diana consensus forecasting, in addition to improving forecast accuracy, also 

leaves managers more satisfied with the forecasts.
51

 As more actors are satis-

fied with a forecast, the more likely it is that the actors will operate within that 

forecast. In public sector terms, the actors are more likely to regard the fore-

cast as binding. Evidence shows that the naïve forecasts proved no more accu-

rate than those from the RFTC. Indeed, most such approaches were less accu-

rate. However, the big question for the alternative approaches is whether their 

forecasts would be accepted as a hard budget constraint, given that they would 

be destined for inaccuracy and will never have the acceptance from participa-

tion that is endemic to the consensus process. 

 

4.4. CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

The literature on public revenue forecasting has a diversity of results on 

the role of political incentives that might explain forecast error and bias. This 

paper argues that once the forecast is viewed in the context of the public budg-

                                                
51. Kenneth B. Kahn and John T. Mentzer (1994) “The Impact of Team-Based Forecasting,” 

Journal of Business Forecasting Methods & Systems 13 (2): 18 – 21. 
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eting process and recognizing the potential for political manipulation by the 

actors in this process, it becomes clear that the organization of forecast com-

mittees and the methods they employ must be understood in their institutional 

context. In doing so, this paper redirects the literature to understanding the 

forecast process as an acceptable institutional objective that can be as im-

portant as the forecast outcome itself. An accurate forecast is of no value in 

the budget process if process participants ignore it as they develop the ex-

penditure program. This can be understood when the forecast is considered as 

a single step in a budget process that revises numbers and the allocation of re-

sources at every stage.  

 

To demonstrate this point, this paper examines the case of Indiana. The 

reason for choosing Indiana for this study is due to the differences in policy 

recommendations from the academic literature and the way that Indiana pro-

duces its forecast, which is widely recognized for its high level of accuracy. 

Policy recommendations that have emerged from the research on political bias 

in the forecasting process treat the structure of forecast committees as exoge-

nous variation, and universally recommend approaches to depoliticization. For 

instance, a Pew Center report suggests that consensus forecasting processes 

seek “… to remove politics from the estimating process as much as possible to 

limit lawmakers’ attempts, especially in election years, to present a rosier view 

of revenue.”
52

 In stark contrast to the recommendations to depoliticize, the In-

diana process explicitly brings political differences into the forecasting meth-

odology. Interestingly , this is different from the “consensus” forecasts gener-

ated by more than one branch of state government that has been the focus of 

previous research. In an era of single-party statehouses, such explicit politici-

zation may be the best approach to inducing forecast accuracy, considerably 

more relevant than the standard legislative – executive consensus and will be 

more likely to produce a controlling revenue forecast. 

  

We do not suggest that the outcomes of the Indiana forecasting process 

carry significant external validity if applied to other states, but we do suggest 

that observing the Indiana history is illustrative of a broader need to shift the 

emphasis of the academic literature of revenue forecasting. In particular, an 

emphasis that views the forecast as a stage of the budget facing the political 

problem of institutional acceptance is necessary. Future research could relate 

how differences in the structure of the budgeting process inform what revenue 

forecast processes become politically acceptable. This paper draws on an ana-

lytical narrative from media reports around the forecasting process to deter-

mine the extent to which the forecast numbers were accepted. Alternative ap-

                                                
52 Ibid., p. 974. 
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proaches, particularly ones that determined forecast acceptability using a 

quantitative approach, would be of considerable interest. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The current Spanish Government faces the dilemma of reducing public deficit, on the one 

hand, and of promoting the economy, on the other, in the light of the alarming unemployment 

rate, which is presently around 26% (more than 6 million unemployed people). With respect 

to deficit, in 2013 the deficit of Public Administrations should be located in the 3% of the 

GDP.  

 

However, the EU has increased flexibility with regard to this objective for Spain, as it has 

recognized the huge efforts being made and has appreciated the legislative actions being 

agreed in direct relation with employment and financial development. For this reason, the 

objectives agreed for Spain with respect to deficit are the following: 6.3% in 2012, 4.5% in 

2013 and 2.8% in 2014. Spanish deficit in 2011 was of 8.9%, the starting point for the current 

Spanish Government. 

 

Spain has no choice but to cut spending and increase revenue. By way of income, in-

creased tax revenue is a primary goal. But in this way, and by the economic recession, we 

must find a balance because otherwise you run the risk that an increase in the tax burden to 

produce precisely the opposite effect, a reduction of revenue.
1
 

 

The content of this lecture focuses mainly on the analysis of the principal fiscal measures 

that have been adopted in Spain within the period 2011-2013 in order to achieve this goal and 

to augment tax collection. We will address the two taxes through which Spain obtains the 

greater collection (PIT and VAT).  

 

In the year 2011, the Government started to put in place some measures to increase tax 

collection. Thus, the tax deduction for birth or adoption is abolished, marginal tax rates of the 

tax general scale are increased or the maximum base for the reduction of the 40% of irregular 

labor income are limited to a maximum amount of €300,000 per year. 

 

Also, specific fiscal incentives are introduced to stimulate business initiatives: exemption 

of capital gains obtained through the transfer of newly created entities with specific require-

ments, the extension of the deadline to obtain the reduction of 20% for the creation of mainte-

nance of employment, etc. 

 

It has been incorporated changes to the VAT rules relating to changes in the tax base in 

the case of wholly or partially uncollectible loans, or allowed for the first time to consider a 

debt uncollectible public administration when available the appropriate documentary evi-

dence. In September 2012, have increased VAT tax rates, so that a group of products taxed at 

                                                
1. See Iglesias Capellas, J., “La regularización tributaria en tiempos de crisis”, Revista de 

Estudios Financieros, núm. 350, 2012, p. 7. 
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the reduced rate will now be standard rated, with all that implies for the recovery of consump-

tion, and there has been a special treatment, temporarily, to VAT on property sales
2
. 
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5.1. PERSONAL INCOME TAX 

 

5.1.1. Reduction of the 40% of personal labor income 

 

Net income from labor is the main source of income through which the 

Spanish Government obtains the greater collection from PIT.  

 

PIT is structured as an eminently subjective tax, which takes into account 

personal and familiar circumstances when calculating it. It is also a progres-

sive tax, so that those with greater financial capacity have to contribute more 

to maintain public expenses than those taxpayers with smaller financial ca-

pacity. The mentioned graduation should be carried out more than proportion-

ally. 

 

Precisely, due to the progressive nature of the tariff, certain incomes 

should be considered as "irregular incomes" regarding to taxation; i. e. in-

comes obtained during a specific taxation period, but that had been generated 

through several years, or those incomes not considered "ordinary" but "ex-

traordinary". 

 

Accordingly, legislators consider that irregular incomes cannot be taxed 

with the same rates as those incomes considered as "ordinary" in any taxation 

period. For this reason, a reduction of 40% has been considered for them. Ac-

tually, what these incomes are really paying is 60% of their amount. This is 

not completely true, because we are considering that the 60% of the income's 

amount is generated within the taxation period in which it is obtained; and that 

is the amount to be taxed. 

 

More specifically, incomes from labor having a generation period exceed-

ing two years, or being qualified by the Regulation as obtained notoriously in 

an irregular way in time, are reduced in 40%. The SBL of 2011 introduced a 

limitation to this reduction: the reduction is applied to a maximum of 

€300,000 per year of the set of untaxed incomes with a generation period ex-

ceeding two years or notoriously obtained in an irregular manner. This limit 

will still be in force for 2012 and 2013 taxation periods. 

 

As well, if the irregular income is obtained by instalments in more than 

one taxation year, the 40% reduction applies if the quotient between the num-

ber of years in which the income has been generated and the number of taxa-

tion periods in which the income is divided results in a number bigger than 2. 

 

Therefore, as of the introduction of the €300,000 limit, the maximum re-

duction is 40% €300,000 = €120,000. This limit is compatible with the specif-

ic limit reported for incomes from labor derived from traded share options, as 
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well as for the limit stated for incomes from labor derived from termination of 

the employment relationship. 

 

5.1.2. Reduction of net income from economic activities 

 

The 27th AP of the PITL, introduced by the SBL for 2010, effective from 

1 January 2009, includes a new reduction on net income from economic ac-

tivities related to maintenance or creation of employment.  

 

This reduction seems to have a limited nature in time, as the objective is 

that entrepreneurs pay less tax for PIT through the scheme of net income re-

duction in return for creating, or at least, maintaining jobs. Nevertheless, the 

extremely high unemployment rate existing in Spain is forcing the Govern-

ment to maintain this reduction influenced by employment, by means of ex-

tensions which remain in force until the current 2013. 

 

Up to now, this reduction is applicable from 2009 to 2013. It is oriented to 

taxpayers who carry out economic activities with a net amount of the entire 

financial turnover below 5 million euros and with an average number of em-

ployees below 25. If the taxpayer accomplishes several economic activities, 

the net amounts of the financial turnover obtained in each activity must be 

added, as well as the number of employees serving in each one of them. 

 

In order to determine the net amount of the financial turnover of a natural 

person by himself/herself, or along with his/her spouse or with other relatives 

(including up to second degree), who are related with other entities in which 

they appear as partners under any situation that could create a business group, 

the net amount of the financial turnover must refer to the entire set of entities 

and, if it is the case, to the turnover corresponding to the one obtained by the 

taxpayer himself/herself. 

 

If the duration of the activity is below 1 year, the amount of the financial 

turnover will extend to 1 year. 

 

In order to calculate the average staff, we must consider the number of 

people employed under the terms stipulated by the labor regulations, taking 

into account the contracted hours in relation with the full-time basis, as well as 

the duration of the labor relationship with regard to the total number of days 

included in the taxation period. 

 

If the taxpayer had not been carrying out any kind of economic activity be-

fore 1 January 2009 and he starts his exercise after that date, the average staff 

corresponding to 2008 taxation period shall be zero.  
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If the taxpayer had not been carrying out any kind of economic activity be-

fore 1 January 2009 and he starts his exercise in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 or 

2013, and the average staff corresponding to the taxation period in which he 

starts his activity is greater than 0 and below 1, the reduction can be applied to 

the taxation period when he starts the activity, only if the average staff of the 

following taxation year is not below 1. 

 

The taxpayer is considered to maintain or to create employment when, 

within each one of the mentioned taxation periods, the average staff employed 

in his set of economic activities is not below 1 and not below the average staff 

of 2008 taxation period. The reduction shall be applied separately in each one 

of the taxation periods in which the requirements are fulfilled. 

 

The reduction to apply is 20% of the declared positive net income, taking 

into account the reductions to which he is entitled for irregular incomes or for 

the exercise of specific economic activities. We have to highlight the expres-

sion "declared positive net income", which implies that if the Tax Administra-

tion, as a result of verification, raised the amount of a taxpayer's net income, 

the reduction would only apply to the part of the positive net income declared 

by the taxpayer. 

 

The Law imposes a limit to this reduction: the amount of the reduction 

calculated this way can never be greater than 50% of the amount of the pay-

ments settled to the entire staff within the period. 

 

5.1.3. Exemption of certain capital gains in PIT 

 

The RDL 8/2011, of July 1, on measures to support mortgage borrowers, 

control public spending and cancel the debts owed by local authorities to com-

panies and independent contractors and promote administrative simplification 

and rehabilitation, has added to the PITL a new exemption which is applicable 

to the capital gains derived from the transfer of holding and shares in new or 

recently created companies, in force since 7 July 2011. 

 

This measure aims at promoting the creation of business; therefore, at cre-

ating employment. 

 

Accordingly, this RDL adds letter d) to article 33.4 of the PITL and adds a 

new AP (34th) to regulate it. Compulsory requirements for entities whose 

holdings or shares are entitled to exemption: 

 Public Limited Company, Private Limited Company, Public Labor Limited 

Company or Private Labor Limited Company. 

 Must not be admitted to trading in any regulated stock market. 
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 The entity must carry out an economic activity, not including the manage-

ment of movable and real estate assets (it is considered as management of 

movable and real estate assets if, for more than 90 days of the financial year, 

over half of their assets consist of securities or if more than half of their as-

sets are not used in economic activities). 

 One full-time worker employed with labor contract. 

 The total amount of shareholders' equity may not exceed €200,000. If the 

company is part of a group of companies, this amount refers to the set of 

companies that make up the group, regardless of whether they prepare con-

solidated financial statements or not. 

 The entity may not have any kind of labor or business relationship, apart 

from the capacity as a shareholder, with the taxpayer. 

 All these requirements must be fulfilled while the taxpayer is holding such 

participation, with the exception of the value of the shareholders' equity, 

which is required only in the year of the share acquisition. The regulation 

does not state clear if it is sufficient that the amount is not exceeded before 

purchasing the share or if it cannot be exceeded taking into account the share 

acquired by the taxpayer. 

 

The requirements that must be fulfilled by the participation in the entity 

are the following: 

 The taxpayer must have acquired the participation after 7 July 2011. 

 Those participations were acquired for the creation of a company or for the 

capital increase in an entity. The extension has to be carried out within three 

years from the date of the creation of the entity. 

 The taxpayer's participation, along with the participation held in the same 

entity by his/her spouse or by any other person sharing familiar relationship 

with the taxpayer, whether directly or collaterally, by blood or marriage (in-

cluding up to second degree), may not exceed, in any day of the natural 

years of ownership of the holding, the 40% of the entity's social capital or of 

his/her voting rights. 

 The period in which the share or participation remains in the taxpayer's as-

sets is longer than 3 years and shorter than 10 years, calculated from date to 

date. Provided that the acquisition should be carried out after 7 July 2011 

and the minimum continuance period is 3 years, that exemption shall be ap-

plied from financial year 2014. 

 

Amount of exempt gains: 

 

The capital gains that may be exempt are those derived from the transfer of 

such shares whose total acquisition value did not exceed, for the entire set of 

entities, €25,000 per year, and €75,000 per entity within three years from the 

date of the creation of the entity. 
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The €25,000 limit applies for the set of shares entitled to exemption and 

that were purchased during the year, both if they correspond to a unique entity 

or to several entities. 

 

The €75,000 limit per entity is applied to the set of shares entitled to ex-

emption of one entity, which were acquired within three years from the date of 

its creation. 

 

If the €75,000 limit did not exist, the maximum acquisition value to benefit 

from the exemption would be of €100,000 (€25,000 for the four financial 

years that can be covered by the mentioned deadline of three years after the 

creation of the entity). 

 

Cases excluded from the exemption: 

 In case of shares subscribed by the taxpayer with the balance from the com-

pany savings account. 

 In case of shares or holdings through which it is being carried out the same 

activity as before by means of another ownership. 

 In case the taxpayer had purchased homogeneous securities in the previous 

or subsequent year of the shares or holding transfer. In this case, the exemp-

tion does not apply with respect to the securities that remain in the taxpayer's 

assets as a consequence of the mentioned acquisition. 

  In case the shares or holdings are transferred to an entity linked to the tax-

payer, his/her spouse or to any other person sharing familiar relationship 

with the taxpayer, whether directly or collaterally, by blood or marriage (in-

cluding up to third degree), or to a resident of any country or territory con-

sidered as a tax haven. 

 

5.1.4. Savings income 

 

The difference between Savings Income and General Income is covered by 

the PIT in order to avoid taxing all incomes in the same way. Those originated 

by the taxpayer's savings shall be included in the Savings Tax Base (STB); the 

escalation is smaller than for the savings included in the General Tax Base 

(GTB). 

 

The incomes included in the Savings Tax Base belong exclusively to the 

movable capital income and to specific capital gains and losses. In this regard, 

with effect from 1 January 2013, Article 3 of Law 16/2012, of December 27, 

amends the tax system applicable to capital gains and losses derived from the 

transfer of equity items that had remained at least for one year in the taxpayer's 

assets, which now are included in the GTB. Prior to this amendment, the total 

of the capital gains and losses that derived from the transfer of equity items 
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were included in the STB. After this variation, we have to distinguish if they 

have been generated in one year or in more than one year, as the first ones 

shall be covered by the GTB and the rest by the STB. 

 

This amendment aims at taxing the so-called speculative gains at a larger 

escalation; that is to say, those derived from short term transfers (less than one 

year); and even more in 2013, due to the effects of the financial crisis, on ac-

count of the complementary levy that is applicable to years 2012 and 2013 on 

the state fraction of the tax. 

 

In addition, we have to consider that, along with this fact, an amendment 

has also been made to the integration and compensation regulations included 

in the general part of the tax base. Accordingly, if the result of integrating and 

compensating the capital gains and losses of this part produces a negative out-

come, it can be compensated with the positive result of integrating and com-

pensating the remaining incomes that are included in the GTB to a maximum 

limit of 10% of this positive balance. Previously, this limit was the 25%. 

 

These changes in the composition of the GTB and the STB, as well as of 

the compensation and integration regulations, clearly aim at lower reductions 

of the tax base amounts of the taxpayers, as well as at their higher taxation due 

to the tax escalation. Taxpayers are again required to make a new fiscal effort, 

which is introduced in 2013 in order to increase tax collection and thus to con-

tribute to lessening public deficit. 

 

5.1.5. Complementary tax on state tariff 

 

RDL 20/2011, of December 30, on urgent budget, tax, and financial 

measures to correct the public deficit (OSG December 31) adds the new 35th 

AP for the PITL, which puts in force a complementary tax on the state total 

tax due for 2012 and 2013 financial years. 

 

Table 5.1. The applicable scale on the general net tax base  

GNTB Maximum 

 

€ 

Increase in 

TTD 

€ 

Remaining GNTB 

Maximum  

€ 

Applicable rate 

% 

  0 

  17,707.20 

  33,007.20 

  53,407.20 

120,000.20 

175,000.20 

300,000.00 

      0 

     132.80 

     438.80 

  1,050.80 

  3,714.52 

  6,464.52 

13,964.52 

  17,707.20 

  15,300.00 

  20,400.00 

 66,593.00 

  55,000.00 

125,000.00 

Hereafter 

0,75 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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The resulting amount is reduced in the total that derives from applying the 

same escalation to the GNTB part that corresponds to the personal and famil-

iar minimum. 

 

In case the taxpayer settles annual alimony payments to his/her children by 

court decision, and this amount is under the GNTB, we shall apply the com-

plementary tax scale to the mentioned annual payments. Afterwards, we shall 

apply the same scale to the remaining GNTB; then, we shall reduce the result-

ing amount in the total derived from applying the same scale to the personal 

and familiar minimum, by increasing in €1,600. The reduction total may never 

be negative. 

 

Table 5.2. SNTB rates in the fraction that does not correspond, where ap-

plicable, to the personal and familiar minimum 

SNTB 

Maximum 

€ 

Increase in TTD 

 

€ 

Remaining SNTB 

Maximum 

€ 

Applicable rate 

% 

0 

6,000.00 

24,000.00 

    0 

120 

840 

  6,000.00 

18,000.00 

Hereafter 

2 

4 

6 

 

5.1.6. Withholding percentages 

 

The Spanish Government needs to increase incomes in order to achieve the 

targeted objectives. On the one hand, we are observing that the taxpayers' fis-

cal effort has been augmented, by means of PIT and by raising taxation. How-

ever, these incomes will be delivered in May and June 2013, regarding 2012 

tax declaration, and in May and June 2014, regarding 2013 tax declaration. 

For this reason, a measure to increase the withholding rates in the PIT has also 

been put in force. 

 

The increase in PIT withholding, already since 2012 fiscal year and con-

tinuing through 2013 fiscal year, accomplishes two objectives: Firstly: the 

State obtains higher liquidity, as the withholdings are deposited quarterly. 

This, naturally, helps the Government to augment its income. Secondly: in-

creasing the withholding helps taxpayers to fulfill the taxation obligations de-

rived from paying the PIT, because these amounts are considered as paid on 

account of the PIT. Therefore, once the taxpayer settles the PIT, he/she reduc-

es the tax liability in the amount paid through the advance payments, which 

results in the amount that has to be settled for PIT. In case the amount results 

negative, this shall be the total entitled to reimbursement. 
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In this way, Section 4 in AP 35th of the PITL, added by the RDL 20/2011, 

of December 30, raises the percentages of withholding and payments on ac-

count within the PIT for 2012 and 2013 fiscal years under the following terms: 

 The withholding amounts whose rate was set in 19% becomes 21% (Art. 101 

PITL) and the payment on account for the allocation of incomes derived 

from image rights transfer, also rises from 19% to 21% (Art. 92.8 PITL). 

 The 35% withholding percentage set for the labor income obtained by corpo 

 rate administrators rises to 42%. 

 

RDL 20/2012, of July 13, raises the percentage of withholding and pay-

ments on account applicable to labor incomes derived from giving courses, 

lectures, speeches, seminars and related activities, or those derived from the 

elaboration of literary, artistic or scientific works, provided the transfer of 

their exploitation rights, as well as to incomes derived from professional activ-

ities that are settled or paid after 1 September 2012, being set until 31 Decem-

ber 2013 in 21%. 

 

In addition, RDL 20/2012, with effect from 1 September 2012, modifies 

the withholding rate of incomes derived from professional activities, which is 

now set in 21%. 

 

5.1.7. Deduction for investment in residence 

 

Spain is a country where property ownership is highly valued. All Spanish 

sucks in your life to own their residence. And if you can, also want to acquire 

property for a second home, to enjoy her vacation. Thus Spain's real estate 

market is geared more to the sale of property rather than renting them. 

 

The current economic crisis may be changing this option. With the high 

number of unemployed and poor accessibility to bank loan, Spanish citizens 

may be forced to rent rather than buy your residence. However, Spain has not 

encouraged, in our opinion, enough the rental market. 

 

The more and more cases of evictions in Spain are forcing legislative ac-

tion is taken to curb them. The Spanish State, at present, is currently pro-

cessing a law to change the law to grant more mortgages and guarantees citi-

zens from the abuses they have been subjected by the requirement of some 

excessive unpaid interest to the loan fees and to the many foreclosures that 

have taken place by the inability to pay the mortgage. The right to housing is 

protected by our Spanish Constitution in Article 47, provides that "all Spanish 

are entitled to enjoy decent and adequate housing." It also urges the authorities 

to promote the necessary conditions and establish appropriate standards to im-

plement this law, regulating the use of land in accordance with the general in-

terest, to prevent speculation. 
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However, the application of this law is not contenting citizens in general, 

on the contrary, there is growing social protest in this regard. 

 

Recently, the Community of Andalusia has approved an Emergency De-

cree takes measures to prevent evictions in the term of this region
3
, and who 

has awakened from slumber to the State in this matter. 

 

Coupled with the right to adequate housing, Article 33 of the Constitution 

provides, also, the right to private property, establishing that it is a law whose 

content is defined by its "social function", which is basic to the generalization 

of social rights. The Constitution does not protect, therefore, uses "anti-social" 

property rights. This principle must be linked to the provision of that article 

128 of the Constitution, according to which "all the wealth of the country in 

different forms and whatever its ownership, is subordinate to the public inter-

est, and Article 40 states that "the public authorities shall promote favorable 

conditions for social and economic progress and for income distribution more 

equitable regional and personal."
 4

 

 

This Decree Law believes that when houses do not address is occurring in-

efficient infrastructure operation interfering social function of housing.
5
 And 

compliance with the social function of housing is essential in these times of 

economic crisis in which more and more families are at risk of social exclu-

sion and to situations from foreclosure evictions.
6
 It is for this reason that the 

Community of Andalucía wants to fulfill the mandate of the Constitution that 

the home conform to this social function. 

 

The biggest criticism occurs when homes are unoccupied belong to finan-

cial institutions and real estate subsidiaries. Therefore, in this statement, it is 

contemplated eminent domain by the Autonomous Community of Andalusia, 

for a maximum of three years, during which it had acquired the property, but 

now can not continue to pay for their current economic situation, along with 

their families, to continue inhabiting the same in return for a price on Andalu-

                                                
3. Decree Law 6/2013, of April 9 about the measures to ensure compliance with the Social 

Housing function. 

4. Explanatory Memorandum to the Decree Law 6/2013, of April 9. The same explanatory 

memorandum continues by stating that "the social function of housing is an outer limit to its 

definition, or exercise, but an integral part of the law itself. Individual utility and social func-

tion therefore are inseparable component of the content of the right of ownership. " 

5. It is estimated that the number of empty homes existing in Andalusia exceeds 700,000. Also 

the number of rental housing in Spain is around 16.9%, while in Europe is about 33% (data 

collected from the Explanatory Memorandum to the Decree Law). 

6. Moments like social and economic emergency, says the Explanatory Memorandum to the 

Decree Law. 
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sia that does not exceed 25% of their annual income. And secondly, it also 

adopts measures to promote rental housing. 

 

These goals are going to carry out the Andalusian Government helped by 

the creation of a public registry of Housing Uninhabited.
7
 To achieve these 

objectives, the Government of Andalusia, will be undertaken in the lease bro-

kerage houses, insurance measures risk ensuring collection of rent, measures 

to ensure the repair of any damage in the apartment, along with fiscal 

measures and subsidies, both for the people own the property and tenants. 

 

In summary, we note that this Decree will comply with the suspension of 

evictions through the mechanism of expropriation and will enable residents in 

the Andalusia region that may occupy those homes in exchange for a price you 

can not beat that 25% of income if they meet certain requirements of an eco-

nomic nature. On the other hand, aims to stimulate the rental market, but in 

this case, but only points favoring measures that need to budget availability, 

for the moment, not designated specific amounts. 

 

Returning to the country, there are some grants for rental housing. They 

are of two types: Promoting youth empowerment (basic emancipation of 

youth) and other assistance to tenants. The first is €210 per month to pay the 

rent of the residence for a maximum period of four years, €120 for the pro-

cessing of a guarantee and a loan of €600 to be returned when it ceases to re-

ceive income. Are required to be between 22 and 30 years, Spanish nationality 

and have a regular source of annual gross revenues of less than €22,000. 

 

And the other is a state grant to help pay for the rental income tenants and 

that you can enjoy for a maximum period of two years. The amount of this 

subsidy amounts to 40% of annual income, without exceeding €3,200 annual-

ly. The requirements needed are: being under 35 years, that annual household 

income does not exceed 2.5 times the minimum wage (Public Indicator of 

Multiple Effect Income) comprising all occupants of the dwelling, whether or 

not a relationship relationship between them, the annual income must be be-

tween 2% and 9% of the maximum price for subsidized housing, the maxi-

mum area of the apartment is 90 sq meters and have to submit the lease for 

approval.
8
 

                                                
7. Article 25 of this Decree contains the definition of uninhabited housing, considering as such 

that is unoccupied for a continuous period of six months a year, presuming that happens when 

the minimum consumption of water and electricity is zero or is below usual average consump-

tion per household per year. These values  must provide the utility, but in their absence, relates 

in an annex these minimum amounts. No go with these character homes of tourist, recreation 

or amusement those of individuals, nor affected by economic activity. 

8. See Borgia Sorrosal, S.; Fernández López, Mª. A. y Navau Martínez, P., “Medidas 

tributarias dentro del IRPF para la reactivación del mercado del alquiler de vivienda habitual; 

estamos en el buen camino?”, Revista Nueva Fiscalidad, núm. 6, 2011, pp. 44-46. 
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But these measures do not reach the general population, let alone those 

with wage cuts or unemployment are in a very precarious situation. Public au-

thorities must take urgent action in this regard and let empty homes can not be 

sold to become part of the rental market. And urgent, too, is that the State pre-

sent an optimal solution to evictions, which have been taking place every day 

in Spain, Spanish fruit that have chosen mostly by the usual home ownership 

and now with their economic situation can not continue paying it and the 

banks evicted.
9
 

 

We can consider as an important measure for the market rental housing 

approval of Law 11/2009, of 26 October, regulating the Investment Compa-

nies Listed on the Real Estate Market (REIT) law arises in one of the most 

pressing of the current economic crisis in Spain, so it does not seem to get in 

the best times to promote the rental market property. These companies whose 

main economic activity in real estate investment for rental. This figure, how-

ever, was already known in comparative law, under the guise Real Estate In-

vestment Trusts (REITs). In the European Union, the pioneers in this figure 

have been welcome, Belgium and France, since 2003. Then he continued to 

Luxembourg, Netherlands, Italy, UK and Germany.
10

 

 

Without taking the positive side we believe that this law poses to promote 

rental housing, however, could have stimulated this aspect even more if it had 

discriminated positively rental housing in relation to renting other properties, 

for example, offices. 

 

However, the Spanish legislature does not adopt the same taxation treat-

ment as other European countries in relation to such entities and subject to tax 

at 19% REIT, not to apply the exemption of rental housing through this type 

of entities, as happens in other neighboring countries, eg Germany, or as in the 

Netherlands in which not taxed but by applying a tax rate of 0%.
11

 

                                                
9. Currently, we know that Andalusia has taken an important step, but not sufficient, for that 

matter. And the state is processing the amendment of the Mortgage Law to solve also this 

same problem. But both pose different and conflicting solutions, especially faced with the 

extent of the payment in kind. We need the government to unite and not divide if you really 

want to give a real solution to the problem. 

10. Outside the European Union, it has welcomed this figure Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, 

Japan, Mexico, Singapore and the United States. It seems clear that this Act are sought to 

promote banks so that they get their balance sheets devalued properties making them financial 

holdings, after the brutal housing crisis. See Adame Martínez, Francisco David y Adame 

Martínez, Miguel Ángel: “Análisis de las medidas fiscales para el fomento del alquiler en 

Derecho Comparado”, Crónica Tributaria, núm. 140, 2011, pp. 8 y 14. 

11. Adame Martínez, Francisco David y Adame Martínez, Miguel Ángel: “Análisis de las 

medidas…”, op.cit., pp. 17 y 25-28. 
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It has been regulating Income Tax deduction for home investment as one 

of most important measures to lessen the tax taxation, besides being one of the 

deductions that, in general, residents enjoy Spanish territory. But we can also 

say that this deduction, as has been regulating in Income Tax, a measure that 

has led most to taxpayers with incomes higher than the rest. 

 

However, the current economic crisis and the obligation to be fulfilled by 

the Spanish government to reduce the public deficit have forced in order to 

achieve greater personal income tax revenue to meet those obligations; this 

deduction disappears with effects of January 1, 2013, for taxpayers who pur-

chase their residence from that date. It remains, however, the deduction for 

those taxpayers who acquired their residence prior to the January 1, 2013 

(maintenance of the transitional arrangements). 

 

The 2011 SBL modified the deduction for habitual residence, providing 

that the taxpayer did not obtain a tax base greater than €24,107.20 per year. 

That is to say, those taxpayers who purchased their habitual residence after 1 

January 2011 would not be able to benefit from this deduction if their tax base 

exceeded €24,107.20 per year. Nonetheless, this condition has not delivered 

any effects, as RDL 20/2011, of December 30, on urgent budget, tax, and fi-

nancial measures to correct the public deficit (OSG December 31), with effect 

as of 1 January 2011, again modifies this deduction by abolishing the 

€24,107.20 top per year and by maintaining a single limit of the base to which 

the deduction is applied in €9,040 per year (maximum) or €12,080 per year for 

disability reasons (need to adequate the dwelling or common areas to the tax-

payer's disability). 

 

Therefore, the deduction amount in the state fraction is 7.5% of the total 

invested in the acquisition or refurbishment of the habitual residence, includ-

ing the amortization of capital plus interests, when there is external financing. 

 

The RDL 20/2012, of 13 July (OSB of 14 July) suppressed in the tax peri-

od 2012 fiscal compensation deduction on purchase of residence applicable to 

taxpayers who bought their property before January 20, 2006. 

 

5.1.8. Deduction for residential refurbishment works 

 

This deduction aims at a double objective. On the one hand, it intends to 

stimulate the construction economic sector, which fell significantly due to the 

current financial crisis; and on the other hand, tries to reduce the taxation for 

taxpayers who carry out improvement works in their homes. At a first stage, it 

referred only to habitual residences; but it was later extended to any dwelling, 

with the exception of those linked to economic activities. 
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This deduction was introduced for the year 2010, as of 14 April, and has 

been in force until 31 December 2012, without prejudice to deduct in subse-

quent fiscal years the amounts that could not be deducted as they exceeded the 

maximum base for the reduction.
12

 Here, this deduction was only valid for ha-

bitual residences and for taxpayers with a tax base below €53,007.20. After-

wards, RDL 5/2011, with effect from 7 May 2011, modified significantly this 

deduction, by extending both the objective scope of its application, which is 

not only for habitual residences any more but it is extended to the rest of 

homes (excepting those linked to economic activities), and also the greater 

number of taxpayers who will benefit, as the tax base threshold is increased up 

to €71,007.20. 

 

As the application scope is extended, the residence entitled to this deduc-

tion, as well as the habitual dwelling, can be a rented home or even an unoc-

cupied house. The only exception to this deduction is those dwellings linked to 

economic activities. Nor does it apply to construction works carried out in 

garages, gardens, parks, swimming pools, sport installations and other similar 

elements. However, the deduction can be applied to more than one residence 

at a time if the improvement works are being carried out in all of them. 

 

The deduction amount is shown below: 

 The 10 % of the deduction base corresponding to the amounts settled be-

tween 14 April 2010 and 6 May 2011. 

 The 20 % of the deduction base corresponding to the amounts settled be-

tween 7 May 2011 and 31 December 2012. 

 

The deduction base refers to the amounts settled through bank transfer, 

cheque, promissory note, credit or debit card, or deposits in credit institutions, 

but not to those paid cash. This deduction base has some limits.  

 

For the period between 14 April 2010 and 6 May 2011: 

For declaration: 

 €4,000 per year, for taxpayers with TB equal or below €33.007,20. 

 For taxpayers with TB between €33,007.20 and €53,007.20, the deduction 

base is €4.000 - 0,2 x (TB – €33.007,20). 

                                                
12. France also has tax benefits in relation to the residence. In this sense, the investments re-

lated to energy saving, heating and energy producing equipment insulation that occur between 

January 1, 2005 and December 31, 2012 relating to the taxpayer's residence are entitled to 

applying a deduction of 15, 25 or 50% of costs to a maximum of €16,000 for a married cou-

ple, or €8,000 in other cases, with a further increase of €400 per child. Adame Martínez, Fran-

cisco David and Adame Martínez, Miguel Ángel: “Análisis de las medidas fiscales…”, op. 

cit., pp. 34-35. 
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 The amounts settled within the fiscal year, not applied for exceeding the 

maximum annual deduction base, may be deducted with the same limit in 

the 4 subsequent years. 

 

For residence: 

 The deduction base corresponding to all taxation years in which it can be 

applied may not exceed €12,000  for habitual residence. 

 If the dwelling is owned by several owners, this limit shall be distributed 

among them. 

 

For the period between 7 May 2011 and 31 December 2012: 

For declaration: 

 €6,750  per year, for taxpayers with TB equal or below €53,007.20. 

 For taxpayers with TB between €53,007.20 and €71,007.20, the deduction 

base is €6,750 - 0.375 x (TB – €53,007.20). 

 The amounts settled within the fiscal year, not applied for exceeding the 

maximum annual deduction base, may be deducted with the same limit in 

the 4 subsequent years. 

 

For residence: 

 The deduction base corresponding to all taxation years in which it can be 

applied may not exceed €20,000 per residence. 

 If the dwelling is owned by several owners, this limit shall be distributed 

among them. 

 

5.1.9. Gambling income tax in PIT 

 

Another measure that has been adopted in order to increase the tax collec-

tion is to tax the gambling income, which had been exempt until 31 December 

2012.  

 

The Law on Tax Measures for 2013 abolishes the exemption for gambling 

gains from Lotería Nacional (Spanish national lottery), ONCE (organization 

for the blind) and the Red Cross. It also introduces a special tax for these 

gains, which is applied individually to each ticket or fraction rewarded with an 

amount greater than €2,500. The tax is 20% the sum of the prize, regulated by 

the 33th TP of the PITL. 

 

From 1 January 2013, taxes shall be applied to the prizes obtained via 

Lotería Nacional, Cruz Roja and ONCE that are greater than €2,500. If they do 

not exceed this sum, they are not taxed. If they exceed, the excess over €2,500 

shall be taxed. 
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These prizes shall be subject to withholding or payment on account of 20% 

of the tax base of the special tax. These prizes are not included in the TB of 

the PIT, and the withholdings and payments on account are not reduced from 

the tax liability. 

 

5.2. VALUE ADDED TAX 

 

The value added tax, hereinafter VAT is a harmonized tax in the European Union, it 

would mean that the domestic legislation of the Member States must adapt to EU direc-

tives and other regulations that are adopted in this regard. This is a tax that has under-

gone extensive regulation at Community level through numerous directives, given that 

tax harmonization of national systems of Member States of the European Union, is the 

necessary condition for the proper functioning of the internal market.
13

 In this context 

of Community rules, the basic rule is the Council Directive 2006/112/EC of 28 No-

vember, on the common system of VAT, in force since January 1, 2007, Directive 

2008/8/EC Council amending Directive 112/2006/CE in regard to the place of supply 

of services, and Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 282/2011, of March 15, 2011, 

applicable from 1 July 2011, laying down detailed rules for implementing Directive 

2006/112/EC on issues such as passive supply of goods and services rather than taxable 

event. 

 

In Spain the rules governing VAT as Law 37/1992, of December 28, and Royal De-

cree 1624/1992, of December 29.
14

 

 

The Value Added Tax (VAT) was implemented in France for the first time; from 

1967 it started to be applied by the other Member States.  

 

This tax is harmonized across the European Community; this means that the domes-

tic legislations of each Member State should comply with European Directives, as well 

as with other regulations, in order to be approved. The basic regulations are the follow-

ing: the Council Directive 2006/112/EC, of November 28, on the common system of 

VAT, in force as of 1 January 2007; the Council Directive 2008/8/EC, amending Di-

rective 2006/112/EC as regards the place of supply of services; and the Implementing 

Council Regulations (EU) 282/2011, of 15 March 2011, applicable from 1 July 2011, 

                                                
13. CASAS AGUDO, D.: “Estado actual y últimos avances en materia de armonización 

comunitaria de la imposición indirecta”, Civitas, Revista española de derecho financiero, núm. 

154, 2012, pp. 117-166. 

14. “….is desirable overall tax reform, addressing the many patches that the legislature is get-

ting when they arise or by apparent mismatches the internal standard has either the standard 

and EU principles, either in the application of the internal law” LONGÁS LAFUENTE, A.: 

“Novedades el en IVA contenidas en la Ley de prevención y lucha contra el fraude”, CEF, 

Revista de Contabilidad y Tributación, núm. 359, 2013, p. 9. 
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laying down implementing measures for Directive 2006/112/EC on taxable persons, 

delivery of goods, provision of services and place of taxable transactions.  

 

In Spain, the legislation governing VAT is Law 37/1992, of December 28 (VATL) 

and Royal Decree 624/1992, of December 29 (RVAT). In addition and regarding regu-

lations, Community case law plays an important role as it gradually reduces domestic 

criteria in relation with EU directives. 

 

VAT is the base of indirect taxation in Spain and it taxes the consumption of goods 

and services produced or marketed through business or professional activities (Art. 1 

VATL). This tax has a direct effect on consumption, without taking into account the 

taxpayer's personal circumstances. It is also a multiple stage tax, as it taxes the delivery 

of goods and services throughout each production or marketing stage. 

 

VAT is characterized by its formality, which appears in two directions: on the one 

hand, the required documentation to deduct the input rates, and on the other hand, the 

formal obligations, which become in many cases a high administrative burden for com-

panies, especially for small and medium-sized ones. In fact, some special schemes were 

approved in order to reduce the mentioned administrative burden: the sales equalization 

tax regime; the special regime regarding agriculture, livestock and fisheries; the simpli-

fied regime and the special regime for groups of entities.  

 

The European VAT harmonization has gone through different stages: during the 

first stage (1967) it was progressively implemented across the Member States as a VAT 

common system by harmonizing the structural elements of the tax (taxable event, ex-

emptions, taxable base, tax rates, etc.); in the second stage (1977), it was intended to 

introduce a uniform assessment basis.  

 

On 1 January 1993, one of the main modifications took place at the European level: 

the free movement of people and goods across Member States and the abolition of in-

ternal border controls. For VAT purposes, these facts meant the elimination of fiscal 

controls in internal borders when carrying out transactions among Member States, the 

approximation of VAT rates and the establishment of a transitional scheme that would 

facilitate the migration towards a final regime regarding taxation of intra-Community 

trade. In short, the intention was to ensure equality of treatment between domestic and 

intra-Community transactions; that is to say: taxes shall be paid in the country of origin 

and not in the country of destination. Nevertheless, this has not yet been possible for 

numerous reasons, such as different VAT rates in Member States, the need of a com-

pensation system from exporting countries towards importing states, etc. 

 

This lecture intends to focus on those issues that could be of more interest regarding 

this tax, such as: 

1. Interperiod tax allocation. 

2. Modification of Taxable. 

3. Tax rates. 
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5.2.1. Interperiod tax allocation. 

 

When we talk about interperiod tax allocation or accrual, we refer to the 

moment in which the taxable event is carried out; that is to say, the delivery of 

goods or services. We must say that accrual is a very important issue regarding 

to VAT, especially during the current situation of financial crisis. 

 

The accrual appears regulated in Articles 62-71 of Directive 2006/112/EC 

and Articles 75-77 of Law 37/1992. In particular, Article 63 of Directive 

112/2006/CE states that "The chargeable event shall occur and the tax shall 

become chargeable at the time of making the delivery of goods or provision of 

services." How rule, therefore, the chargeability of tax accruals will occur 

when making commissioning power and possession of the property or when 

the service is provided. 

 

This rule, in a first reading, it would seem entirely reasonable (time of de-

livery of goods, provision of services) becomes a major drawback especially 

in the current economic crisis. And the temporary allocation of VAT based on 

accrual, requires the taxpayer to make the deposit of any VAT passed on re-

gardless of whether or not it has cleared the bill.
15

 Currently one of the funda-

mental problems in companies is access to financing, financing difficulty de-

rives ultimately in bad debt problems.
16

 

 

In Spain, according to the latest published data, approximately 2,700,000 

businesses are affected by late payments, especially small and medium enter-

prises (SMEs) and have to say that many of them are doomed to disappear to 

see emporadas its liquidity and solvency, which ultimately entails a significant 

loss of jobs, because we must not forget that SMEs are the backbone of the 

economy. 

 

It is true that, in Spain, by the Administration, there have been attempts to 

solve this problem with SMEs and independent debt and we can quote, among 

                                                
15. “…the possible application of a cash policy, accrual versus general could be very benefi-

cial especially for small and medium enterprises at a time of economic crisis like the current 

one ... It would be desirable to develop such a possibility or propose change strict rule to sub-

sequently revise national VAT laws to introduce the option for a cash basis in certain cases.” 

CASAS AGUDO, D.: “Estado actual y últimos avances en materia de armonización 

comunitaria de la imposición indirecta”, Civitas, Revista española de derecho financiero, nº 

154, 2012, pp. 117-166. 

16 .“…would be a clear case of injustice on behalf of the Treasury, a resounding assumption 

of "unjust enrichment" and would be reason of justice, equity and pure common sense that the 

Tax Administration lightest single VAT,... when he... was effectively paid by the transaction 

price.” CARBAJO VASCO, D.: “Algunas reflexiones en torno a la implantación de un IVA 

con devengo según criterio de caja”, Partida Doble, núm. 241, 2012, pp. 10-19. 
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others, the Law 15/2010, of July 5 for renewing the Law 3/2004 of 29 Decem-

ber, which establishes measures to combat late payment in commercial trans-

actions, and in the preamble to recognize the need to regulate the payment 

terms to rising defaults and access to funding, in particular for SMEs
17

. 

 

However, we must say that the effectiveness of this Law 15/2010 is more 

than doubtful given the financial difficulties of companies and Public Admin-

istrations and especially since the law has not established a system of sanc-

tions.
18

 

 

Another measure taken was the Royal Decree-Law 8/2011, of July 1, of 

measures to support the mortgagors, public expenditure control and cancella-

tion of debts owed by companies and autonomous local authorities, building 

entrepreneurship and promotion of rehabilitation and administrative simplifi-

cation, which provides for the possibility that local authorities formalize oper-

ations long-term credit to cancel a certain payment obligations.
19

 

 

Subsequently, the Royal Decree 4/2012, of February 24, for determining 

reporting requirements and procedures necessary to establish a funding mech-

anism for payment to providers of local authorities, and Royal Decree-Law 7 / 

2012, of March 9, by establishing the Fund for the financing of payments to 

                                                
17. “... The effects of the economic crisis have resulted in an increase of defaults, delays and 

extensions in settlement of overdue bills, which is affecting all sectors. In particular, is affect-

ing small and medium enterprises that operate with high dependence on short term credit with 

a cash constraint that make it particularly difficult business in the current economic context. 

With this objective, it is particularly important in this Act, to remove the possibility of 

"agreement between the parties", which often allowed significantly lengthen payment periods, 

SMEs generally being most affected companies. In this sense, and from the point of view of 

the payment terms of the public sector, is reduced to a maximum of thirty days the period of 

payment, which will apply from January 1, 2013, following a transitional period for entry into 

force. 

18. “.. instead of requiring that the common law, in this case, the Mercantile, is applied flat-

ly,... is allowed impunity that big business and do not abide by government legislated ….” 

CARBAJO VASCO, D.: “Algunas reflexiones en torno a la implantación de un IVA con 

devengo según criterio de caja”, Partida Doble, núm. 241, 2012, pp. 10-19. “That a legislative 

text fails also depends on the intention and the couple preventive sanction of the legislature, 

that after all, as the author of the same, should regulate both its purpose, scope and course 

penalties for possible (and probable) violations”. VIVES MARTÍNEZ, G: “Crisis y morosi-

dad: Crónica de una Ley burlada”, Diario La Ley, núm.7580 03 de marzo de 2011, p. 2. 

19. Royal Decree-Law 8/2011, of July 1, Chapter II, Section Two, Art. 4: "In order to allow 

the cancellation of outstanding obligations with companies and freelancers, arising from the 

purchase of supplies, execution of works and services, local entities, exceptionally, may enter 

into credit transactions long term, with the limits, conditions and requirements set forth in the 

following Articles and under the agreement, as a matter of urgency, be taken by the Govern-

ment Commission for Economic Affairs to instruct the Official Credit Institute for implemen-

tation of the relevant financial line.” 
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suppliers.
20

 Based on these Royal Decrees were provided about 35,000 million 

for the payment of invoices to suppliers that were made effective from the end 

of May 2012, and therefore, it has been a relief to companies in need of liquid-

ity and, ultimately, they will continue their business running. 

 

More recently it has been approved by Royal Decree-Law 4/2013, of Feb-

ruary 22, on measures to support entrepreneurs and to stimulate growth and 

job creation, which includes, among other things: 

- The Spanish transposition of Directive 2011/7/EU, the European Parliament 

and of the Council of February 16, 2011, relating to measures combating late 

payment in commercial transactions, 

- And the expansion of a new phase of the funding mechanism for payment to 

providers of Local Government and autonomous regions. 

 

5.2.2. Modification of the taxable 

 

Spanish legislation based on Directive 2006/112/EC (Article 90) provides 

a mechanism that somewhat softens the dramatic effects in the current eco-

nomic crisis represents the accrual. This mechanism appears regulated in Arti-

cle 80 of Law 37/1992, of December 28, (VAT Law), and refers to the ability 

to modify the tax base when there is total or partial non-payment of loans. The 

requirements for the modification of the tax base have changed on the occa-

sion of the regulations approved by the Government to stimulate economic 

growth and employment. 

 

We can not ignore the effort of the Administration to address the financial 

burden for companies entering the fact quotas have not passed on the VAT 

charged, however, emphasize the desirability of adopting the cash basis to fi-

nally resolve this situation. In fact, this recommendation appears in the Coun-

cil Directive 2010/45/EU of the European Union, of July 13, 2010, amending 

Directive 2006/112/EC as regards the rules on invoicing.
21

 

                                                
20. Official Credit Institute (ICO): Press Release June 28, 2012 ".... is an initiative of the Gov-

ernment of Spain to the serious economic situation, which has brought the Administrations 

accumulate significant delays in the payment of their bills. The Government considers that this 

mechanism will be key to driving business and avoid job losses, as it will direct liquidity in-

jection to the point where it is needed, which will benefit the suppliers of local and regions, 

which may charge a flexible its outstanding obligations. This liquidity allowed continuing or 

recovering its business.” http://www.ico.es/web/contenidos/6/0/11006/index?disclaimer=true 

21. Considering (4) Council Directive 2010/45/EU of the European Union, of July 13: "(4) In 

order to help small and medium companies that find it difficult to pay VAT to the competent 

authority before themselves have received payment of the customer or the recipient, it is ap-

propriate to give Member States the option to authorize that VAT is declared under a cash 

accounting system that allows the supplier to pay VAT to the competent authority receives 

payment for a supply and to establish his right of deduction when you make payment for a 

http://www.ico.es/web/contenidos/6/0/11006/index?disclaimer=true
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The requirements of Spanish law to consider a full or partial credit as un-

collectible, and therefore be able to make the change of tax base under Article 

80 of Law 37/1992, of December 28, are in our view too demanding. These 

requirements are: 

 

1. Term from maturity: must be within one year from the accrual of the op-

eration without charging occurred in whole or in part. However, you have to 

make several clarifications that should be taken into account by an SME: 

a) if the credit holder is a trader or professional whose turnover had not ex-

ceeded during the preceding calendar year € 6,010,121.04, the said period 

is reduced to six months. This modification was incorporated by Royal 

Decree-Law 6/2010, of April 9, in force since April 14, 2010 - measures to 

boost economic recovery and employment. 

b) in the case of term operations, within six months or a year is computed 

from the unpaid deadline
22

. 

 

2. Reflections of the circumstances in Books VAT records. These books are 

VAT registration provided under Article 62 of the Rules of VAT: invoices 

register book, register of invoices received, register of investment goods, and 

the register of certain intra-Community transactions. 

 

3. The target of the operation is to be an entrepreneur or professional. If the 

recipient was a private tax base of operation, excluding VAT, must be greater 

than €300.00. 

 

4. Legal claim to the debtor or by notarial demand, even in the case of loans 

secured by Public Institutions. In the latter case, the judicial claim or the notar-

ial be replaced by a certificate issued by the competent entity debtor according 

to the report of the Auditor or Treasurer stating that the recognition of the ob-

ligation of the same and amount. 

 

Article 12.2 of Law 16/2012, of 27 December, establishing various taxa-

tion measures aimed at consolidating public finances and boost economic ac-

tivity has included the possibility that, in the case of term operations will be 

sufficient to urge the collection of only one of the terms by judicial or notarial 

demand claim to proceed to modify the tax base in the part corresponding to 

the unpaid deadline. 

 

                                                                                                                           
supply. Member States should be able to implement, thus, an optional scheme that cash ac-

counting does not negatively affect the cash flows relating to their VAT receipts.” 

22. Article 12.2 Law 16/2012, December 27 operation concept of deferred payment terms or 

"those in which it has been agreed that his compensation should be paid on or subsequent 

payments into one, respectively, provided that the period between the accrual of output tax 

and the expiration of the last or only payment is more than one year.” 
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As to the requirement of the claim the debtor say that until the entry into 

force of Royal Decree-Law 6/2010 of 9 April, the rule required the court 

claim, though, since it includes the possibility of formal attorney, and in the 

case of loans secured by public institutions are required to obtain the certifica-

tion of the competent body certifying the existence of the debt and its amount. 

 

In relation to the judicial claim, Article 80.4 LVAT incorporates the possi-

bility that the taxpayer desist from such claim, in which case you should modi-

fy the tax base up again the tax repercussions. 

 

After satisfying the requirements for the credit to be classified as uncol-

lectible, must be amended VAT tax base. This modification is also condi-

tioned on meeting certain periods expressed in the same article 80.4 B) of 

VAT Law, including: 

 

The modifications must be made within three months of the end of the pe-

riod of one year, remember that this period is six months for companies with 

turnover of less than €6,010,121.04 - by issuing the corresponding amendment 

bill, and such rectification shall be communicated to the SATA within one 

month from the issuance of the amendment bill, this communication is subject 

to conditions set forth in article 24.2 of Royal Decree 1624/1992, of 29 De-

cember, which approves the Regulations on Value Added Tax , referring to the 

transmission of corrective invoices, notarized request, court order contest, cer-

tificate issued by the competent public entity debtor, etc.. 

 

LVAT Neither Article 80 nor Article 24 of the VAT Regulations express 

the way it should be done remission amendment bill to the debtor, however, 

since this amendment bill be sent to the Spanish Tax Agency with justification 

sending those invoices to the debtor, we suggest a reliable shipping (buro fax, 

mail, etc.).
23

 If the recipient of operations is in receivership, the modification 

of the tax base has some peculiarities contained in Article 80.3 of VAT Law,
24

 

relating to the deadline to amend the tax base, this period shall not exceed one 

                                                
23. See Resolution of the DGT of March 13, 2012 V0556-12, Resolution of Economic-

Administrative Tribunal Central-September 21, 2010, Briefing Note AEAT of July 26, 2011. 

24. The taxable amount may be reduced if the recipient of the taxable supplies has not made 

the payment of fees passed on and when, after the accrual of the operation order is issued 

bankruptcy. The amendment, if any, shall not be made after the expiry of the deadline set at 

number 5. º of paragraph 1 of Article 21 of Law 22/2003, of July 9, Bankruptcy. Only when 

you remember the conclusion of the contest for the reasons stated in Article 176.1, paragraphs 

1. º, 4. º and 5. º of the Bankruptcy Act, the creditor would have altered the tax base should 

change it up again by issuing, in the period specified by regulation, an amendment bill in 

which the fee is passed on from.” 
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month from the day following the publication in the OSB car of the bankrupt-

cy declaration. 

Article 12.2 of Law 16/2012, of December 27, includes a rule 3rd para-

graph five of Article 80 of the VAT Law, in the sense that expressly states the 

incompatibility among causes of change in the tax base provided in paragraphs 

three and four of Article 80 of VAT Law.
25

 

 

As for changing tax base is concerned, we note that there are some cases 

where you can not change the tax base. These are set out in Section Five of 

Article 80 of VAT Law, as amended by Law 16/2012, of December 27, and 

refer mainly to secured loans, secured by credit institutions, loans covered by a 

contract insurance, etc. 

 

Finally, we reiterate, in measures to boost economic activity, which until 

the last modification made by Royal Decree-Law 6/2010, of April 9 on Article 

80.5 LVAT, the Act prohibited the modification of the tax base in the case of 

claims against or secured by public entities. From the new wording incorpo-

rated by Royal Decree-Law 6/2010, of April 9, is introduced for the first time 

the possibility to recover the VAT charged corresponding to uncollected debts 

of public entities, yes, the subject passive creditor must comply with docu-

mentary evidence of default by the certificate issued by the competent public 

entity debtor, because otherwise, you can not make the change of Article 80.4 

taxable LVAT and consequently, the company must bear the tax, as if it were 

a final consumer. 

 

5.2.3. Tax rates 

 

Once TB is calculated, when we apply the taxation types applicable and in 

force in the moment of the accrual, the accrued rate will be generated.  

 

The taxation types are the real base of the VAT harmonization process. 

Since VAT is configured as one of the propietary resources from de EU, its 

not enough to assure that the TB is equal to guarantee that all the Member 

States will be financially equal in the community budget, its also necessary 

certain types of harmonized taxes to gain a uniform and equal collection. The 

goal is it about to remove any competency distortion in the internal market.
26

 

                                                
25. “This implies the inclusion of a tax rule which is inconsistent with the exercise of civil or 

commercial... If the creditor of the bankrupt taxpayer has not promoted the modification of the 

tax base before the declaration of bankruptcy by way paragraph Fourth, you can not 

do...”LONGÁS LAFUENTE, A. : “ Novedades en el IVA para el ejercicio 2013”, CEF, 

Revista de Contabilidad y Tributación: Comentarios y casos prácticos, núm. 360, p. 42. 

26. CASAS AGUDO, D.: “Estado actual y últimos avances en materia de armonización 

comunitaria de la imposición indirecta”, Civitas, Revista española de derecho financiero, nº 

154, 2012, pp. 117-166. 
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Table 5.3. Xomparison of VAT tax rates in the EU 

 Member States     Code  
Super Re-

duced Rate  

Reduced 

Rate  
Standard Rate  

Parking 

Rate  

 Belgium  BE  -  6 / 12  21  12  

 Bulgaria  BG   9  20  -  

 Czech Republic  CZ  -  15  21  -  

 Denmark  DK  -  -  25  -  

 Germany  DE  -  7  19  -  

 Estonia  EE  -  9  20  -  

 Greece  EL  -  6,5 / 13  23  -  

 Spain  ES  4  10  21  -  

 France  FR  2,1  5,5 / 7  19,6  -  

 Ireland  IE  4,8  9 / 13,5  23  13,5  

 Italy  IT  4  10  21  -  

 Cyprus  CY  -  5/8  18  -  

 Latvia  LV  -  12  21  -  

 Lithuania  LT  -  5/9  21  -  

 Luxembourg  LU  3  6 / 12  15  12  

 Hungary  HU  -  5 / 18  27  -  

 Malta  MT  -  5/7  18  -  

 Netherlands  NL  -  6  21  -  

 Austria  AT  -  10  20  12  

 Poland  PL   5/8  23  -  

 Portugal  PT  -  6 / 13  23  13  

 Romania  RO   5/9  24  -  

 Slovenia  SI  -  8,5  20  -  

 Slovakia  SK  -  10  20  -  

 Finland  FI  -  10 / 14  24  -  

 Sweden  SE  -  6 / 12  25  -  

 United Kingdom  UK  -  5  20  -  

Source: European Commision, www.ec.europa.eu 

 

At the moment, the harmonization process is not complete because he 

Member States still has the power to set its own taxation types. In this frame-

work, we only find some minimum values that make reference to the normal 

rate (not below 15% for the 2011-2015 period) and, for ceratin products, it can 

be applied a reduced rate that cannot be lower to 5%, excepto for those Mem-

ber States that increased in more than 2% their normal rate.  

 

http://www.ec.europa.eu/
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We notice important differences in the general rate, as we can see a 27% 

for Hungary and a 15% for Luxembourg. This is due to the fact that the Mem-

ber States base their tax collection service basically by means of VAT taxation 

rates.
27

 

 

Table 5.4. Evolution of the taxation types in Spain
28

 

 INCREASED GENERAL REDUCED 
SUPER 

REDUCED 

1986-31/12/1991 33%  12% 6%  

01/01/1992-31/07/1992 28% 13% 6%  

01/08/1992-31/12/1992 28% 15% 6%  

01/01/1993-31/12/1994 Not applicable 15% 6% 3% 

01/01/1995-30/06/2010 Not applicable 16% 7% 4% 

01/07/2010-31/08/2012 Not applicable 18% 8% 4% 

Since September 1st, 

2012 

Not applicable 21% 10% 4% 

 

Since September 1st, 2012, the general tax rate in Spain has been in-

creased from 18% to 21% and the reduced rate from 8% to 10% by means of 

the approval of RDL 20/2012,
29

 on 13th July, which includes several financial 

measures to guarantee the budgetary stability and improve the competitive-

ness, not only to reduce the public deficit, but also meet a greater convergence 

with the other Member States. 

 

In Spain, besides this increase of rate types, several products and services 

that had a reduced type before, since September 1st, 2012, have been applied 

the general rate. 

 

                                                
27. “…..which together with the high degree of harmonization of the tax, which leaves little 

room for decision to the national laws... makes states look doomed to articulate his own poli-

cies in so significant tax revenue collection by the amount of the different tax rates...” CASAS 

AGUDO, D.: “Estado actual y últimos avances en materia de armonización comunitaria de la 

imposición indirecta” , Civitas, Revista española de derecho financiero, nº 154, 2012, pp. 117-

166. 

28. LONGÁS LAFUENTE, A.: “Modificación de tipos impositivos en el IVA y sus efectos 

sobre las operaciones sujetas”, Revista de Contabilidad y Tributación, CEF núm. 353-354, 

2012. 

29. In the preamble to this Royal Decree-Law 20/2012 states that "In relation to the value add-

ed tax, the European Commission has been maintaining various reports the need for Spain to 

raise tax rates and broaden the tax base in order to find the alignment between our country and 

the rest of European partners, where the average tax rate is located in a band between 15 and 

25%, compared to the average rate in Spain is stands at 12.2 %.” 
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In this group are included producs like flowers, tickets for theatre or cir-

cus, funeral services, restaurants with any kind of show or broadcasting ser-

vices. An exception has been made to classroom material, where one part has 

been taxed with a 4% (books or maps) and the other with a 21% (book bags, 

color pencils, scissors, etc.). 

The other group affected by this increase are those that had a reduced rate 

of 8% and now will have a 10%, as bottled water, glasses or lenses and all ac-

tivities related with tourism, such as restaurants, bars or cafeterias. 

 

As we mentioned before, in Spain, the real estate market is very imporant. 

That is why, when we talk about VAT, the Spanish government has estab-

lished the following percentages: 

 Before August 19th 2011: 7% 

 From August 20 2011 to December 31st 2012: 4%  

 Since 1st January 2013: 10%. 

 

From a scrictly fiscal point of view, we must point out that the general 

VAT rate in Spain was one of the lowest rates of all de EU, only exceeded by 

Cyprus (17%) and Luxembourg (15%), and tecnhically, Spain had certain 

margin for increasing rates. On the other hand, the excessive number of goods 

and services that had a reduced or super reduced type has been sharply criti-

cized, not only by the Community authorities, but also by several infrigemen 

records related to the educational and sanitary areas.
30

 

 

From the perspective of the taxation tecnique and from Brussels point of 

view, it seems that the correct adjustment will be to reduce the goods and ser-

vices that enjoyed of a reduced or super reduced rate type, avoiding this way 

the conflict with the Community Law and granting coherence to the VAT tax-

ation system. 

 

Moreover, we must say that it would best to drive these measures in a pe-

riod of economic prosperity, like Germany and Czech Republic did in the 

past. 

 

The increase of VAT rates has an important effect over several industries. 

Due to the actual financial situation, one part of the rate increase is absorbed 

by the companies on its own because they are unable to increase their sale 

prices. This is going to cause a reduction in indusrial margins and, conse-

                                                
30. 17/01/13 ECJ, Case C-360/11 "The Court of Justice of the EU condemns Spain for breach 

regarding the application of a reduced rate of VAT on medicinal substances and medical de-

vices...” Actum núm. 72 Actualidad Fiscal Enero-Febrero 2013, p. 33. 
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quently, in a minor capacity of investment and hiring of new personnel. From 

the client’s point of view, the increase of VAT rate types leads directly to a 

reduced economic capacity and the desired goal of increasing purchases now-

adays is very far. 
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